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PREFACE 

In September 19-r;, a military coup led by General 

Augosto Pinochet ousted ·the democratically-elected Marxist 
' 

government of Salvadore Allende. For the next 16 years Chile 

was ruled by a military-authoritarian regime that exercised 

its authority through a combination of sheer power and the 

institutionalization of what came to be called "authoritarian 

democracy". The right-wing regime took upon itself the 

ta$k of eliminating all leftist elements in Chilean society 

and engaged in a ht__gh level of coercion that earned it 

· notoriety for human rights abuses • All democratic rights and 

privilages were suspended and a conscious policy of 

"depoliticization~ together with a programme for economic 

recovery was formulated. The implementation 'or a new order 

was completed with the 1980 Constituion which gave the armed 

forces an unprecedented direct political role and Pinochet 

an almost life-long say in national affairs. 

The Pinochet era can be roughly divided into two 

phases--the first, from the coup to the implementation of the 

new Constitution in 1981, and the second, frQn 1981 to 1989. 

It is the second phase of Pinochet• s rule that attracts 

attention. From a situation of almost no opposition as late 

as 1980-81, by mid-1983 a m~s movement s·eemed to be gathering 

momentum, to protest against military :rule and demand a return 

to democracy. 
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The first large-scale protest against the military 

regime took place on 11 Kay 198'; in Santiago. It marked the 

begining ot monthly protests and the demonstrators began to 

swell in number, including the upper-middle and middle claas. 

Opposition forces combined under the Democratic Alliance and 

the POpular Democratic Movement. Few concessions could be 

had through dialogue with the regime. The two concrete 

expressions of the opposition--the National Accord and the 

Demand of Chile were summarUy rejected by Pinochet. 

In this project, we have attempted to analyse three 

years of 1;he struggle for democracy ( 1983-86) that ended with 

the moderate section of the opposition accepting and 

resigning to a constitutional transition to democracy. There 

can be several starting points to this project. For one, we 

must consider the Chilean .exception of a tradition of demo

cracy. This makes it difficult to explain one and a half 

decades of .military rule. Secondly, the breakdown of democracy 

did not come about with the coup, the process had begun under 

the reformist governments of Eduardo Pre i and Allende. There 

is no doubt ,ho\'~ver, that the military reversed aJ.l existing 

political, social and economic trends and broueht about a 

major restructuring on the lines of a free-market authoritarian 

model. In this context, how can one explain the rise of an 

opposition movement by 198';? Was it political repression 

and economic crisis that brought thous a.11ds of Chileans to the 

streets? If so, Pinochet was a f allure in the sense that the 
" 

"depoliticlzation" he attempted, could not, in the face of 
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adversities, prevent a "repoliticization" of Chilean society. 

The Chilean opposition was a complex variable in the 

period of our examination. Containing elements from the 

extreme-left to the eentre-right, and plagued by the historical 

"three-thirds" divide of Chilean society, the opposition found 

it difficult to coma to terms with the ongoing political 

developnents. 

In the wake of a return to democracy in Chile, several 

aspects of. the period 198}-86 need serious deliberation. The 

problema facing the civilian government of Patricio Aylwin are 

a legacy o:f' militar;v rule and the form and direction the 

protest movement took in the period of our cons ide ration. The 

historival "three-thirds" split of the electorate bet~en the 

forces of the left, ·centre and right further c~plicate the 

political scenario~ 

A major limitation of this project is •the almost tota.l 

reliance on secondary s-ources. The researcher has used the 

more important texts on Chilean history and polity to provide 

the background to the advent of military rule in Chile. The 

proximity of the period under study to the present has limited 

the. amount of available material on the subject, but an effort 

has been made to supplement our information with neViSpapers and 

mae;azines. 
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The basic chapterization scheme followed in the project 

is as foll.ows a 

Chapter I is an overview of the evolution of ChUean 

dem,ecracy fran 18'' to 1964. An emph~ is is placed on deli

neating the main features of national politics. 

Chapter II exammes the reformist years of the Frei 

and Allende administrations to assess their role in the 

processes that culminated with the 1973 coup. The first phase 

of military rule is ala o dealt with in this chapter~ 

Chapter III deals with the crisis of the military regime 

anq. the background to the protest movement. 

Chapter IV contains a chronological survey of the years 

198-,-86~ The various actors in the ongoing political pro

cesses have been dealt with at length. An attempt is aJ.so made 

to analyse the various dimensions of the confrontation between 

the military regime and the opposition. 

----~--



CHAPTER I 



EVOLUTION OF CHILB
1 

1 S DEMOCRATIC POLI'l'Y1 1833-1964 

The somewhat isolated geographical location of 

Chile has not in any way precluded that country from 

occupying an important place in the politics of the 

Latin American region. Most recently, the sixteen years 

of military-authoritarian rule of General Augusto 

Pin~t Ugarte gave way to a democratic government in 

what was easily one of the more peaceful transitions 

to democracy ever seen in Latin America. The Partido 

Democrata Cristiana (P.DC, Christian DEmocratic Party) 

led coalition government has, in its first few months 

of po•er, given every indication that democracy is back 

in Chile to stay. The shadow of the military and its 
' leader Pin~et looms large upon Chileans, but the fact 

remains that the country has been historically accustomed 

to democratic rule than to any other form of government. 

Nineteenth century Latin America was, with few . 

exceptions, the hunting ground of c~?illos and the 

regional politics was characterized by political 

instability, chaos and disorder. Political independence 

from the Iberian colonizers was not harnessed in building 

stable, strong and-workable governing institutions. 
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Chile, in strong contrast to most of Latin America, saw 

political stability and order especially from the 1830s 

on and democratic practices and institutions came to be 

firm~y implanted as the country progressed. The armies 

of liberation, having served to achieve independence 

(1810) came to be "relegated" to a "secondary" role of 

maintaining peace at the borders. The military was 

confined to the barracks and civilian supremacy confirmed 

in the political sphere. 

Chile is, in many w.ays, not a typical Latin 

American country. Three features of Chilean polity merit 

emphasis.and a detailed discussion. First, Chile has a 

deep-rooted tradition of democracy and6 over the last 

h~dred years in particular, witnessed a high level of 

party competition, open and relatively fair popular 

elections combined with a high respect for democratic 

freedoms. Second, military intervention and rule has been 

an exception rather than the rule in Chile. The military 

has always been a "political force", a pressure-group 

that has influenced but not dictated or directed national 

policies for any considerable length of time. Third, 

authoritarianism in general, in spite of the tradition of 

democracy and a noninterventionist military, has been an 

important element of Chilean polity over the years. 
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It is for these reasons that even as the military 

firmly established itself in national politics following 

the successful 11 September 1973 coup against the Unidad 

Popular (UP) government of President Salvador Allende and 

successfully "imposed• a new ~onstitution, significant 

OP,position to military-authoritarianism remain~d and at 

the first given opportunity rose to challenge the government's 

legitimacy and authority, using both constitutional and 

extra-constitutional means. The period 1973-1989 stands 

out as a blot in Chilean history, and the return to 

democracy may be said to have restored the Chilean political 

tradition. 

A caamon utterence in Chile is, "No Somos -
tropicales" ("we are not like those other Latin Americans"). 

An attempt is made in the following sections to delineate 

the three features of the country's polity which we have 
. ~h 

identified earlier with a view to understandJS~ruggle for 

a return to democ~acy in the early 1980s. 

The Autocratic Republic (183G-1890) 1 

On 18 Bep-t:embet 1810, a Cabildo abierto ("town 

1 The ,.division of Chilean histor'lr into three broad 
periods for the purpose of the present discussion 
is based on the studies of 1 Brian Loveman, Chile: 
The Legacy of Hispanic Capitalism (New York, 1979)1. 
Arthuro Valenzuela, "Chile: Origins, Consolidation, 

I . and Brealcdown of a Democratic Regime 11
, in Larry 

Diamond and others, Democracy in Developing Countries: 
Latin America· (Boulder, Colorado, 1989), vol.4, PP• 
158-2061 Federico G. Gil, "Chile: Society in Transitiona, 

contd •••• 
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meeting' ) in Santiago accepted the resi.gnation of the 

governor, Francisco Carrsoo, and proclaimed the creation 

of a national junta. In the years 181Ct-1830 11 
••• the new 

2 nation alternated between dictatorship and-anarchy•. 

Two distinct political tendencies were also beginning to 

appear; they were later to result in the creation of 

Chile's earlier parties. 

One favoured a real republic, free and 
democratic, and the liberalization of social 
institutions accordingly, regardless of the 
lack of traditions and political habits; the 
other demanded a strong centralized government 
••• and aspired, in general, to a system which 
would not break completely wi~ colonial 
traditions, one Which would not modify the 
existing structure of society.(3) 

The foDmer were known as the liberales or pipiolos (liberals 

or novices) and the latter as pelucones (conservatives or 

bigwigs) • It was 11 
••• the chaos of public finance that 

brought to the fore businessmen and military leaders who 

ended two decades of near anarchy with a conservative 

restoration"." 

contd. from pre page 

in Martin c. Nf1tedler (ed.), Political Systenw of 
Latin America (New York, 197~ edn.2, PP• 392-427. 
The sub-division into smaller historical periods 
is also based on the same. 

2 ibid, Valenzuela, p.162. 

3 Gil, n.l, pp.399-400. 

4 Loveman, n.l, p.134. 
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In April 1830, conservative forces defeated the 

liberal a~y in the Battle of Lircay and, led by a 

merchant# Diego Portales, an alliance of military leaders, 

merchants, prominent landowners and the Church set about 

to establish a unique political regime in Chile. The 

solution to the politica~ disorder of the past was found 

in establishing a strong, centralized government that 

empha$ized restoration of legitimacy, law and order, public 

morality and fiscal integrity, and one that did not tolerate 

.opposition or criticism. This marked the beginning of the 

qautoeratic republic" or the "centralized oligarchical 

rulea. 5 The Constitution of 1833 institutionalized what 

historians havt:t called the "PortalianState". Ironically, 

Portales played almost no official role in elaborating the 

Constitution through ita character owed as much to him as 

to it$ principal author, Mariano Egana. 

This conservative document not only restricted 
the suffrage through literacy and property 
qualifications, but also provider! for a very 
strcmg presidency by giving the Chief Executive 
the power to select and control directly all 
administrative officials, to name Supreme Court 
justices and to veto Congressional legislation. 
Further ••• it reestablished the right of 
primogeniture ••• and declared Roman Catholicism 
the state religion, at the same time prohibiting 
the "public exercise of any other faith whatsoeve~ (6) 

5 The phrase is used by James Petras, Politics and 
Social Forces in Chilean Development (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles, 1969), p.79. 

6 John R. Stephenson, The Chilean PoEular Front 
(Philadelphia, .Pennsylvania, 1942), p.12. 
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The Constitution of 1833 formalized the anti

democratic principles that both Portales and Egana stood 

for, and the common disdain they had for democracy, . 
popular suffrage and liberalism. The document maintained 

existing class relations and made possible effective 

governance, economic recovery and above all, political 

stability. 

The establishment and consolidation of "limited• 

or .. formal" democracy was to take place within the framework 

of the Constitution of 1833 and the autocratic republic that 

emerged in the Chile of the 1830s. It will however be a 
4 

mistake to locate the factors that led to the consolidation 

of Chilean democracy in the Constitution of 1833 or in 

events that occurred in that particular decade. The authority 

structures that were e.stablished in thet 1830s must be 

distinguished from the process of actuetl consolidation 

Which took many more years and Which WC!LS aided by a set 

of different factors. 7 

7 see Arturo Valenzuela, "Chile and the Breakdown of 
Democracy•, in Howard J. Wiarda and Harvey F. Kline 
(ed.), Latin American Politics and Development 
(Boston, 1979), p.234. Rustow has noted the 
importance of distinguishing between establishing 
and consolidating institutions of democracy. 
Consolidation involves a lengthy process of 
"habituation11

, which is not necessarily unilinear; 
there can be reversals and even breakdown~ 
Dankwart Rustow, 11Transitions 1:.o Democracy1 Toward 
a Dynamic Model", Comparative Politics (New York, 
N.Y.), vol.2, no.3, April 1970, pp.337-63. 
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The policies of President Joaquin Prieto 

( 1831-1841) 1 a successful war against the Peru-Bolivia 

confederation (1837-1838) and the "martyrdom" of Portales 

served to solidify the new government. The military 

victory in particular had a profound effect on Chileans, 

as it was to have forty years later in the War of 

Pacific (1879-1883). Defeat of the Chilean anny would 

have magnified political divisions and seriously imperilled 

governmental stability.8 The War strengthened the belief 

of the Chileans· that they were one nation and contributed 

.significantly to Chilean nationalism at a time when it was 

needed most. 

The War also made a national hero of General 

Manuel Bulues and elevated him to the presidency. In his 

two 5-year terms in office (1841-1851), Bulnes took . 

important steps to implement the principles set forth in 

the O~nstitution. He refused to rule autocratically and 

relied on the cabinet to carry out the main tasks of 

government. The cabinet itself was drawn from different 

sectors of public opinion and members were periodically 

changed to reflect new pressures and interests. 

8 Francisco Antonio Encina, Historia de Chile (Santiago, 
1941•42) ,. vol.9, p.493. Cited in Valenzuela, n.l, 
p.162. 
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Executive power was paramount but the judiciary 

and legislature developed. partly in response to the 

influence of imported liberalism or perhaps the desire 

of certain elites to emulate British parliamentarism, and 

partly due to the support provided by Bulnes. For example, 

in November 1841, 'congress agreed to suspend legislation 

authorizing tax collection as also the budget bill until 

the executive submitted an expan4ed legislative agenda. 

The President's acceptance of the congressional demands 

was an implicit recognition of the legitimacy of 

legislature checks on government policy. As congress 

became more assertive the cabinet responded by trying to 

capture it by manipulating the electoral process. The 

perversion of suffrage however contributed, in the long 

run, to reinforCing the legitimacy of t:he legislature as a 

full-fledged branch of gove.rnment. 9 

The decisive control of the military by civilian 

authorities set Chile apart from other Latin American 

governments. Bulnes ruled as a civilian and set a precedent 

for following presidents who, even if they were from the 

military, served without uniforms. The National 

9 The growing assertiveness of the Congress came to 
be felt from the second half of the nineteenth 
century and was the crux of the conflict between 
the executive and legislature. 
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Guard came to be favoured at the expense of the regular 
10 

army. Bulnes's ·identity as a victorious general helped 

keep the traditional military elite at bay until 1851 

when Concep·oion-based aJaDy. officers sided with other 

discontented elernenteof Chilean society to challenge 

the government by force~ 

The political institutions of post-1833 Chile 

were propped up by substantial. econanic prosperity that 

may be partly explained as a consequence of political 

stability. Under successive administrations the enormous 

tasks of reorganizing public finance, rationalizing 

commercial policy and determining the direction of 

economic development were adeptly handled. Chile's role 

as a supplier of raw materials to and receiver of 

manufactured goods from the developed capitalist nations 

came to be accepted. Mining and agriculture thrived as 

the state took the initiative in improving dock facilities, 

obtaining foreign creditD introducing railroads etc. 

Foreign trade gave the government a ready and expanding 

source of incane from customs revenues. This enabled the 

'tate to undertake extensive public works projects and to 

invest large sums of money in education etc. The continuity 

10 The National Guard was a force of loyal citizen 
soldiers, ten to twenty-five times the size of the 
peacetime a~y~ composed mainly of lower-middle 
class civilians. · 
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of government policy was helped by the fact that each 

successive president ~as facilitated by the method of 

selecting presidents, each appointing his successor. 11 

Thus, "consolidation of authoritarian government 

••• gave Chile a truly national political system with 

administrative capabilities that paved the way for 

imvressive economic gro,,th ••• u,12 The same "economic 

expansion created new economic interests, made social 

stratification more complex, and exacerbated regional 

animosities •• :• •13 

Since tp;conomic growth of the country came to be 

closely tied to the expansion of the State, it soon began 

to generate bitter opposition from the traditional 

conservative elite; central valley landowners, regional 

interests and Church officials realized that the State 

was cutting into their power-bases. The Church-State 

issue14 and the conflict between the executive and the 

legislature were central in the rise of opposition to the 

State. 

1.1 G.F •. Scott Elliot, Chile (London, 1907), p.2oa. 

12 Loveman, n.1, p.1SO. 

13 ibid, p.152. 

14 The so-called "religious question" involved 
secularizing cemeteries, civil marriage, public 
education and, more generally, separation of 
Church and State. · 
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II • • • by midcentury the . State was not simply a 

tool of economic elites but had ••• attained a considerable 

' degree of autonomy ••• d from the traditional ~lite not only 

because of "growing governmental institutionalization and 

.;.the ability of State officials to manipulate the verdict 

of the electorate" but also the "• •• system of revenue 

collection tied to an export economy 11
•
15 An entirely 

new profession of urban-based government functionaries, 

political leaders and intellectuals appeared on the national 

stage and espoused a liberal creed. 16 They relied on the 

State for their positions and had a stake in the expansion 

of governmental authority. Therefore, "•• .control of the 

State and its expenditures became the 'most important 

political issue of the time". 17 

Chile's first real party, the Conservative Party, 

was founded in 1857 and became the foremost expression 

of elite discontent over the decreasing power and autonomy 

of rural areas and the challenge to the Church's monopoly 

over educational, cultural and family life. The cause of 

Conservatives was furthered by an alliance with sane 

15 Valenzuela·, n. 7 1 pp.237-8. 

16 .The 11Generation of 1842 11 was a liberal intellectual 
movement whose beginnings coincided with the creation 
of the University of Chile in 1842. They were 
strongly secular with an impressive influence in 
decision-making circles at the time when the Chilean 
State was undergoing an expansion of its role ~n 
national life. 

17 Valenzuela, n.7, p.238. 
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ideological liberals who supported the. State in matters 

relating to the Church but opposed its authoritarian 

nature especially on grounds of electoral intervention, 

l~ited suffrage and democratization. The Radical Party, 

representing anti-clerical and mining intEtrests, as well 

as landowners from the south, merchants and small business-. 
18 men, was founded in 1861 ~ ••• as a reaction against 

olig~tb'ic rule" • 19 I.ts main demands were " ••• constituional 

reform, state supervision over education, administrative 

decentralization, and freedom of suffrage".20 

I.n 1859, discontent with the government from various 

quart~rs led to a civil war in which, as in 1851, the State, 

with the help of National Guard, was victorious. This put 

an end to any wi~hful thinking on the paL-t of opposition 

elements to contemplate victory through a~ed challenge. 

Chile now witnessed a consolidated attempt to expand 

suffrage, bar official manipulation of the electoral process, 

limit executive authority, decentralize administration etc. 

The change fran an "autocratic republic" to a "liberal 

18 Gil, n.l, puts ~e year of the founding of the Radical 
Party in 1861, see p.401. Loveman, n.1, p.182, in 
18631 and John J. Johnson, Political Change in Latin 
America& The Emergence of the Middle Seceors 
{stanford, California, 1958), p.73, In 1862. 

19 ibid, Johnson, p.73. 

20 Gil, n.1, p.401. 
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republic .. had occurred. 21 

Durinq the administration of Pre:sident Federico 

Err,zuriz (1871-1876) a Congressional majority of the 
, 

Conservatives under the leadership of Jo.se Manuel 

Irarrazaval enab~ed a dramatic liberalization of the 

electoral system. The 1871 constitutional amendment 

prohibited immediate presidential re-election. The 

office of the president thus came to be limited to a 

single 5-year term and his veto power was also restricted. 

The Electoral Reform Act (1874) also increased the size of 

the electorate by 300 per cent from 50,000 in 1872 to 

150,000 in 1878, as suffrage was extended to all literate 

males. 

The War of the Pacific altered the national life 

of Chile in all its aspects. The victoey provided material 

benefits in the form of territory and nitrates~ and resulted 

in far-reaching changes in the country • s economic life, 

necessitating major structural adjustments and readjustments 

in Chilean society and polity. Chile became another example 

of a late-industrialising capitalist society with early and 

21 ibid, Gil•s-div~sion of Chilean history sePa.rat~s 
the period,. of •autocratic republic" (1830-1860) 
from the "liberal republic" (1860-1890) though 
only. a "social transformation" •and not a "political 
transformation• had occurred. 
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persisting quasi-parliamentary politics where urbanization 

and modernization did not occur as a consequence of 

industrialization, rather, there only 1~ook place a 

semblance of industrial expansion relative to the 

22 concentration of the population in urban settlements. 

If nitrates brought wealth to the government in 

the form of export revenues it also " ••• brOught a grave 

risk - an exaggerated dependence upon foreign markets 

which was in the future to unbalance Chile • s internal 

economy .. 23 and lead to social unrest of a magnitude that 

eventually resulted in military intervention in politics 

in the 1920s. The nitrate economy created an ever~xpanding 

workforetand the beginnings of a truly industrial wage 

proletariat which would in the era of the "parliamentary 

republic• acquire the centre stage with the so-called 

"social question". 

In the short-run, the nitrate wealth enabled the 

government to successfully withstand all political-social 

pressure fran various social groups as also the military, 

22 Nioos Mouzeli~, "On the Rise of Postwar Military 
Dictatorships' Argentina, Chile, Greece .. , Comparative 
Studies in Society and History (Cambridge, New York, 
N.Y.), vol.28, no.l, January 1986, p.Ss. 

23 Gil, n.l, p.402. 
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as everyone was ab~e to get a piece of the cake. The 

military victory further cemented the political institutions 

that had been evolving over the decades though the very 

basis of the existing political problems - the conflict 

between the president and the Congress, remained and 

during the presidency.of Josa Manuel Balmaceda (1886_1891) 

resulted in a Civil War (1891). 

The civil war remains a controv·ersial subject to 

date but may. perhaps be best understood in terms of 11 
••• 

the complex relationships between the changes in Chile's 

political economy wrought by the war of the Pacific and 

the persistence of long-standing political issues, such 

as the 'religious question•· and the constant tension 

between the Congress and the exeuctive•. 24 The Congress 

backed by the navy, defeated the president, backed by the 

army, and ushered in almost four decade:s of "parliamentary 

republic" or "oligalthic parliamentarism" 25 where u ••• 

presidential influence became almost eJI:tinct and parties 

grew at will u. 26. 

The I>eriod of the "autocratic republic" was the 

infant stage of Chilean political evolution. The country's 

24 Lov.eman, n.1, pp.196-7. 

25 The term is used by Nicos Mouzelis, n.22, pp.56-57. 
·' 

26 Gil, n.1, p.400. 
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democratic institut~ons and procedures made significant 

ad~anoes even though citizenship was sharply restricted. 

Chile did not deviate substantially from other nascent 

democracies in this respect. More importantly, there 

were several decades in which political authority was 

vested in elected presidents and Congress wielded 

substantial influence over the formulation of public 

policy. When existing social, political and economic 

relations would not sustain the changes that occurred 

over the previous five decades, a civil .war resulted. 

The victory of congressional forces may uctually have 

positively influenced Chilean democracy and reduced .. 
authoritarianism of the past. 

J 

The Chilean military underwent radical changes 

towards the end of the period of our discussion. The 

. War of the Pacific provided the rationale for the existence 

and maintenance of a professional and organized army. In 

1885 the Chilean government contracted Captain ECPi.l Kort\er 

of the Imperial German Army to become sub-director of the 

Escuela Militar27 (Military School) and to direct the 

modernization of Chilean armed forces. The Academia .9!. Gueq1l. 

(War College) was founded in 1886, the same year the first 

military periodical appeared and a military club, Cit'culo 

Militar,was established in Santiago. 

27 The Escuela Mili}ar was the oldest such national 
institution in Latin America. It was founded in 
1817 by Bernardo.0 1Higgius. 
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In the Civil War, the bulk of the army remained 

loyal to Balmaceda but ~aer and his followers sailed 

north to Iquique, the revolutionary capital~· In less than 

six months Karl\a- trained an army of 10,000 officers and 

troops which ult~tely defeated the regular army. 

The victory of Congressional forces elevated 

Vice-Admiral Jorg~ Montt (1891-1896) to .the presidency. 

Montt was elected by his civilian colleagues and governed 

without uniform but he took steps to enlarge the army and 

intensify the German-oriented modernization begun before 

the Civil War. In 18950 KOrner contracted thirty-six 

foreign officers to se~re as instructors in the Chilean 

army. 

The _Pr·ussianization of the Chilean army wholly 

altered its nature and content. There is almost no 

criteria for making any comparisons between the pre- and 

.post-18SS Chilean army. "Prussianization set ambitious 

professional ~fficers against their superiors, against 

their incompetent colleagues, and against politicians ••• ••~8 

28 Frederick M. Nunn, nEmil Korner and the Prussianization 
of the Chilean Army 11 , in Brian Loveman and Thana a 
M. Davies Jr. (ed.), The Politics of Antipolitics: 
The Military in Latin America (Lincoln and London, 
1978), p.7s. 
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It " ••• created an army elite which magnified its role 
29 in Chilean society and politics ••• ~. and went on to 

capture political power in the 1920s. The Chilean a~y 

at that point of time was the best-equipped land fighting 

force and the best-educated officer corps in Latin America. 

The Parliamentary Republic (1891-1925) 

After 1891, the centre of gravity o~ Chile's 

political system shifted from the executive to the Congress. 

Governmental authority became diffused, weakened and 

finally decentralize~ as a multiplicity of political 

parties and factions sprang up and electoral reforms 

placed supervision of. elections and registration in the 

hands of 267 municipal administrations• 11 Politics became 

an elaborate log-rolling game centered in Cong~ss, in 

whiCh national resources were divided for the benefit of 

local constituentsu.~O I~ liberalization of suffrage resulted 

in • ••• the transfor.mation of elite factions and proto-

·parties into large~scale party organizations and networks•31 

it also made corruption a way of life. Money-power rather 

than muscle-power became the way to influence electoral 

outcomes. "Chilean politics became little more than a 

frank struggle for privilege and high office ••• Chile had 

29 ibid. 
30 Valenzuela, nGl, p.166. 
31 Valenzuela, n.7, p.241. 



won her electoral liberty, but in practice it meant 

nothing more than 'liberty to indulge in fraud and 
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32 . 
birbery'." Parliamentacy rule also ensured a high degree o.f 
m~iateria1 instabi1i~y with 
constant coalition shifts and complex olectoral pacts. 

In the period of the parliamentary republic there existed 

121 different cabinets with a total of 530 ministers. 

Whatever be the criticism of the "parliamentary 

republic" it must be conceded that it made a positive 

contribution to the case of democracy in Chile • The 

period saw the institutionalization of respect for civil 

liberties and political liberalization in the Chilean 

polity. It also allowed for the evolution of the press, a 

growing recognition of the legitimacy of opposition move

ments and parties and £or a formal respect for the procedures 

of liberal democracy. The growth of political parties and. 

labour unions were all positive signs in the evolution of 

Chilean democracy. The period of "parliamentary republic" 

may be seen as an inevitable step closer to the democratic 

ideal and practice which the term had come to apply towards 

the beginning of the twentieth century. 

The ultimate failure of the parliamentary era was 

its Jaabllity to deal with the •social question". The 

32 Stephenson, n.6, p.2o. 
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nitrate economy had altered the nature and size of the Chilean 

workforce and its high level of dependence on the inter-

national market meant periodic labour-capital conflict and 

political crises. The Partido De.nocrata (Democrat Party) 

had already ushered in a populist ideology in Chile which 

later went on to take socialist and communist manifestations 

of militant labour unions. The growth c,f the Chilean labour 

movement can be traced to these years of politico-economic 

upheaval. 

The emergence of the social question coincided 

with •• ••• truly dramatic demographic, technological, and. 

·economic changes in Chilean society".33 The advancing 

urbanization of the population, the extension of rail 

lines, telegraph networks etc. contributed to making 

Chilean society and.economy truly national and modern. 

These developments occurred alongwith a stagnation and 

deca,y of the agricul. tural sector and contributed to 

highlight the limitations and weaknesses of the 

parliamentary republic. 

The hypocrisy and the contradictions of the 

parliamentary era permitted ·a certain latitude for 

33 Loveman, n.l, p.232. 
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political and social orgaaization by the working class. 

The political system was usually able to tolerate the 

worker press and even moderate representation of the 

working class. The newly emerging middle class als~~: 

found some scope for gaining political influence. i ~ \ , 
\ 

~ '. ' ' 

~ \_ \/ 
\~,~ ... ;\.-· -

Labour unions were the subject of repression ny~ 

both the State and the capitalists, both national and 

foreign. The aDny served to demobilize industrial 

militancy on an increasing level as in Valpara!so (1903), 

Antofagasta (1906) and the most brutal of all, the Iquique 

Massacane of 1907 whidh left S0o-2p00 workers dead. 

() Congress repeatedly refused to adopt labour legislation 
~ 
(() or even to enact piecemeal reforms to ameliorate the worst 
(f.) 

1 abuses of labour. 

F 
In 1920, the Chilean right consisted of the 

Conservative, National, Liberal and Liberal-Democratic 

parties representing both the traditional conservative 

elites as well as newly emerged mining, industrial and 

business bosses. The Radical Party represented the upper

middle class and the middle class and had become a potent 

force in national polltics on the basis of its growing 

demands for reform. The~ labour identified itself with 

parties such as Partido Democrata,socialists, anarchists 

and Syndicalists. 
DISS 
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World War I set in motion economic and political 

forces that brought the end of the parliamentary regime 

and replaced nitrates with copper as a principal source 

of foreign exchange and government revenues. The temporary 

war-time boom saw Chile prosper with the increased inter

national demands for copper and nitrates. This state of 

affairs ended as quickly as it began with the development 

of synthetic nitrates reducing the demands for Chilean nitrates 

and the inevitable post-war national depression. The"social 

question'' now asswned gigantic proportions and the co':lntry 

se'emed headed for another civil war - between the political 

and economic oliga~c"y who dominated parliamentary politics, 

and the supporters of reform. 

A new style of politics emerged in Chile with 

Arturo Alessa.ndri Pal mo. - "mobilisation poli ticsu • 34 

The Chilean middle class and the middle c1ass Radical and 

Democratic parties carried Alessandri to victory in the 

1920 president!~~ elections. President Alessandri's 

administration (1920-1924) faced the same problems as his 

~~ Petras, n.s, pp.117-8. "Mobilisation politics 
involved: an appeal to popular interests, to spark 
mass part~cipation ~n politics; the introduction 
of political power as a means of achieving social 
and economic refoon for the ! common man' 1 an 
attack on traditional elites and authority; and 
the appearance of the pol!tician who 'goes to the 
people' u. Petras, n. 7, pp.117-18. 
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predecessors and the methods he used to deal with existing 

socio-economic problems did not differ fundamentally.from 

those used earlier. Ministerial changes, threat to delay 

budget and tax bills, failure to authori~~e the military 

ga~son to remain in Santiago etc. continued despite the 

economic crises and spread of labour conflict. Congress 

refused to pass social laws introduced by the Alessandri 

administration. 

In mid-1924, with government salaries in arrears, 

a mounting budget deficit, rampant ~nflation and failure to 

deliver on even the most modest of campaign promises, 

Alessandri supported legislation to provide a salary for 

congressmen. This was the immediate ca'llle for the 5 

September, 1924 military intervention and the first time 

in over hundred years that military men had played a direct 

role in governing the nation. 

In power, the military enforced those social laws 

that Alessandri had been unable to pass, relating to labour 

accidents, union organization, social securi~J etc. and which 

were aJ.so related to military conditions such as improvement 

of salaries, police reorganization etc. 

A new military coup on 23 Janua~, 1925 spearheaded 

by Carlos :tbGez brought Alessandri back to power to serve 

.i 
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the remaining ten months as the constitutional president 

of Chile. With the support of the military and Ib~ez 

as Minister of war, Alessandri now began to implement an 

extended programme of law reform and a new eonstitution. 

The Constitution of 1925 shifted the balance of 

power from Congress to the executive. It also introduced 

direct popular election of the president, an· independent 

electoral tribunal to review election results and prohibitions 

against eongressmen serving as ministers or government 

employees. The president's term was extended to six years 

with no immediate re-election pez:mitted. Congress retained 

important budgetary authority and could override vetoes 

but lost. the traditional methods used to immobilize executive 

policymaking. The new Constitution officially recognized 

the role of political.parties in national politics. The 

document also br~ght the separation ~tween the ChurCh and 

the State and was accepted on 18 October 1925. 

The expanding role of the Chilean military had 

begun with the Prussianization of the armed forces from 

· the late 1880s on. The political immobility and the 

intensifying social question became a concern for the 

military since the government used it frequently to 

suppress labour movements, and also because the military 

developed a new orientation. 
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Military dissatisfaction with the politics of the 

parliamentary republic and with the econanic ailings of 

the nation began to manifest itself from the early twentieth 

century. In 1907, 35 1911-1912, 191536 and 191937 there 

were hints of the military becoming an interventionist 

body with nationalist orientations. 

Finally, Alessandri's elected successor Figueroa 

Larra!n had to bow to national and military pressure and 

Ib~ez was appointed the ~resident of the iepublic on 22 

May 1927. The military's advocacy of social, political and 

economic reform and hostility toward liberal democracy had 

finally succeeded in imposing its version of reform and 

democracy on the State. 

Direct military rule in Chile saw a period of 

economic recovery. Amidst a new flurry of economic 

activity the political repression of the regime seemed 

35 Officers of the Santiago garrison established a 
"Ligia Militar" as a lobby to secure better 
conditions and benefits forothe army. 

36 The 1915 military movement aimed at placing in power 
a strong government able to end the political 
anarchy preventing national progress and development. 

37 The 1919 conspiracy among high-ranking officeza 
intended to avoid political chaos and end the 
dangers of communism. 
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unimportant to most Chileans. An. important social law in 

the form of the 1931 Labour Code was produced and 

notwithstanding its limitations, it did bring about a 

formal recognition by the.8tate of the right of workers 

to organize, to petition employers for improved working 

conditions, to strike and to have the work place regulated 

by the Labour Department~8 

Dependence of the Ib66ez government on nitrate and 

copper revenues, as well as increased levels of foreign 

investments and loans made the regime as vulnerable to 

international economic changes as previous administrations. 

The economic failures of the regime led, in July 1931, to 

a "general strike" by professi_onal associations, white

collar workers and students demanding a return to consti

tutio~government."Violence in the streets, resurgence of 

political opposition in all sectors including the military, 

and the insoluble economic dilemma forced Ib,~ez to resign 

...... 39 For the next one and a half years the country 

went through several civilian and military governments, 

six in all "controlled" the country within a 101-day 
I 

period in 1932. 

38 The Labour Code incorporated the "social laws" of 
1924 and created an elaborate framework for a modern 
industrial relations system. It created, in general, 
a highly patev~istic and authoritarian system: 
worker petitions and strikes were linked to indivi .... · 
dual firms, activities of union federations was 
severely restricted, gave the government the 
authority to order a "return to work" in national 
interest, in practice it ~ant that illegal strikes 
easily began to outnumber ~egal ones. _ _ · ... _ 
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·Polarization and Mass Participation (1932-1964) 

In September 1932 General Bartolome Blanche 

ass~d provisional executive authority and scheduled the 

presidential election for October, thus bringing to an 

end the so-called "Socialist Republic" under the alternating 

leadership of Marmada~ Grove , Carlos Davila, and an 

alliance with the· Nueva Acci6n Publi Oa. ( •New Public Action··). 

Alessandri was elected president a second time and for the 

next four decades Chile experienced legally elected 

civilian governments. Until September 1973 Chile was the 

only Latin American country where competitive multiparty 

politics combined with presidential government, uninterrupted 

by coups, assassinations or revolutions, determined the 

occupants of the presidency, Congress and higher policy

making positions in the national government. 

The second Alessandri administJ:ation (1932-1938) 

laid emphasis on national-unity, order, econanic recovery 

and constitutional rule. The government faced the problems 

of depression-induced unemployment, 40 the continual threat 

of new military intervention and a growing militaftoyof the 

left. 

39 Loveman, n.1, p.253. 
40 The world depression led Chile towards an adoption 

of import-substitution industrialization policy and 
the period from the 1930s on flaW significant 
indu8trial development. 
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The 11 Republican Mil! tia 11 served as both a 

temporary counterbalance to the military and a threat 

t·o leftist movements until its dissolution in 1936. By 

then an attempted coup had been crushed in December 1933 

and through political purges the officer corps was brought 

under presidential control. 

The economy recovered but inflation accompanied 

progress. Chilean agriculture failed to meet adequately 

the food demands of urban centres and mining regions. 

Control of prices and agricultural exports became a major 

concern. It led to the creation of f..<2!nisariato General 

~ Subsistencia ! Pfecios (General Commissariat of 

Subsistence and prices) and the Junta !~ Exportacion 
41 ~OY 

Agricola~ The mechanism usedkan artificial depression 

of producer prices for agricultural commodities was through 

a policy of discrimination against the rural labour movement 

and represssion of agricultural unionism. 42 

41 Loveman, n.11 p.267. 

42 Alessandrims policies toward rural labour set the 
tone for four decades of administrative, legislative 
and physical repression against them. In June 1934 
Carabineros marsacarred more-than a hundred peasant 
protestors in B!o B!o. Peasants in Ranqu!l found 
their leaders murdered when they rose in armed 
conflict against landowners. 
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Ironically enough, Alessandri promoted the 

development of the legal union movement under the 

provisions of the Labour Code and the 1930s witnessed 

substantial increase both in the number of legal unions 

as well in membership. Industrial relations came to conform 

to the provisions of the Labour Code with the successful 

channeling of class conflict within State-established 

institutions. 

Reformist and leftist political parties had made 

deep inroads into the country side and had begun to 

threaten the control of landowners over the votes of 

peasants, the condition that guaranteed the dominance 

of the elite in Congress. · The left gained in confidence 

and numbers, and pressed Alessandri for reforms in the 

hacienda system; the return to democracy made the right 

seek restoration or reaffirmation of their status and 

privileges, many of which had been rev•~rsed in the period 

1924-1932. The need Of political stability pushed Almssandri 

to an ever more explicit alliance with the right and a 

hardening of attitude toward the left. 

The Chilean society and· -party system, according to 

Lipset and Rokkan, became complete by the 1930s.43 There 

was ·a progressive decline of the old politics of factions, 

43 Seyrnor Martin Lipset and SteLn. Rokkan, Party Systems 
and ·Voter Alig~nts (Ne\'l York, 1967), pp.SO~S6. · 
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personalist cliques and traditional alignments and t~ 

emergence of a clear left-centre-right system of political 

cleavage. 

In the post-1932 period, six political parties 

came to dominate national politics well into the 1960s -

the Oonservative, Radical, Socialist, Communist and the 

Christian Democratic. The electorate was divided almost 

equally among the ,three political tendencies and there 

was no dominant tendency or party, The inability of one 

single party to win a majority and impc,se its will meant 

that presidents were invariably elected by coalitions or 

were forced to build governing coalitions with opposing 

parties in Congress after the election. Pre-election 

coalitions tended to disintegrate after a few months of 

the new administration and cabinet shifts could reflect 

new party alliances or an executive decision to govern 

with the help of technocrats or even personal loyalists. 

The fragmentation of the party system made it difficult 

for presidents to control legislative action or even to 

maintain the total support of their own party. 

The Radical Party became the most important political 

organization in national politics until their domination 

was challenged by the Christian Democrats from the late 

1950s. Every Chilean president until Eduardo Frei was' 

either a Radical or owed his office to the support of 

Radicals. 
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The shift of the second Alessandri administration 

to the right and the ever-increasing influence of the 

left led the Radicals to seek an alliance with the 

Socialists and Qommunists. The Comintern•s August 

1935 policy providing for joint action with social 

democratic parties and the willingness of Socialists to 

overcane their differences with the Communists enabled 

the formation of Popular Front in March 1936. This 

heterogeneous alliance came up with (necessarily) a 

declaration of objectives that was mild, vague and 

ambiguous. 44 The 1938 presidential elections gave the 

Front candidate Pedro Aguirre Cerda (1938-1941) a·narrow 

·victory. Significantly, it was only after key military 

officers informed the right 1 s candidatEt, Gustavo Ross 

Santa Mcr.1a that they could not prevent Aguirre 1 s 

inauguration did the right concede defeat. 

Three Radical administrations served Chile until 

1952, and until 1948 with a left coalition. considerable 

progress was made in creating an industrial infrastructure, 

broadening the base of social participation beyond a small 

elite and increasing the State's role in the development 

44 The Popular Front declared its objectives to be 
restoration of democratic liberties, economic 
nationalism and socio-economic reform. 
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process. The government expanded social services in 

areas such as health, -education and social security. 

The CORFO (State Development Corporation) was created 

to plan and direct the import-substi tu1:.ion industriali

sation process. However, in the early 1950s Chile found 

herself plagued by the same problems which had dominated 

the national stage in the 1930s - inflation, unemployment, 

rising prices etc. 

"The Achilles• heel of the F-ront was the hetero

geneity and social ·conflicts of the groups it comprisedN. 45 

The Radicals were themselves divided over the front from 

the beginning. Their functioning soon came to reflect 

. the typical centr-e. party it represented, a little to the 

right or the left as per matters of convenience. 

The Socialists were always internally divided and 

this became all the more apparent once they joined the 

government. 46 The Communists stayed outside the government 

for most of the time and gained the popularity in the 

1940s at the expense of the Socialists. However, both 

the communists and the Socialists helped elect Juan Antonio 

45 Petras, n.s, p.124. 

46 The Socialists divided aver the policies of the 
Front government and split into an anti-government 
left-wing, Partido Socialista de Trabajadores (PST) 
which competed with the Communists over control of 
the labour unions. 
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R!os to the presidency (1942-1946) although his adminis

tration renewed links with the right in making policy 

decisions. The Communists ended with opposing the 

Socialist presence in the government and supported 

Gabriel GonzcUez Videla in 1946. They occupied cabinet 

posts in the Gonz,lez administration (1946-1952) without 

attempting to carry out socio-economic changes they stooa 

for and which was also ostensibly the reason for their 

criticism of the Socialists. President Gonz~lez, on his 

part began to woo the Socialists into joining the' government 

as the country witnessed a Communist-led labour conflict, 

and strikes more extensive than those of 1939-1941. He 

subsequently passed La:w 8811, 47 Law 883748 and Law 8987 

(which outlawed the Communist Party).49 

The Chilean military made its presence felt during 

the three Radical administrations. Until the Communist 

47 Law 8811 outlawed agricultural strikes and severely 
limited the rights of rural workers to present 
labour petitions and to engage in collective 
bargaining. In effect, agricultural unionization 
was made impossible • 

48 Law 8837 gave the president (Go,n.zalez Videla) 
extraordinary powers to deal with subversion. 

49 Law 8987 or the Law for the Permanent Defense of 
Democracy outlawed the Communist Party and 
remained in effect until 1958. 
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withdrawal from the Front- 50 many army leaders were 

alarmed by Communist demands on President Aguirre. 

Military anti-Marxists and Fascists plotted against the 

administration seeing it as a weak government unwittingly 

. paving the way for a 11 Red takeover". 

A military coup was organized for . 9 June, 1939 

by General Aristo Herrera Ramirez with a group of anti-

communist junior officers. The plot was uncovered and 

the general retired. The same general planned another 

coup for 25 August,1939 which failed yet again. By the 

end of August the Communists had withdrawn frcim the 

government and the military no longer desired to overthrow 

the regime and the Ariostazo51 disintegrated. 

At the end of World War II1 when Communist agitation 

acquired threatening dimensions, the eomplot ~ ~ Patitas 

~ Chancho (The Pigs Feet Plot) was planned under General 

Ramon Vergara to force President Gonz,lez to appoint a 

military cabinet, to suppress communism with brute force 

SO The Communist withdraw! came after the Moscow
Berlin Pact of 1939. 

51 See Frederick M. Nunn, 11 New Thoughts on Military 
Intervention in Latin American Politics : The 
Chilean Case" 1 Journal of Latilrl American Studies 
(Cambridge, New York, N.Y.), vol.7, part 2, 1975, 
p.273. 
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and to stabilize the country through legislations and 

authoritarian rule. The plot was uncovered and suppressed 

but the government soon passed Law 8987 or the Law for the 

Permanent Defense of Democracy which outlawed the Communist 

Party and excluded its members from participation in the 

labour movement. 

The 1952 presidential elections saw economic 

difficulties and political repression became important 

issues with a highly fragmented, weary and frustrated 

electorate. Ex-dictator Iba6ez was elected president" 

•!•as an authoritarian,'above politics!,-arttiparty 

candidate". 52 Iba'Sez promised electoral reforms, an end 

to cor~1ption and eventual elimination of anti-communist 

legislation. 

The eecond Ib~~ez administration (1952-1958), as 

in the 1927-1931 period, was highly Personalistic, 

authoritarian, repressive and in some ways, innovative. 

For example, Ib~ez used the existing laws to repress 

agricultural unionism and the urban lab::mr movement, but 

eliminated the law for the Permanent Defense of Democracy 

prior to leaving office. He also intr~iuced electoral 

52 ~oveman, n.1, pp. 292-3. 
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reforms which reduced the landowners' control over rural 

votes and which made deep inroads in the hacienda system. 

However, in the short-run, the administration's political 

and economic policies adversely affected the urban and 

rural poor. The country was in any case approaching the 

limits of import-substitution industrialization policies. 

Ib~ez dealt harshly with labour agitation during 1955-

1957, rioting in Santiago (1957) and confined labour 

leaders and.oommunists in detention camps. 

By 1958, Chile had enough of the ex-dictator and 

rejected his policies totally. The removal of the Law for 

the Permanent Defense of Democracy paved the way for a 

fresh coalition between Socialists and Communists, the 

Popular Action Front (FRAP),which almost captured power. 

The military continued to be inteJ~sted in national 

politics right through the Iba'fiez period. In the 1952 

elections itself, some military leaders fEtared that Congress 

would not confir.m his election. Between his election and 

his confirmation and inauguration, a group of Santiago-based 

officers vowed to secure the presidency for Iba~ez in the 

event of eongressional chicanery. 
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In 1955, Pn . .sident IbGez formed the ~ L!nea Recta 

(. Straight Line·· ) intending to, among other things, 

retire all officers who did not swear loyalty to him and 

army support for unconstitutional means to restore 

economic stability and social discipiine.53 

Toward the end of the Ibanez administration, the 

Radicals found their centre domination being Challenged 

by the Christian Democratic Party (PDC) but helped elevate 

Jorge Alessandri (the· ex-President's son) to the presidency. 

In the wake of the CUban Revolution, Chilean politics had 

taken a different turn. The United States proposed the 

Alliance for Progress as a counter to revolution and 

containment of communism and American money was poured into 

Chile. 

Alessandri was a firm believer in the benefits of 

private enterprise and minimum government intervention in 

the economy. He opposed reforms of any kind but the mounting 

Marxist and Christian Democratic pressure as well as proposals 

from the A£liance for Progress led to a "flower pot reform" 

in the agricultural sector. 54 

53 Nunn, n.Sl, pp.275-6. 

54 60,000 hectares of public lands and well-recompensed 
private estates were converted into small and 
medium-size farms. 
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Thus, in the third period of its evolution, 

the Chilean State had developed into a large and complex 

set of institutions. The State, as we have seen, played 

the dominant role in the country• s economy. 55 Government 

agencies came to be responsible for health care, social 

security benefits, regulation of prices and wages and 

settlement of labour disputes. 

The country also witnessed the development of a 

varied number of interest groups, from student unions to 
56 neighbourhood councils to Church groups. Most groups 

sought to maximize their political clout before the State 

by organizing national associations with national 

headquarters, as for example the Society for Industrial 

Advancement (SOFO,A), the National Agricultural Society 

(SNA) and others. 

The President continued to be the source of 

major initiatives in the political process. The competitive 

party system acted as the major check on executive 

authority. Even though the legislature was no more the 

focal point of the system, it could modify and reject 

executive proposals. 

55 Valenzuela, n.7, p.245. 

56 See Paul w. Drake, "Corporatism and Functionalism 
in Modern Chilean Politics", Journal of Latin 
American Studies, vol.lO, part 1, May 1978, pp.83-
116. 



The key to the Chilean system ••• was 
the continuing importance of political 
parties and a party system tied to the 
legislature, the principal arena for 
political give-and-take ••• Party 
structure, permeating all levels of 
society, served as crucial linkage 
mechanisms binding organizations, 
institutions, groups and individuals 
to the political centre. (57) 
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The victory of Eduardo Frei in the 1964 

presidential elections was to erode the bases of the 

11 Chilean system 11 as it had evolved over the years and 

lead to a breakdown of democracy. 

Conclusions 

Thus, Chile, an exception in the Latin American 

context, saw the fqundation and consolidation of democracy 

from the nineteenth c;:entury onwards. It must be recognised 

that the process.of consolidation has been an on-going one 

and the "refor.mist" policies of the Frei and Allende 

administrations created conditions that led firstly, to 

the breakdown of the civil-military balance {if there was 

one), and subsequently to a breakdown of democracy and 

military intervention and rule. Chile was carried along 

the tide of mili~arisation of the State, the predominant 

57 Valenzuela, n.7, p.247. 
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Latin American phenomenon in the 1960s. The Chilean 

golpe of 1973 destroyed the 'hibboleth, "it can not 

happen here" and provoked a re-examination of civil

military relations in the country. 

According to the political-crisis literature, 

all countries face severe challenges in developing 

democratic institutions and, depending on the timing 

and sequence of those challenges, have greater or lesser 
58 success in achieving democratic stability. The 

challenges vary in kind and number but the crises of 

national identity - Chile's successful war against the 

Peru-Bolivia Corifedration ip 1837-1838 and the vic~ory 

in the W'ar of the Pacific b~I~ this causet political 

authority and participation.- for example, the objective 

civilian control of the military through the nineteenth 

ce~tury and the progressive democratization of the 

country's polity over the years1 are crucial. Besides, 

the sequence and timing of the appearance _of these 
scene 

problems on the historical~can seriously affect the 

political outcome - Chile followed a somewhat "optimal" 

sequence and the timing was also favourable, for example, 

the participation crises did not become a critical issue 

until after central authority structures had been 

established. 

58 See Leonard Binder et al., Crises and se~ences in 
Political Development (Princetc>n, N.J., 971). 
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We have examined the above mentioned factors in this 

section but they do not seem to provide a lead to an examination 

of the breakdown of democracy in Chile. The .. democratic tradition•, 

a •apolitical military" and the continuing importanoe of authorita

rianism in general would in fact suggest conclusions that disprove 

our argumento One perhaps needs to re-emphasize that Chilean 

democracy rested on not only a fragile, if effective, civil

military balance but also on the continuation of existing socio

economic relations(for example, the hacienda system). 

' 
Nunn has dismissed the •effective civil-military balance• 

in Chile as a myth based on, in turn, on four other myths which 

suggested that military intervention and rule in Chile were highly 

unlikely. 59 A "tradition of democracy", all "apolitical tradition• 

on the part of the military, the strength of the "middle class• 

and certain civilian, reform policies, do not,· according to Nunn, 

reduce the possibilities of military inteJ~ention. However, if 

these factors do not Contribute toward an effective civil-military 

balance, theng it may be useful to approach the issue from a 

different angle. What are the factors that lead to military inter

vention and rule? Is it theoretically logical to speak of an 

effective civil-military balance.? And, if Chile was among the most 

democratic of all Latin American nations, what were the factors 

responsible for the collapse of all existing political-economic 

structures and the emergence of a military regime that came to 

last seventeen long years1 
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The failure of successive administrations since 

19;2 to effectively handle the socio-economic changes 

undergoing in a developing, modernizing Chile may have 

been partly responsible for the emergence of the Partido 

Democrat a Cristiana (PDC) in the forefront of the country's 

political centre. The party altered the character of the 

centre by projecting a distinct ideology that set it apart 

not only frQn the political right and the left but alSo 

frQn the Radical Party especially in tarms of the 

flexibility characteristic of the latter. The Christian 

Democrats gave Chile a vision of a "Revolution in Liberty', 

which, alongwith Allende's "Peaceful road to SociaJ.ism", 

are cited as good examples of successful "progressive. 
1 

reformism". The progressive reformism of "Eduardo Frei 

and his Partido Democrata Cristana and subsequently, •• 

(of) Sal vader Allen~ and his Unidad Popular leftist 

coalition" however had the effect of ·breaking the fragile 
2 

balance on which Chllean democracy rested. The period 

1964-?; was. a significant phase of Chilean history where 

l See Helio Ja.guaribe, olitical Develo ment 1 A General 
The or* and a Latin Amer~can Case Stu y New York, ) ~ 
pp .49 -528. 

2 ibid, p.5oo. 
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an,attempt was made .to develop an alternative to the Cuban 

model of "change", which failed to the extent of provoking 

a military intervention and rule that lasted seventeen 

long years. 

The breakdown of Chilean democracy was the result 

of a widely varying set of factors about which there is 

by no means an unanimity among students of the subject. 

The 1973 golpe led to a re-examination of the basis of 

Chilean democracy as well as of civil-military relations. 

Comparisons were made between the situation in the 1920s 

with those in the early 1970s.3 In both cases, the 

country's political development along a democratic path 

was interrupted l;>y the armed forces which acquired a 

.political role to restore order and stability. General 

Augusto Pinochet was seen as a new veJ:-sion of Ib~ez, or . 

even Balmaceda and Portales. However, it would seem that 

all comparisons become superficial -if we account for one 
viz. 

new element in the Chile of the 1960s on communism. The 

impact of the CUban Revolution on Latin American politics 

cannot be underemphasized, both in terms of its applicability 

to Chile, and the antipathy it generated amongst a good 

percentage of Chileans, thus creating a political environment 

3 See for example Harold Blakemore's .. Back to the 
Barracks : The Chilean Case", ~t'hird World Quarterly 
(London), vol.7, no.1, January 1985, pp.44-62 • 

• 
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highly charged with pro- and anti-communist rhetoric and 

action. In effect, it made both the parties of the 

right and the left more rigid and toge1~er with the 

presence of a new type of centre party that was less 

. given to compromise, resulted in an extreme polarization 

of Chilean society at a time when popular mobilization 

• 

was at its peak. The conditions of disorder, chaos and 

near-anarchy in 1973 may have been immediately caused by 

highly adverse economic conditions but its roots lay in 

the political sphere. 

The 1973 coup in Chile followed similar phenomena 

in Latin America, in Brazil (1964), Argentina (1966) and 

Peru (1968) for ex~nple. 4 Carrying Nunn•s argument further, 

a "tradition of democracy"; an "apolitical tradition" on 

the part of the military; the strength of the "middle class" 

and civilian reform policies, under certain conditions; 

need not act as brakes to political action on part of the 

military for the simple reason that these "positive" trends 

are often true, as in the case of Chile, with several 

qualifications and reservations. This section analyzes 

some aspects of these and related features and highlights 

the breakdown of democracy as a process that preceded and 

led to military intervention and rule. The Frei and Allende 

4 Frederick M. Nunn, "New Thoughts on Military Inter
vention in Latin American Politics : The Chilean CaseN, 
Journal of Latin American Studies (·\..On clo n . ) , vol. 7, 
part 2, 1975, pp.271-3o4. 
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administrations are dealt separately without denying their 

continuity as progressive reformist governments. A brief 

discussion of the causes of military intervention in 

Chile leads to the concluding part of the chapter--the 

first ten years of the military- authorit:arian rule of 

Pinochet. 

Several factors brought a new dimension to the 1964 

, presidential elections- -the electoral reforms of 1949, 

1958 and 1962, the emergence of the PDC as a major contender, 

the Cuban Revolution and the. resultant u s initiative 

especially the Alliance for Progress, the urgent need for 

reforms in the agricultural sector- -and left Chile on 

the brink of experiencing "change" as never before. 

The 1949 electoral reforms enfranchised Chile • s 

women and the percentage of women registered to vote 

increased from approximately 10 per cent in 1949 to 19 

per cent in 1957.5 The 1958 reforms aimed at abolishing 

"corrupt electoral practices" had the effect of radicalizing 

Chilean polity. The system of joint lists was removed;6 

5 James Petras, Politics and Social Forces in Chilean 
Development (Berkeley and Los Ang:eles, 1969), p.10S. 

6 The system of joint lists was a long-established 
tradition of political pacts that permitted parties 
of opposing ideological persuasic,ns to structure 
agreements for mutual electoral benefit. Its abolition 
made pre-election arrangements less "political" but 
eliminated an important tool for cross-party bargaining. 
See Arturo Valenzuela, "Chile: Origins, Consolidation, 
and Breakdown of a Democratic Regime", in ~arry Diamond 

contd ••• 
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C.ongressional authority was curbed with the executive -

given control of the budgetary process, the Congress 

was thus restricted in its ability to allocate fiscal 

resources1 and the ·system of a single ballot issued by 

th~ State introduced. The 1962 revision of the electoral 

code strengthened penalties for non-registration and 

established permanent voting 'lists. Voting became a 

legal right and a legal duty for most adults and only 

the literacy clause prevented the creation of a truly 

"mass electorate". 7 

The ideological and organizational evolution of 

the PDC stems from Catholic social doci:~rine and from 

-dissident and more progressive elements within the 

co·nservati ve Party. The fapal social nncyclicals 

Rerum Novarum (1891) and Quadragessimo ~ (1931) 

established the foundations of official Catholic response 

to the dilemmas of industrial society and the international 

challenge of Marxism. These encyclicals and similar 

doct~inal statements as well as the writings of the 

French philosopher Jacques Maritain inspired the creation 

of the Falange National in 1938. Santiago's Catholic 

contd. from pre page 
and others, Democracy in Developing Countriesa.Latin 
America(Boulder,Colorado,1989), vol.4, p.182. 

7 The literacy clause was removed by the 1970 
constitutional reforms which also reduced the 
voting age from 21 to 18. 
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University and San Ignacio provided the anti-communist and 

Catholic social doctrinal education in the 1920s and 1930s 

and most of the PDC leadership could be traced to these 

institutions. 

The Falange enjoyed limited elec·toral success and 

in 1957 merged with the Conservative Social Christian 

Party and the Agrarian Labour Party to acquire its present 

content and nature. The PDC finished third behind the 

Popular Action Front (FRAP) and the Liberal-Conservative 

coalition in the 1958 presidential elections. However, 

in the· 1960s, factors as varied as a rising Catholic 

labour movement, deteriorating national situation, 

"int~rnational Catholic offensive" (1957-64)~ the threat 

of communism and massive. U s and European Christian 
•· 

Democrats• support, the visit of Juana Castro (Fidel 

CastrO's sister) to Chile, etc., propped the PDC as a major 

contender for the presidency as an alternative to the FRAP.9 

8 Brian Loveman, Chile : The Legacy of Hispanic 
Capitalism(New York, 1979), p.314. . 

· 9 The PDC has been dealt with in numerous scholarly 
works. See for example, Alan Angell, "Chile: The 
Difficulties of Democratic Reform", International 
Journal(Toronto), vol.24, no.3, summer 1969, pp.SlS-
281 and "Christian Democracy in Chile", Current 
History (New York,-N Y.), vol. 58, no ••••• , pp ••• -
•.,,. 19701 Paul E. Sigmund, "Edt?-ardo Frei and the 
Christian Democrats", in Richard R. Fagen and Wayne 
A. Cornelius, Jr., eds., Political Power in Latin 
America: Seven Confrontatlons(Englewood Cliffs,N.J., 
1970), pp.9-121 Michel Fleet, ThE~ Rise and Fall of 
Chilean Christian Democracy(Princeton,N.J., 1985). 
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The PDC ideology "is generally vaguely defined; 

there is no general agreement on the meaning ••• of basic 

ideas". 10 The Christian DemQCrats clain~d to be adopting 

a middle way between capitalism and comrnunism with an all

embracing organic view of the 11 communitarian society" or 

Christian Socialism. They called for recognition of the 

right of the worker to organize and participate in national 

life; greater involvement of all the people in the political 

life of the country through the establishment of organized 

interest groups, a more decentralized political system and 

greater participation in elections1 and state action to 

limit the powers o.f private concentrations of economic 

power, especially in the countryside and the copper ~ndustry. 

And not the least,the Christian Democrats advocated the 

policies proposed by the United Nations Economic Commission 

on Latin America (CEPAL) which stressed the need for 

st~tural_reforms in the agricultural sector, the 

unfavourable terms of trade and on the necessity of economic 

integration of Lati~ America. 

However, what made·· the PDC a different centre party 

was their markedly differen~ political style. "Unlike 

·their predecessors, the pragmatic Radicals, the Chilean 

10 Petras, n.S, p.198. 
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Christian Democrats conceived of themselves as a new 

and vital ideological force in Chilean politics, a 

middle road ~tween Marxist transformation and preserVation 

of the status quo" • 11 In fact, the PDC can be said to 

have carried the "mobilization politics" of Arturo 

Alessandri to its greatest heights. 

Revolution in Liberty 

As Chile moved towards the 1964 presidential elections, . . 

the political right and the centre as well as the U.S. tried 

to prevent what almost occurred in 1958--a left victory. 12 

Both the·P.DC and the FRAP candidates promised reform and 

an orientation towards achieving four principal goals : 

maintenance or consolidation of political democracy, 

;including an increasing political participation of the 

masses; nationalist orientation of the economY' and of the 

whole society in general; and enlargement of the extent of 

socio-economic participation of the rural masses, particularly 

through a combination of more and better urban employment 

with se?eral welfare measures. 13 

11 Valenzuela, n.6, p.183. 

12 In the 1958 presidential el~ctions Allende polled 
356,499 votes to Jorge Alessandri's 389,948. 

13 Jaguaribe, n.l, pp.500-01. 
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The major parties of the ERAP coalition, the 

Communist and the Socialist parties were born in 1922
14 

and.1933 respectively and the roots of Marxism/leftism 

in Chile could Pe traced to the late nineteenth century 

labour movement and the Democrat Party ( 1887). The 

labour movement gave the left a firm base of popular 

support and thei~ success at the polls increased 

-progressively until 1958. However, the. advent of the PDC 

with their popular mobilization strategy meant. competition 

to the left in the sectors that were traditionally their 

~tronghold- -the rural and urban poor. 'rhe intensified 

party competition increasingly polarized Chilean society 

and made both the left and the centre less amenable to a 

ttgive-and-take 11 policy characteristic of Chilean democracy. 

The March 1964 by-election in Curico gave the FRAP 

candidate a decisive victory and persuaded the right 

(Democratic Front) to throw in their lot with the PDC 

as the lesser of the two evils. This pre-electoral pact 

with the right enabled Frei and the PDC achieve the rare 

distinction of o9taining an absolute majority of the vote, 

ss.s per cent to Allende's 39.5 per cent. However, there 

14 Loveman, n.7, puts the years of .the founding of the 
Chilean Communist Party in 1922, p.304; Donald w. 
Bray,· "Salvador Allende and the Marxist Left .. , 
in Fagen, n.8, puts the year as 1921, p.12. 
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was no right candidate, unlike in the past, to reveal 

15 
the "three-thirds" split of the electorate. Since the 

PDC and the FRAP had promised agrarian reform, rural 

unionization and enforcement of labour laws in the 

countryside, they possibly shared the votes of the rural 

and urban poor. 

The economy that Frei and the PDC inherited was in 

a progressively deteriorating state in tezms of overall 

economic growth which was far short of the rising 

expectations of an expanding population. The country's 

economic dependence and the influence of large foreign 

business interests had continued to grow and received a 

fillip with the Alliance for Progress. The foreign, 

particularly u s investments and ownership of the copper

mining industry had always generated antagonism among 

Chileansanu led to periodic political crises. The almost 

age-old probien1 of inflation also continued to plague Chile. 

However, it was the agricultural sector ·that was the 

major cause for alarm. The continuation of the hacienda 

system had led to low agricultural productivity for most 

years and total produce failed to keep pace with the 

demands of the increasing population (2.? per cent annually 

between 1953~64). 

15 See Chapter 1, P.• 26. 
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Once in power, the Frei administration tried to 

prove that their "Revolution in Liberty" was not empty 

rhetoric and attempted to carry out a sweeping reform 

programme encompassing every area of national life'. All 

the persisting problems of the country received government 

attention- - inflation, balance of payments, agriculture, 

taxation, public health, education and vocational training, 

lal:>our, etc. "Almost every aspect of the government 1 s 

programme threatened either the political and economic 

privileges of the traditio.nal elite or menaced leftist 

influence over organized labour and the urabn and rural 

poor•! • 16 

Three factors limited the success of the Frei 

administration. Firstly, official policy makers tended 

to clearly and precisely outline the government's short
and long-tenn goals in overly optimis1:.ic tenns. 

Consequently, their success and accomplishments in several 

areas, often impressive, fell short of publicly pronounced 

objectives. Secondly, the PDC tried "to govern as a single 

party and refused to deal with opponents unless they had 

to". 17 . They "ignored the facts that they had achieved the 

presidency with official endorsement from the rightist 

16 Loveman, n.s, p.315. 

17 Valenzuela, n.6. p.184. 
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parties and that their unprecedented 1965 majority in the 

Chamber of Deputies was obtained with the support of 

traditionally right-wing portions of the electorate ... 
18 

Lastly, the presence of "two distinct tendencies in the 

partyJ the populist-and the corporatist .. led to intra

party conflicts to various levels 11 over the pace 

character, and objectives of agrarian reform ••• that 

eventually proved fatal to the 'Revolution in Li~rty•n. 20 

Des-pite the PDC 1 s majority control of the House of 

Deputies, the FRAP and rightist representatives managed 

to ·delay or even block passage of key legislation. 

Programmes such as the _.,Chileanization" of the copper 

industry, agrarian r~form/agricultural unionization, 

tax-reform, wage-price stabilization ·and proposals to 

stimulate industrial growth, all faced obstruction by the 

opposition. 21 It was only by 1966-67 and after considerable 

18 J. samuel Valenzuela and Arturo Valenzuela, "Chile 
and the Breakdown of Democracy" in Howard J. Wiarda 
and Harvey F. Kline, ed., Latin American Politics 
and Development {Boston, 1979), p.249. 

19 Petras, n.s, p.199. For more details on the 
corporatist and populist tendencies within the PDC, 
see pp.198-219. 

20 Loveman, n.a, pp.323-24. 

21 This was i.n a way a new version of the historical 
struggle between the executive coalitions and the 
Congress, complicated by a single-party control of the 
executive and the uncompromising attitude of the PDC. 
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negotiation,. and compromise that the copper legislation, 

22 agrarian reform and agricultural unionization legislation 

clear the Congress. 

One area where the Frei government's failure was 

most marked was in decreasing Chile's economic dependence 

and reducing the in~luence of foreign capital on its 

economy. · The· financial constraints of the "Revel uti on in 

Liberty" led the administration into getting entangled 

with the us. far more than was acceptable to even most 

party members. The American connection of the PDC 

exacerbated the internal divisions within and strengthened 

the opposition. 

The Christian Democrats set up a pace for reform 

which they themselves were not able to sustain. Two new 

groups were, in particular, mobilized as never before---

the urban shanty-town dwellers and the peasants. The latter 

rapidly became unionized once the peasant unionization law 

was approved in 1967 or were included in the peasant 

22 The agrarian reform was put into effect in 1965, with 
some additional legislation approved in 1967. The 
adopted plan foresaw the distribution of land to 
40,000 families by 1970 through a system in which an 
initial three-year joint exploitation by the peasants 
and the Chilean National Development Corporation in 
asentamientos (land colonies) gave: the new farmers the 

·necessary training and tec.hnico-·e:conomic means for 
their subsequent autonomous exploitation of the farms, 
as family or cooperative units. From 1965 to 1968 
about 15, 000 families were granted land in the ' 
asentamientos, totalling more than 1.3 million hectares. 
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cooperatives that were set up in the l~1ds expropriated 

under the government's new agrarian reform programme. 

The director of the Institute for Agrarian and Livestock 

Development (INDAP), Jacques Chonchol, believed it necessary 

to go beyond the bounds of existing law in the unionization 

of rural labour and in support for agrarian reform. Such 

fissures within the P.DC apart, the agrarian reforms could 

not be implemented without alienating the right whose votes 

had elected Frei. And no matter how successful the government 

was, the FRAP could always urge more rapid and extensive 

changes. Official encouragement and in many cases a 

subsidization of the formation of thouscmds of organizations 

among Chile's urban and rural poor upset the equilibrium of 

Chilean society and caught the Christian Democrats at a point 

where they had failed to solve the fundamental problems they 

themselves had identified before corning to power. Their 

programme of political mobilization made impossible the 

attainment of economic Objectives. The government also 

generally refused to use the.police or the military against 

labour and illegal l~nd occupations; farm seizures (tomas), 

worker-declared ••expropriation" of fa:cms and factories, illegal 

strikes, etc., began to occur ever more frequently. 
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It will be wrong to characterize the Frei adminis-

tration's "expertment" with progressive reformism a total 

failure. The general economic situation improved and 

state income increased1 the living conditions of thousands 

of rural workers, tenants and other beneficiaries of land 

reform, did improve; critical political and administrative 

reforms were enacted; impressive gains were made in the 

areas of education and public health; and the new tax-system 

did generate substantial internal revenues. Despite such 

achievements, the P.DC vote in the 1969 'ongressional 

elections went down to 29.8 per cent from 42.3 per cent in 

1965. 

Loveman's conclusions about the Frei years do seem 

harsh but not far from the truth: 

The reformist legislation of the Frei years 
and the massive organizational drive en
couraged by the Christian Democratic 
administration provided substantial leverage 
for further fundamental reforms in Chilean 
socie~. ln this sense the Christian 
Democrats definitively des·troyed the 
cornerstone of Chilean formal democracy as 
it had functioned since 1932, without 
providing anything but the vaguely conceived 
notion of a "conrnunitarian" society to 
replace it. (23) 

23 Loveman, n.a, p.325. 
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In 1969, the tacnazo strike among the officers and 

me~ of the Tacua and Yungay regiments called for the 

ouster of the minister of defence and for better pay and 

services for the armed forces. 24 This military movement 

sputtered and dissolved ve~ soon but it reminded Chileans 

that breach of military discipline could not be ruled out. 

The government pushed legislation through t}:le Congress to 

pac;ify the military but, on 19 November, issued an official 

declaration ·threatening severe action cLgainst anyone 

seeking to subvert the discipline of the armed forces. A 

11 state of emergency" was declared for reasons of "public 
to 

calamity"jprevent the"corrunission of crimes or the occurrence 

of events affecting the security of the state". 

As the 1970 presidential elections drew near it 

became almost certain that the PDC would not win. . 'Their 

policies and programmes over the past ~1ix years had 

alienated t~e ~ight who, it was certainl would have nothing 

to do with them. The left had seized t:he initiative and 

become increasingly more and more radical. This was most 

evident in the creation of the Hovement of the Revolutionary 

Left (MIR), an organization which rejected electoral politics 

24 The tacnazo strike was so-calle~ because it involved 
the Tacna regiment. 
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in favour of direct action. This "new left" drew inspiration 

from the CUban Revolution and emerged as a threat to the 

11 old left 11
• Outbursts such as -

You seek agrarian reform, not agrarian 
revolution! Urban reform, not urban 
revolution! University reform, not 
university revolution! Social reform, 
not social revolution! (25) 

were directed against the Communist and tlte Socialist parties 

and was typical of the MIR which believed that Chile had 

only two alternatives - revolution or misery. 

A new left coalition, Popular Unity (UP), that 

included the Socialist, Communist and most of the Radical 

parties plus a number of smaller parties chose Salvador 

Allende as their presidential candidate yet again. The UP 

electoral programme cal~ed for revolutionary changes in 

Chile 1 s political, economic and social structures to overcome 

the exploitation and misery imposed upon the people by 

25 A MIR leader Luciano Cruz in confrontation with the 
socialist sen~tor Carlos Altamirano at the Universi~y 
of Concepci6n where its impact was most.felt since 
its inception in 1965. See Robert Carl Hirschfield, 
"Chile 1 s MIR: The Anatany of a Revolutionary Party", 
Montblv Beyiew (New York,N.Y.), vol.18, no.9, February 
1967, pp.20-23. Cruz's statements are cited on p.21. 
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"monopoly capitalism, imperialist exploitation and class 

privilege". Since the PDC's reformism had not solved 

Chile's problems, the.UP proposed a "Peaceful road to 

Socialism". 

The PDC was unable to structure a pre-election 

coalition with either the left or the right, more so 

because its candidate Radomiro Tomic declared his 

unwillingness to do so and decided to compete with 

Allen~e by attempting to appear even more revolutionary 

than the UP. The right • s candidate was an old Jorge 

Alessandri who had the combined support of the National 

Party, alienated middle ·class groups and a large nwnber of 

urban and rural workers still attracted by the "Alessandri" 

label. Alessandri seemed a likely vict.or but his age and 

lack of vitality, among other factors, put him· in second 

place with 34.9 per cent of the vote to Allende's 36.2 per 

cent, Tomic finishing last with 27.8 per cent of the vote. 

The UP's share of the vote actually decreased from that 

obtained by the FRAP in 1964 and Allende's slim plurality 

indicated, more than anything else, the deep schisms within 

Chilean society in 1970. 

Angell's observations in a 1969 article about 

Chilean polity since 1938 seern.in retrospect more than 
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A simila'r sequence ·of events appears in 
the development of every political 
experiment since 1938 - and there has been 
a variety of experiments ranging from 
the Popular Front of 1938, through the 
restoration of a former military 'populist• 
Ibanez, the return of the Alessandri dynasty 
in 1958, to the Christian Democrats • triumph 
of 1964. The first stage of the sequence is 
great enthusiasm; the second an·attempt to 
fulfil the electoral promises; the third 
stage is the greater or lesser failure of 
that attempt; the fourth the break-up of the 
electoral coalition; and the final stage is 
the rejection at the next election of that 
coalition - if it is intact and able to 
contest the election.(26) 

Peaceful Road to Socialism· 

Since no candidate received an abso:Lute majority 

in the 1970 presidential elections, the outcome had to 

be decided in the Congress, forcing the creation of a 

post-election coalition. The PDC demanded passage of a 

package of cons·titutional guarantees with the UP's support 

prior to the (ongressional vote on Chile's next president. 

The idea was-to buttress Chile's existing_ political system 

with constitutional amendments against the !~coming Allende 

administration's plans for a new institutional order. Even 

26 Alan Angell, "Chile 1 The Difficulties of Democratic 
Reform", International Journal{Toronto), vol.24, no.3, 
Summer 1969, p.S15. 
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as the bargaining was on, the U S President, Richard 

Nixon ordered the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to 

do everything necessary to prevent Allende from taking 

charge. Extreme right-wing groups and the U_~, based 

'multi-national, International Telephone and Telegraph 

provided the Chilean connection in the attempt to 

kidnap the commander-in-chief of the Chilean army, 

General ReM Schneider, which was expected to turn 

the P.DC votes again~t Allende or provoke a military 

coup, with the MIR or the militant section of the UP 

held guilty for the "adventure". 27 
'I1he ploy failed 

and on 3 November, 1970, Salavador Allende Gossens 

received the presidential sash'and led the first ever 

democratically elected Marxist government to power. 

Allende's minority status and his lack of majority 

support in the Congress meant that, like other presidents 

be fore him, he too would have to tailor the UP's 

"revolutionary" programme to the realities of coalition 

politics in ord~r to succeed. However, his election itself 

27 The U s · role in Chilean affair:~ during Allende 1 s 
administration is discussed at lengtb in James 
Petras and Morris Morley, The United States and 
Chilez Imperialism and the Overthrow of the Allende 
Government (New York andtOndon, 1975). Also see 
James Petras and Robert Laporte Jr., "u.s. response 
to Economic Nationalism in Chile", in James Petras, 
ed., L·atin America: From Dependence to Revolution 
(Toronto,1973), pp.195-230. ' 
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touched off an extraordinary reaction from many sectors 

of Chilean society; right-wing political parties and 

movements, entrepreneurial as~ociations, white-collar 

unions, groups representing commercial and small-business 

interests and others who feared that a pro-Moscow, 

_ Marxist-Leninist system might be established to their 

detriment. The new president also inherited a political 

system where terrorism was on the rise and the challenge 

to civilian authority existent. The Marxist dominated 

coalition, as mentioned earlier, naturally evoked an 

uncompromising and active opposition of the u s. It was 

unthinkable to the U s policy-makers that Chile drift the 

28 Cuba way. From the outset, U S foreign policy, both 

diplomatic and covert, made no bones about their intention 

to disrupt C}lile • s economy. Efforts were made to cut o6f 

or st. ifle Chile's credit from international lending 

agencies, to provide financial and moral support for the 

regime's opponents and to maintain friendly relations 

with the military. Such limitations on the Allende 

_administration meant that the changes envisaged by the 

UP needed to be structured_within the framework of 

traditional democratic practices and constitutional 

procedures. 

28 For example, the U S Secretary of State, Henry 
Kissinger said, "I don't see why we need to stand 
by and watch a country go communist due to the 
irresponsibility of its own people". cited in 
Petras, n.s, p.vii. 
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The UP government set out to effect a massive income 

redistribution programme through diffe~ential wage and 

salary re-adjustmentS to benefit the poorest Chileans. 

The measure was taken in part to stimulate the economy 

. by increasing demand, in part to strengthen the government's 

electoral support as well as to satisfy the expectations 

of the left's working-class bases, for Whom socialism 

principally meant a better standard of living. The 

policy was successful initially but soon led to an 

inflationary trend and by mid-1973 _the annual rate of 

inflation reached 300 per cent and the real income of 

workers and salaried employees had fallen to below those 

of pre-UP years. 29 

The administration nationalized the U.s~. interests 

in the copper mines. It also took over a broad range of 

industries as well as the private banking sector •. .However, 

it was in the agrarian-rural sector where the UP, like the 

PDC before them, initiated changes that quickly went 

29 A complete' account of the polit:lcal, economic and 
social policies of the UP is provided by Stefan de 
Vylder, Allende's Chile: The Political Econgmy of 
the Rise and Fall of the Unidad Popular (London and 
New York, 1974). See also, James Petras, "Chile 
after the electionsM, Monthly Review, vol.25, no.1, 
May 1973, pp.lS-23. 
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. 30 
beyond their control. On the one hand, the UP 

accelerated expropriations of farm land using Frei's 

agrarian reform law, but on the other, they attaCked 

the asentamiento system and alienated the beneficiaries. 

The government experimented with collective farms, state 

farms and regional production units with the result that 

the agricultural economy became disorganized and close to 

disintegration. Production in the agricultural sector 

fell after 1971 and Chile was forced to import food and 

thus waste valuable foreign exchange. The methods used 

for dealing with shortages, agrarian reform and 

construction of the public sector exacerbated political 

tensions and made the econcmic crisis: even more pronounced. 

The ideological and political fragmentation within 

the UP was another aspect which the administration was 

unable to deal with in an effective manner. Certain pro

UP sections engaged in faDn and factory seizures and 

illegal strikes in which workers demanded nationalization 

or expropriation of the enterprises where th~y were 

employed. The government on its part worked out a legal 

mechanism, through Article 171 of the agrarian reform 

30 Federico G. Gil and others, ed., Chile at the Turning 
Point: Lessons of the Socialist Years, 1970-1972 
(Philadelphia, 1979), evaluates the political process 
during these years and also discusses government 
policies in the agrarian sector. .~ 



law enacted by the Frei government, to convert farm 

seizures or illegal strikes into de facto transfers of 
31 managerial responsibility for rural es1:.ates. In other 

instances, the policy of favouring ratl1er than repressing 

working-class actions, even where they contradicted 

government policies or were illegal, was followed. 

In sum, the UP strategy of a bold use of state 

power to swing the balance in their favour did not work. 

Their economic measures aggravated inflation and generated 

difficulties on a high proportion of the population and 

the nationalization schemes alienated not only the economic 

elites but also small businessmen and a major percentage 

of the middle-class. The opposition decided that the 

government was giving way to illegal acts and in some 

cases, even promoting them. The activities of the MIR 

pad the effect of radicalizing the opposition and 

hardening their position on several issues. The compromises 

necessary to permit even a functioning, workable system 

31 Article 171 provided that "in case of lock-out or 
illegal owrk stoppage that, for any reason, suspends 
exploitation of a rural enterprise, the President of 
the Republic can order resumption of labours ••• with 
the intervention of the civil authority ••• and the 
support of police if necessary". The law gave the 
government official assigned to 'intervene• the farm 
'all the prerogatives necessary to continue operation 
of the enterprise•. See Loveman, n.S, p.338. 
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became impossible w.ith the failure of' the Congress, 

political parties, courts and other~ ~tate institutions 

which had preY.iously served as viable arenas to resolve 

conflict. "Contending groups resorted to mobilizing 

even greater numbers of their followers to 'prove• 

their·power capabilities. Politics spilled out of the 

chambers of government onto the streets, exacerbating 

an atmosphere of fear and confrontation". 32 

A number of factors may account for the failune of 

Allende and the breakdown of democracy that ended with 
33 military intervention. As said earlier, conflict within 

the UP over tactics was an important cause of the tragedy 

of the "Peaceful road to Socialism". The inability to 

appreciate the class structure of Chilean society and the 

popular support for its policies may also well have been 

32 Valen~uela, ne6, pp.185-86. Also see, Henry Landberger 
and Tim McDaniel, "Hypermobilization in Chile, 1970-
197311, World Politics (Princeton),vol.28, no.4, 
July 1976, pp.S02-43. 

33 For failure of the UP, see, Joseph P. Farrel, 
The National Unified School in A~lende 1 s Chile 
tvancouver, 1985); Sergio Bitar, Chile:Experiment 
in Democracy (Philadelphia, 1985); Francois 
Borricand, "Chile: 'Why Allende Fall?", Dissent 
(New York, N.Y.), Summer 1974, pp. : L. Whitehead, 
"Why Allende Fell", World Today (London), November 
1973; and Paul E. Sigmund, The Cverthrow of Allende 
and the Politics of Chile, 1964-1976(Pittsburgh, 1977). 
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the undoing of the UP. The UP's tendency to ignore the 

basics of coalition politics resulted in a politico

economic crisis that went beyond the control of a civilian 

administration. The president was left to merely employ 

the rhetoric of a revolution, whereas, in reality, he 

lacked the power to make a success of his programme and 

policies. 

The split within the .UP coalition is perhaps ~ 

factor which explains not only the failure of the Allende 

administration but also the breakdown of Chilean democracy. 

The intra-party conflict was bad politics, more so where 

a democratically-elected Marxist government was supposedly 

trying to implement changes within a legal and "non

revolutionary" framework. The link with the military's 

intervention is easier to appreciate if the nature of 

the civilian regime is taken into account. 

The UP was a coalition of independent parties with 

longstanding ideological differences. The status quo was 

formalized in a political pact drawn just before the 

elections and included a quota system that apportioned 

positions in the state administrative apparatus. The 

"effect was to build in from the very inception ••• · 
a systematic inability to arrive at a single clearly defined 

.. • • • .policy'' .34 

34 ibid, Farrel, p.46. ·' 
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Between 1970 and 1973, the coalition was basically split 

into two groups; the radicals and the moderates, neither 

of whom were able to dominate the patty. 

Contradictory UP statements on V'arious policies 

discredited the government and the opposition used it 

to characterize the administration as disorganised and 

incapable of reaching and executing decisions. Even 

where a.decision was seemingly taken, those who disagreed 

continued to publicly expound and push their own position. 

For Allende himself, maintaining coalition unity came 

before coherent decision making. This lack of internal 

coherence was a destabilizing factor and one that the 

opposition exploited to the hilt. 

One of the major issues over which the in-fighting 

within UP was most pronounced related to the desire for 

long-term structural •transformation of the economy on 

the one hand, and perceived short-term needs seen in 

terms of increasing electoral support. The inherent 

contradictions between the push for structural transfor

mation and the "redistributive and expansive" policy led 

to a severe disequilib.ium •f tne econamy. This is 

not to deny that the economy did not suffer as a result 

of conditions not within the UP's control, the U S 
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offensive being a case in point. 35 

The UP's Basic Programme was directed at the 

social sector and structural changes in both agriculture 

and industry envisaged for a gradual transition to socialism. 

"What was at stake was nothing less than a revolutionary 

transfox:mation, one which was changing the structure of 

power and would open the way for control by the state 

and the workers.over·a decisive sector of the economy".36 

In this context, the intra-coalition disputes proved 

costly, resulting in an intensification of the class 

conflict within the state, a replica of a similar 

phenomenon in Chilean society. There· was a growing 

polarization within the institutional framework, between 

the executive and the legislature as the UP pushed projects 

of drastic social transfoDmation even though it enjoyed only 

a minority of the vote and lacked cohesion within its own 

ranks. Such tactics raised the question of the government•s 

legitimacy and opposition.to the regime spread and 

consolidated to create a conspiratorial Comando Gremialista 

incorporating truckers, merchants, re·tailers, industrialists, 

35 See Armando Uribe, The Black l3ook of Arnerican 
Intervention in Chile (Boston, 1975). Uribe was 
a high government official in Allende 1s government 
and the book deals with every aspect of the 0'8( 1 

role in Chile. 

36 Bitar, n.33, pp.94-tS. 
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agricultural landowners, white-collar professionals, 

women's groups, etc. 37 Chile became a politically 

divided nation as tqe government sought to implement 

its ~rand of socialism. 

The political centre in Chile has, historically 

speaking, acted as the bridge between the left and the 

right and played a pivotal role in national politics. 

Given the UP's partial political power, it was imperative 

that an alliance be worked out with the centre. Instead, 

the UP made no serious conciliation efforts and the 

attitude of the Christian Democrats changed from one of 

·•constructive criticism" to "obstructimtist opposition•. 38 

The P.DC desired to be the major opposition party independent 

of the right, supporting social change t.hrough constitutional 

means and thus further canplicating matters. The formation 

of a stable alliance with the UP became impossible. It 

seems that the likelihood of an agreement decreased 

precipitously in 1972 and by the eDd o~ that year Allende 

seemed to be the only one negotiating seriously or even 

attempting to do so. 

37 Gremio is loosely used for professional and 
occupational associations. The Comando Gremialist§ 
was created· sometime in October 1973 to put up a 
c:obesi ve set of demands to the government. 

38 Fleet, n.9. 
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As Chile's political and economic situation 

deteriorated, thousands of women from l;?.pper-middle and 

working class homes began the banging of pots and pans 

to symbolize the government's inability to resolve the 

ecOnomic crisis in general and food shortages in 

particular. The protests against the government reached 

th, streets where pro- and anti- government demonstrators 

often clashed. In O~r 1972, a strike called by 

40, 000 members of the Independent Truckers • Association 

saw the mobilization of shopkeepers, professional and 

economic associations, clerks and students taking an 

openly political turn. The protestors directly challenged 

the UP government and its programme. The right-wing 

National Party as well as the PDC actively supported the 

opposition movement even though it was often beyond 

their control. 

The gove~ment declared a "partial state of 

.emergency• and military officers took over the responsibility 

of maintaining law and order. The opposition, under the 

comando gremialista, continued to confront the government 

with demands that would have amounted to abrogation of the 

UP's programme. Press~ was_ mounted tn the legislature 

by attempts to impeach four of Allende • s ministers. An 
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important decision that was to have far-reaching 

consequences was taken at this time- the induction 

of the military into the government. The various political 

actors went on to concentrate on the 197 3 ':ongreasional 

elections Which came to be seen as the decis.ive 

confrontation between the government and the opposition. 

The Congressional elections "symbolized the final 

polarization of Chilean politics as the government and 

the opposition faced each other as two electoral bloc$ .... 39 

The results indicated a political stalemate with the 

opposition failing to gain the two-thirds majority it 

needed to impeach Allende and the UP, on its part, was 

left without majority control in either hoase of the 

Congress. The military moved out of polities only 

to return by August 1973 in the face of new strikes and 

armed confrontations as well as an abortive coup attempt 

by the iecond tank regiment of Santiago in June 1973. 

Military units searched the country for arms, eoncentrating 

on leftist groups and organizations and allowing the 

gremialista ~d right-wing political movements to gain 

the upper hand. Increasing violence in the streets and 

39 Valenzuela and Valenzuela, n.18, p.2S6. 
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sluma of Santiago, political terrorism by both. left and 

right-wing groups and an imminent state of politico

economic chaos elicited a call by the majority opposition 

. in the Congress for the military to intervene to guarantee 

institutional stability, peace, security and development. 

On 11 September•. 1973, General Augusto Pinochet Ugarte 

and other service commanders led a well-coordinated, brutal 

and highly success.ful gol:ee that ended the experiment of 

"Peaceful road to Socialism•.40 

Military Authoritariaaisa in Chile. 

The military and the critics of the UP saw the 

intervention of the armed forces as a benevolent act 

carried on behalf of the people. The Allende administraUon 1 a 

policies had resulted in the virtual destruction of the 

nation's inatitutional structure and the mdlitary carried 

out •a liberating revolution" from above. Politicians 

·had betrayed the nation by engaging in demagoqy an~ by 

allowing the Marxists ·to gain control of the State. Chile's 

political and economic crisis was the result of a "corrupt• 

political system, the Chilean variant of liberal democracy 

had only broughtdoom to the majority of people by facilitating 

a Marxist/Communist to take power aa president. 

40 Allende died in the course·of the coup. The exact 
details of his death are difficult to ascertai6 but 
it is believed that he shot htmself. However, there 
are others who believe that he was murdered. 
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The military felt that it was obliged to undertake 

as its ~historic mission• the transformation of the 

country's political institutions and a restructuring of 

the economy and society. The country needed to be purged 

of the politicians who had betrayed the trust of the 

people and only by "extirpating the Marxist cancer~ could 
• the nation be saved from f~ther disaster. The most 

important .and immediate objective of the junta therefore 

came to be the creation and consolidation of a new 

institutionality founded on real democracy, one which 

could vigorously be defended from its enemies. 41 

Thus, the raison d'etre of the Chilean military 

regime was the demob~lization of the popular(left) sector, 

the promotion of peace, stability and economic growth and 

the el~ination of all perceived obstacles and threats to 

facilitate the development process within a capitalist 

framework. 42 The regime tended to concentrate on policy 

41 See, "The Reasons of the Junta, 1973", reprinted and 
edited from Three Years of Destruction: ASIMPRES 
(Chilean Printers Association, n.d.)J and Declaration 
of Princi;ges of the Chilean Government,quadrllingual 
edition(E assy of Chile, Washington o.c., 1974). 

42 "The government of Allende was incompatible with the 
survival of freedom and private enterprise in Chile 
(and) that the only way to avoid their extinction 

was to overthrow the government•, Interview with 
Orlando S'enz, leading businessman and a key organiser 
of anti-Allendists in the 1970-73 period; Cauce 
(Santiaqo), vol.1, no.20, 28 August - 3 September, 
1984, p.11. 
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goals such as promotion of new investment, curbing 

inflation, accelerating export growth and creating an 

environment of sOcial stability. However, the first task 

of the authoritarian regime was to establish its legitimacy 

even as it carried out a wave of repression to el~nate 

all opposition. 

Immediately after coming to power, the military 

junta closed the. Congress, banned the UP and placed all 

.other political parties in indefinite recess~ The junta 

also took over executive and legislat.ive powers leaving . 

the judicial structure intact, apart from a purge of about 

20 judges. The Supreme Court was forced to abdicate its 

constitutional role in supervising military tribunals 

because a "state of internal war" had been declared. 43 The 

military tribunals themselves assumed responsibility for 

trying leaders of the previous government and other 

political enemies of the new regime. All first-level 

government posts were occupied by military officers and 

anti-UP/Allende civilians were given second-level positions. 

Provinces came under military control except where sympathizers 

of the coup held the governor's post. 

43 In any case, the Supreme Court which had supposedly 
upheld the rule of law against the unconstitutional 
acts of the Allende administration, expressly approved 
the validity of the Decree Laws of the junta even 
though they were in violation of the c:!onstitution ., 
and the law. Thus, not surprisingly, according to 
Decree Law No.S27 of 26 June 1974, the judiciary 
remained independent though subject to funding 
authorizations provided by the junta. 
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A regime of the extreme-right composed of Generals 

Augusto Pinochet, Gustavo Leigh Guzman, Jose Toribio Merino 

and ~sar Mendoza Duran replaced one of the extreme-left. 

The difference was that the latter did not engaqe in 

imprisonment of ·citizens on political grounds1 the press, 

radio and television were free to give ~eir versions of 

events1 the universities were completely autonomous' and 

political life was not hazardous to one's life. The four

member junta changed all that-unauthorized assembly was 

banned, press censorship imposed, the right of habeas 

corpus suspended and the rights of lal:1our unions abridqed. 

The most distinctive aspect of the regime was not merely 

its resort to repression of all dissent, violation of civil 

lib.erties and use of torture44 but the level of overall 

coercion employed. 45 

Approximately 10-30,000 Chileans were killed during 

the September coup. Political arrests in the first eiqhteen 

months of military rule approximated 95,000. Another 2,000 

or so were believed to have "disappe·ared" and more than 

44 According to the International Commission of JuristS, 
•an some occasions author! ties at the highest level 
are known to have admitted privately that they know 
torture is carried on, and assert that they are 
unable to stop it". Cited in Alan Angell, "Chile 
One Year After the Coup•, Current Historr, vol.68, 
no.401, January 1975, p.11. · 

·' 
45 According to Angell, ibid, the high level of overall 

coercion employed was due to the worry of some top 
officials •that there is insufficient control over 

armed forces at the local level 0
• 
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10,000 fled into political exile. 46 President Pinochet 

replaced the "state of internal war" by a "state of 

seige• after the regime celebrated its first anniversary. 

However, night curfews remained in force until 1978 and 

restrictions on motirized transport also continued uto 

The military itself was not spared. The National 

Bureau of Intelligence (DINA), and from 1977 onwards, the 

National Centre for Investigations (CNI), supervised the 

activities of the three services· and helped Pinochet achieve 

an impress! ve degree of personal control over the military. 

Potential rivals like Generals Carlos Prats, Hector Bravo, 

Sergio Arellano and Javier Palacios were rapidly retired 

or eliminated. 47 Premature retirements, exiles and deaths 

affected hundreds of lower-rank officers as well. 

The cleaning-up of the Chilean system was not limited 

to political and military dissidents. A drastic purge of 

the educational system, especially universities, led to 

46 Varying estimates are given by different sources. 
See for example, Amnesty International, Chile(London, 
1974)1 and International Commission of Jurists, 
Final Repgrt of the Mission to Chile(Geneva, 1974), 
The figures given are not necessarily those from 
either of the two sources. 

47 Carlos Prats was assassinated in Buenos Aires in 
September 1975. 
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dismissal and arrest of thousands of teachers and 

students. Military officers took over the rectorships 
48 and student unionization was virtually abolished. 

Periodic arrests of university intellectuals continued 

to occur and in some cases certain departments were 

purged of all its teachers. In schools, teaching material 

considered Marxist o:: revolutionary in nature was banned. 

Many of the educational reforms of previous years were 

reversed. The labour unions were purged of their leader

ship and the national labour confederation, Central Unica 

de Trabajadores (CUT) was outlawed by Decree Law No.12 of -
September 1973. Until 1978, strikes were prohibited and 

were allowed only after granting employers the free ·use of 

scabs. A 1978 labour law permitted union elections but 

candidates had to be approved by the government. 

Thus, the Chilean military articulated two basic aimsa 

The first was to destroy the parties of the 
Left and their collaborators ••• military leaders 
were convinced that it was not only foreign 
Marxists who were to blame for Chile's predica
ment ••• the Left had been able to make inroads 
because of the inherent weaknesses of liberal 
democracy ••• Thus, their second objective was to 
engineer a fundamental restructuring of Chilean 
political institutions and political life, aimed 
at "cleaning11 impurities from the body politic 
while creating a new political order ••• (49) · 

48 The appointment of rectors was parceled out among 
the services, so that Pinochet named the army general 
who became the rector of the University of Chile, 
while Merino appointed one of his own colleagues to 
the post at the Catholic University. 

49 Valenzuela, n.6, p.190. 
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The repressive tactics employed by the military 

achieved, to a greater or lesser degree, the first of the 

above-mentioned objectives. This eff·ort at political 

demobilization was not merely an attempt to establish 

"national security" by eliminating threats of "subversion" 

and "totalitarianism", it was designed to effect a complete 

break with a "traditional, liberal, naive and defenseless 

democracy". 5° 

The task of restructuring Chilean society and 

economy was one which, given the military's lack of 

experience in governance and the absence of a precise 

blueprint for a foundational programme, the junta had to 

undertake in an ad hoc and arbitrary fashion. 51 Gradually, 

the military settled in its political role and together 

with the process of legitimizing its rule it transformed 

Chile so completely that the country came to be looked on 

as a model for similar regimes elsewhere. Pinochet rose 

above the other members of the junta to become the President 

of the Republic in December 1974 while retaining his posts 

50 Interview with Enrique Ortuzar, head of the govern
ment's Constitutional Commission, Ercilla(Santiago), 
14 July, 1976, pp.l-8. 

51 The authoritarian nature of go·vernment made· ~economic 
restructuring easier while the existence of "the 
Chicago boys" saw the jun~a • s ·objectives being 
realised. See Phillip o•Hrien, "Authoritarianism 
and Monetarism in Chile, 1973-1983'1 , Socialist Review 
(Berkeley, California), vol.14, no.s, S~ptember
October 1984, pp.47-52. 
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as conunander-in-chief of the anny and a voting member 

of the junta. The degree of personal control Pinochet 

came to exercise were due to four fundamental factors& 

the disciplined and hierarchial nature of the anned 

forces and the growing power of tht sec~t police, the 

use of the framework of traditional constitutional 

legality·to justify one-man rule, the support of most of 

the business class and significant sections of the 

middle class and the continuing sharp divisions in the 

opposition. 52 

The Chilean military did not exclude civilians in 

the formulation of public policies. As Nunn has noted, 

Chilean officers have always relied on civilian counsel 

to formulate and implement policy. 53 Pinochet, as we sh811 

see later in the chapteJ', came to be dependent on a 

specific group of academics, technocrats and theoreticians 

to justify the regime·~ actions and create popular support 

for its policies. One of the most important influences was 
. 

a Catholic integralist group whose leading theorist, Jaime 

"' Guzman, was particularly responsible for shaping the post-

52 Valenzuela,n.s, p.189. Also see pp.190-96. 

53 Frederick M. Nunn, "Chile Since 1973: Historical and 
Political Perspectives", Latin American Research 
Review, (Austin, Texas), vol.14, no.2, 1979, pp.287-94. 
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1973 politico-social institutions.s4 

In the period 1973-801 the junta promulgated a 

number of "emergency decrees• and introduced institutioaal 

changes throughout Chilean polity. These various 

11 Constitutional Acts•• and programnes of "modernisation .. 

were to culminate in the constitution of 19801 a document 

basic to an understanding of the Pinochet regime and the 

struggle for democracy in the 1980s. 

The junta published "The Declaration of Principles 

of the Chilean Government" in March 197 4, barely six months 

after the coup. Guided by "the inspiration of Portales .. 

and an eclectic "fusion• of anti-Marxist nationalism and 

"Christian and Hispanic traditions", the junta declared 

that it intended "to inaugurate a new era .. by planning •a 

creative and stable political system" for the future. The 

docwnent contained· "the essence of the philosophy which •••. 

inspired the action of the junta 11 in its endeavour to. make 

Chile one of the tbremost nations of the region and the 

world. 

54 See Thomas G. Sanders, 11Military Government in Chile", 
in· Brian Loveman and Thomas M. Davies Jr. 1 ed., 
The Politics of Antipolitics: The Military in Latin Amerta 
(Lincoln and London, 1978) 1 pp.270-87. 
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Enunciated at a time when political repression'" .. 

was at its peak, the Declaration confirmed that "the 

Government of Chile will energetically apply the principle 

of authority and drastically punish any outburst of 

disorder or anarchy". The military would remain in power 

for an indefinite period "because the task of reconstructing 

the country morally, institutionally, and materially 

requires a profound and prolonged action ••. 

These principles emanated from-the rejection of 

both the to~alitarian statism of Marxism and the materialism 

and political freedom of developed western societies; the 

function of the State as the guarantor of the "general common 

good" and individual "personal fulfilment" attainable 

through •restraint, poise, consideration, the positive and 

genuine respect for the well-being of others" and "condi

tional supervision"; and the re~eneration of Chilean 

nationalism,. characterized by "spiritual integration", 

"national planning", "authoritarian, impersonal and just 

government" and "functional decentral.ization". 55 

The Declaration was an effort at sloganeering or 

what has been called "military messianism" on the part of 

the armed forces to legitimize their rule by establishing 

55 Declaration of Principles ••• ,n.41. 
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56 a continuity with Chilean history and political culture. 

In a country whose motto is "by reason or by force" (.12!!£ 

J.A._razon .2.1A fuer2a), the military found it convenient 

to successfullly invoke the tradition of political 

stability and concern for legality to reinforce its 

political control;7 

The ideology that emerged out of the Declaration 

has been described as "organic statism" as different from 
58 fascism. Nunn aptly sums up the document as: 

••• an ingenously paradoxical and highly 
euphemistic document, for :!.t fuses what we 
••• call corporative decentralization with 
classic statist and geopolitical theory. 
It assures Chileans of human rights, freedom, 
dignity, democracy, individualism,law and 
order, and progress, while clearly espousing 
authoritarianism as the means to such ends.(59) 

On 26 June, 1974, the junta passed Decree Law No.S27 

·which directly took the constitutional framework of the 

1925 Constitution and applied it to the military government. 

56 The phrase "military messianism" is used by Michael 
Francis and Hernan Vera-Godoy, untitled manuscript 
on Chilean military governnment, University of Notre 

·Dame, 1975. Cited in Gabriel Harcella, "The Chilean 
Military Government and the 'Prospects for Transition 
to Democracy", Inter-American Economic Affairs 
(Washington, D.C.), vol.33, no.2, Autumn 1979, p.6. 

57 Valenzuela, n.6, p.189. 

58 Sanders, n.54, p.288. 

59 Nunn, n.53, p.288. 
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It specified that the junta would exercise legislative and 

constitutional powers, While its president (f:inochet) would 

have executive power as "Supreme Chief of the Nation".
60 

By 1975, however, the junta and its civilian colla

borators were already discussing "a new institutional order" 

to replace the constitution and the political institutions 

framed by it. 61 In the prologue to "The National Objective 

of the Government of Chile" published in December 1975, 

the government announced that the "people of Chile have 

begun ••• the task of reconstructing the national destiny". 

This involved "making a reality in all its parts ••• the 

Declaration of Principles ••• (and) constructing a political

institutional regime based on the Christian concept of man 

and society, the pri'nciple of subsidiarity of the State ••• 

and with loyalty to its legitimate national tradition".62 

The goverrunent wis}led to create a "new democracy" which 

co.uld only be accomplished through the formation of "a new 

National Political System" and, significantly, through 

"formation of new generations(instilled) with the concepts 

of love of God, of the Fatherland, of the family ...... 

60 For the text of Decree Law No.527, see Eduardo Soto 
Kloss, Ordenamiento Constitucional(Santiago,1980), 
pp.145-53. 

61 Jaime Guzm&n had written as early as 1974, "We consider 
that important reforms should be introduced into our 
institutional regime in order to complete the stren
gthening of presidential,sm ••• " cited in Sanders,n.54, 
p.273. 

62 The principle of "subsidiarity" was explained by the 
junta in the Declaration. See Brian Loveman "Government 

••••• 
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The National Objective delineated a general outline 

for a political system 11 purified of all political/party 

influence• and in Which "the diffusion of doctrines or 

the organisation of groups which intend to destroy the 

fundamental bases of the new State will not be tolerated". 

Thus, the vision of the junta,was -to enforce severe limits 
\_ ·-

upon popular suffrage and traditional political organisations 

and other forms of autonomous political participation and 

electoral competition' •63 

Finally, the philosophical and institutional 

orientations of the junta took the form of four "Constitu

tional Acts" adQpted between December 1975 and September 1976. 

These decrees moved Chile in the di~!ction of a formalised 

"Constitutional dictatorship", which4, in retrospect, seems 

to be exactly what the junta had in mind in 1973~ even 

though no one was prepared for the degree of control 

Pinoahet came to exercise. Pinochet did not formally 

abolish the 1925 Constitution and commit to a timetable for 

••••••••• 

63 

_and Regime -S'\iccess·ion in Chile", Third World Quarterly, 
vol.10, no.1, January 198~, ·p~2~4! n.10. 

- ~ '- -; ~ ~~ :~ 't ~ ~"· -.- _ ... ~ - " ....... :.:4:.: 

The National Ob~ective of the Government of Chile 
-' (santiago, 1975 ; -.The ':Declaratiori.arid The National 

Objective were not the only attempts at justifying 
and promoting the military's ideology. For example, 
see Enrique Campos Menendez, ed., Pensamiento 
Nacionalista{Santiago, 1975); Arturo Fontaine and 
others, Nuestro Camino{Santiago, 1976); and 
Cuadernos del instituto de Ciencia Politica, 
Universidad Catolica de Chile(Santiago, 1976~77), 
nos.1-12. 



transition fcom the junta administration to a more 

permanent political framework. I_t was only when he 
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felt that ne had consolidated his power and position did 
64 

he announce the so-called "Chacarilla Plan" in July 1977. 

The "Chacerilla Plan" basically provided a framework 

for the gradual ~ransition from military rule to a system 

of "authoritarian democracy". The political system 

envisaged in the document reserved a new and permanent role 

for the armed forces, and, at the samEt time, permanently 

excluded a large number of Chileans from political 

participation. 

Two events in the following period demonstrated 

Pinochet's control ·over the country as well as the newly 

acquired political skills of the military. In the first 

week of Jan~ary 1978, Pinochet responded to a United 

Nations charge of human rights violation in Chile with 

a call for national referendum. Chileans were asked to 

vote "yes" or 11 no" on the following resolution: 

In the £ace of international· aggression 
unleashed against the government of the 
Fatherland I support(General) Pinochet in 

••••• 

64 The "Chacarilla Plan" was announced in the wake of 
an American offensive on the human rights issue 
under the Carter administration. All political 
parties had been abolished only a little earlier 
in March 1977. ·' 
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his defence of the dignity of Chile and 1 
reaffirm the legitimate right of the 
Republic to conduct the process of 
institutionalization in a manner befitting 
its sovereignty.(65) 

75.3 per cent of the Chilean voters favoured "yes", 20.4 

per cent "no" and 4. 3 per cent were null or blank. 

Despite criticism from various quarters, Generals Merino 

and Leigh, the Church, the PDC and others, over things 

such as the text of the consulta, no one could deny that 
66 Pinochet had won the first round in electoral politics. 

This victory was interpreted as a popular affirmation of 

the government•s legitirr~cy and Pinochet used it to 
67 manipulate the resignation of Leigh. 

The regime also implemented a programme of "seven 

modernisations" focusing upon a new labour code, educational, 

welfare and health policy reforms, and restructuring the 
68 system of judicial administration. In the backdrop of the 

65 C~ted in Marcella, n.S6, p.10. 

66 .For various views of the consulta, see ibid, pp.10-11. 

67 Leigh was forced to resign because he was publicly 
critical of the government's social policies. His 
outbursts gave a negative image to the regime which 
Pinochet could ill-afford. 

68 For more detail on the "seven modernisations", see, 
Brian Loveman, "Military Dictatorship and Political 
Opposition in Chile, 1973-86", Journal of Inter
American Studies and World Affairs (Coral Gables, 
Florida), vol.28, no.4, Winter 1986-87, pp.l-38. 
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"seven modernizations" and a strong economic recovery, 

Pinochet submitted the project for a new fonstitution and 

a "novel" political system to a plebiscite on 11 September, 

1980, the seventh anniversary of the coup. The plebiscite 

resulted in a favourable vote by more than two-thirds of the 

electorate. The opposition's claim that extensive fraud 

and intimidation had occurred was somewhat neutralised 

by the fact that about 30 per cent of the voters had 

rejected the new Constitution. 

The text and content of the new Constitution was 

essentially an extension of earlier government documents 

beginning with the Declaration.69 Among other things, it 

also contained a formula for a graduc:~l transition to a 

political system that reduced the role of the country's 

representative institutions.70 In an almost vertatim 

69 The government had initially promoted the creation 
of the .. Group of Constitutional Studies" or the 
"Group of 24 1

' that was to function independently 
of Jaime Guzman and the Constitutional Committee. 
However, the "Group of 24" soon fell out of favour 
since it.was extremely critical of the regime in 
keeping with its composition which included 
academicians, writers, lawyers and former politi
cians who had little sympathy towards the military. 

70 The transitory provisions of the Cons~itution are 
discussed in the next chapter with reference to 
the personalization of military rule in Chile and 
the internal dissent within the armed forces as an 
institution. · 

I 
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reference to the 1833 Constitution, the document advocated 

a strong presidential system to solve problems "above the 

interest of groups that are opposed to the common good". 

Articles 39-41 in particular greatly e,:,p!!.nded the authority 

of the President and the executive branch at the expense 

of the legislature. Provision for "states of constitutional 

exception" made all civil liberties and individual rights 

subject to suspension for varying periods of ttme. 

In a significant departure from the past, the 

armed forces were given a dominant political role in the 

new system. The National Secbrity Council enabled military 

officers to permanently occupy legislative and administrative 

functions. The Constitution also made an attempt to legally 

depoliticize policy-making and administration in accordance 

with the logic that politics was responsible for the crisis 

in the 1970-73 period. References to the evils of Marxism( 

Communism and the economic and political chaos of those 

years strengthened the military's stand on various issues. 

The Constitution prohibited the propagation of any doctrine 

that advocated violence, etc.; all groups,movements, 

organisations or parties that advocated such ideas; and any 

political party participation by labour leaders. 71 In the 

final analysis, the Constitution rep~!sented the zenith of 

Pinochet' s power and authority. 

71 Political Constitution of the Republic of Chile& 1980 
(Embassy of Chile, n.a.~ n,d~). 
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Another feature of military-authoritarian rule in 

Chile related to economic changes in terms of reviving 

the process of capitalist development without casting the 

~tate in the role of a dynamic entrepreneur that 9resided 

over and participated in a somewhat uneasy alliance of 

domestic and foreign capital. The junta gathered a team 

of conservative economists to restructure the economy 

along free enterprise lines. The emphasis was on stimulating 

private investment, removing free-market restrictions, 

dismantling the s,tate sector of the economy in favour of 

.private ownership and reallocating product! ve resources in 

accordance . with the theory of comparat:i ve advantage. 

"The Chicago boys", as these economists came to be 

called, were influenced by Milton Friedman and the orthodox 

monetary theories taught at the University of Chicago. 

They identified two factors for the country's economic 

predicament throughout the twentieth century1 the closed 

and highly protected nature of the economy and the 

excessive interference of the governrnEmt in economic affairs. 

Therefore, policies had to be oriented towards establishing 

a set of free-market mechanisms based on the principle of 

"neutrality"/non-discrimination to determine all economic 

decisions. The focus on economic efficiency implied that 

considerations of distribution of income or wealth were 
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dismissed. It was believed that the higher economic growth 

that would result from the new development strategy would 

automatically yield positive results for all through what 

is termed as the 11 trickle-down" effect.72 

Thus, the breakdown of Chile:an democracy occurred, 

in a true sense, only after the military seized power in 

1973. The generals launched a massive anti-communist and 

anti-politics campaign that sounded the death knell of 

the "democratic culture" which had flourished in Chile for 

the better part of its two hundred years of history. The 

operation was carried out in a precise and systematic manner 

and seemed to have had the desired effect with the implemen-. 
tation of the 1980 Constitution. However, in our view the 

process of the democratic breakdown began earlier1 in the 

period of the Frei and Allende administrations the government 

increasingly found itself in a pssition where it failed to 

satisfy the demands of an increasing percentage of the 

electorate in a climate of political polarization with the 

three bloc£ , the right, the left and the centre less and 

72 The economic policies of the government are treated 
at length in the next chapter. In sum, the effect 
of the free-market authoritarian policies of the 
Chicago boys served to isolate them not only from 
most sections of the dominant classes and other 
government officials but eventually led to their 
dismissal by Pinochet. · 

• 
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less willing to compromise and moving towards a situation 

of open confrontation. The military intervention was, in 

a way, symbolic of a reaction against the existing "type• 

of government, and, as we shall see in the concluding 

chapter, a similar reaction developed against the military 

regime in the midst of an economic crisis in the early 

1980s. 

A detailed study of the causes of military inter

vention and rule and comparisons with similar events in 

other Latin American countries are beyond the nature and 

scope of this study. It will suffice to emphasize that 

the Chilean case was unique in many ways1 the personalization 

of power, the level of repression, the''three-thirds'' split of 

the electorate, the free-market authoritarian model, the 

kind of institutionalization attempted and the very fact 

that such a form of government came into existence in a 

country where democracy had strong ·roots. Our attempt has 

been to highlight these and other aspects of the Chilean 

military government in its first phase, i.e., in the period 

1973-81, where it went from strength to strength. The 

second phase is dealt with in the concluding chapters 

where we have ~alyzed the challenge that came to be 
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posed to the military's domination. It is debatable if 

this phase marked the beginning of a decline in power of 

the armed forces but in the period we are going to consider, 

i.e., from 1983-86, it is certain that the military did 

not find itself in a weaker position vis-a-vis the other 

contenders of power. Ho~ever, there is no doubt that 

Pinochet was forced to make major adjustments and shifts 

in several policy matters to be able to enjoy the same 

privileges and ~tatus that he had prior to 1981. 



C H A P T E R III 
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THE CRISIS OF THE MILITARY REGIME, 1981-1983 

· The 1980 Constitution served to institutionalize 

the military-authoritarian regime of General Pinochet 

even as the rest of Latin America was beginning to 

witness the rumblings of a "democratic revolution". 

The plebiscite which endorsed the new Constitution 

reflected the degree of. control and success Pinochet 

enjoyed at that time, unparalleied as it was not ne rely 

in the context of Chilean history but also in the annals 

of modern .dictat<;>rship. The irony of the Chilean case 

was that the country had been one of the more stable 

democracies in the region and in the .space of ten 

years one man seemed to have succeeded in eroding the 

very values Chileans were once proud of and destroying 

in the process the edifices of all democratic structures 

and institutions. 

The implementation of a new Constitution also 

meant that a reversal of the process of authoritariansim 

would be extremely difficult and complicated. The 

transformatio!l of Chile's "political culture•• was 

complete--a country where the "national sport" was 

politics, Congress was in permanent recess, political 

parties outlawed, habeas corpus ignored, dissidents 

jailed, exiled or killed, and it was all "legal". 
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The fact that the regime emphasized upon Chileans that 

its policies and actions were not only necessary but 

also within a legal framework may have gone a long way 

in contributing to the long life of a system of 

government that was alien tO that country. Perhaps 

a more important contributing fac1:.or towards the same 

cause was the subtle balance Pinoc::het achieved in his 

policy of repression: it was just enough to quiet 

political activity but insufficient to arouse the 

opposition to join hands to present a combined and 

concerted front which could challenge his hegemony. 

The average Chilean learned to live with fear and 

accept without daring to complain whatever Pinochet 

gave him. 

Reaction to the new Constitution: 

r·t is sometimes argued that if the 1980 

Constitution represented Pinochet's greatest success, 

the decline began soon thereafter. Themes such as the 

growth of opposition, the growth of social protest the 

question of. Pinochet's survival began to be discussed 

for the first time since he acquired power. 1 However, 

1 For example, see Alan Angell, uPinochet's Chile: 
the Beginning of an End 11 ?, The World Today, 
(London), vol.41, no.2, February 1985, pp.27-30. 
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in many ways nothing .changed. The economic collapse 

from.mid-1981 on gave the impression that Pinochet 

was beginning to lose his grip, especially since other 

aspects of h~s rule also came to be subjected to challenge 

by sectors which had hitherto staunchly supported him. 

A closer analysis reveals that there was not yet the 

presence of any organisation/individual which offered 

an alternative. The opposition was not in a position 

where it could dictate terms. It may have acted as a 

pressure group to which Pinodhet responded most effectively. 

Chile was still in the process of developing such an 

alternative and the picture was both one of optimism on 

one level and of despair on the other. The beginning of 

social protests forced the military to re-adjust and 

re-define its position on certain issues but at no stage 

was the situation beyond Pinochet's control. The crisis, 

if there was one, was not one of the regime but merely 

of its policies. What certainly happened was that a 

decade of atrociti~s and excesses committed by the men 

in uniform for the sake of national interest made 11 fear" 

a secondary issue. It is doubtful if the majority of 

Chileans ever accepted the permanent political role the 

armed forces had.come to play even though they might have 

supported the coup. The significance of the opposition 

protests lies in the fact that nothing like that had 

·' occurred in Pi~cohet's Chile, at least noton that scale. 
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Opposition to the regime always existed but was never 

vis;lble. The biggest failure of the regime was that once 

repression was thought to have succeeded in eliminating all 

opposition and the new Constitution came into force, the 

beginnings of a strong popular movement suggested that all 

was not well. The popular protests made an important point.

Chileans had not resigned themselves to Pinochet's rule and . . 

were seeking to find an citernative to hirn. 

It will be useful to review the premises on which the 

logic of the Chilean military regime was based. The 1973 

coup occurred in an atmosphere of a high level popular 

mobilization and activity that accentuated the ongoing 

political and economic crisis. The popular sectors were, 

in turn, confronted by the dominant sectors and the armed 

forces acting as an institution. The triumph of the latter 

was made possible· to some extent by their co~9ption.of the 

·middle ~lasses who were made to believe that the military had 

intervened merely to restore peace and oJ:-der. The armed 

forces were performing a benevolent act on behalf of the 

masses so that Chile could once again enjoy the political 

stability it always had. At that stage there was little 

to hint at the shape of things to come. 

For the middle classes, the support to the coup 

indicated their desire for positive changes in their socio

economic conditions where the PDC and the UP had failed'them. 
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For the dominant classes it meant a chance to regain what 

they had lost during the two previoUs reformist governments. 

However, even though the coup meant different things to 

its supporters, it was ultimately tied to the issue of 

development. The country seemed to have run out of 

options to solve its most pressing problems and the military 

certainly projected itself as the answer to Chile's woes. 

The military reg~ attempted to .bring about, 

what is termed as, a "bourgeois or capitalist revolution". 

Their rationale was to end "populist society" and to 

reconstruct domestic capitalism, reorganising society 

· f+om the top down and re-inserting th:is domestic capitalism 

into the international system. It wa.s only the armed forces 

which had the repressive power necessary to implement such 

a project. However, this also required taking into 

confidence the various capitalist factions and the 

technocratic and intellectual groups from the dominant 

classes since naked power alone could hardly be conducive 

to the survival of such policies or of the regime itself. 

The task that the armed force:s took /upon themselves 

was an extremely difficult one given the fact that the 

existing socio-economic structures had been shaped by at 

least two hundred years of a broadly democratic system of 

governance. It was not surprising that the military 

inserted the word ,.democracy" to a form of rule that"had 
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nothing remotely close to the same. The military regime 

intended to end the "compromise state" and to achieve 

the anti-populist utopia of eradicating politics 

altogether. The new political regime earned the label of 

"new authoritarian /protected/exclusive democracy" and 

excluded the alternatives for changing the system and the 

sectors that represented them. A restricted political 

arena was formed despite recognition of popular sovereignty 

expressed in the polls vote and with a safety valve in the 

form of a military veto. 

The "new democ.t"acy" was instituted from above and 

required for its success a social transformation of the 

kind that had been forced upon in the l~litical sphere. 

Chilean society had not, however, undergone the necessary 

structural changes to sustain this new political system and 

it was beyond the capability of the armed forces to force or 

accelerate the same. This contradiction resulted in a 

crisis of the regime and with the economy· showing signs of 

crumbling, there was nothing to shield the rulers from the 

open show of discontent by the ruled. The regime's base 

of civilian support increasingly narrmred and it· was forced 

·to go on the defensive as thousands of Chileans took to the 

streets to protest . not merely against 1~he adverse economic 

conditions but against the State itse~f. 
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The beginning of mass protests against the regime 

coincided with the economic crisis but was not wholly 

caused by it. It was a reaction to the "new democraey 11 

that had come to mean the hegemony of the capitalist 

plasses and other dominant sectors. The Chilean masses 

did not acc~pt the "democracy" that the Constitution had 

come to define--Pinochet•s victory had not indicated any 

desire on their part to accede to military-authoritarian 

rule but merely an acceptance of the "order and stability" 

the regime had brought ci:> out. The Constitution failed 

the very people who had voted for it. Chileans were 

already, by then, looking forward to a transition to a 

more "traditionaln fonn of government. 

The experience of military rule and· the evolution 

of the "new democracy" gave way to other ideas of democracy. 

This was largely due to the lack of any real foundation of 

the political order that the military envisaged. Authori

tarian capitalism was unable to insure the viability of 

the political model. In the midst of foreign debt, 

unemployrrent, world recession, destruction of the productive 

st.~ructure, incapacity of state action .and the resurgence 

of civil society, the transition to the new democracy 

became a call for crisis managemen~. The return to a more 

traditional democracy came to be seen as a lesser evil 

for even the dominant classes. 
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The first idea of democracy that emerged in the 

1980s wa~ the traditional one, as it had functioned in 

Chile in the pre-coup years, where the rule of law and 

the principle of popular will prevailed. This form of 

democracy put limitations to social change and subordinated 

the pepular sectors to the institutional framework. The 

same fragile balance that sustained Chilean democracy 

since the 1930s had to be maintained with social pacts 

or agreements playing a predominant role in the functioning 

of government. The second idea of democracy was linked 

to the ideological evolution of the left and included the 

need for an active participation of popular demand to 

implement social transformation. Political democracy 

and social transformation were seen as inseparable concepts. 

The weakness of this conception of democracy lay in that 

the principle of social transformation could be abandoned 

under the pretext that democracy was in danger or that 

the democratic principle could be ignored since the kind 

of social change envisioned required a revolutionary 

approach. 2 

2 The Allende administration was a victim of its 
abandonment of democratic principles. It found 
its attempts to bring about social reform through 
constitutional means come to nought and adopted 
a rnpre revolutionary approach that ended with the 
military coup. · 
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Revolt Against Pinochet: 

11 May, 1983 marked an important turning point in 

recent Chilean history with children ntaying away from school 

·and in the· early evening hours, the traditional form of 

protest, the banging of pots and pans by Chileans from 

all walks of life, shattering the "calm" of Pinochet•s 

rule. It was not merely the economic crisis or even the 

recent socio-political changes that led to such an incident. 

Nor was it, as we have said earlier, any indication that 

Pinochet was beginning to lose his grip. It was the 

culmination of policy impacts since 1973 which resulted 

in shifts and dislocations of the Chilean social fabric. 

In the ultimate analysis, it was the response of a society 

which had developed a certain culture and values over a 

period of one hundred and fifty years. 

There are at least four aspects of military rule 

in Chile that need to be discussed in the context of the 

beginning of mass protests by Chileans: the extent to which 

Pinochet himself attained by far the dominant positiont 

the appearance of rifts between the services, partly as 

a result of Pinochet ~cquiring a superior status, but also 

due to strong differences of opinion about the return to 

democracy and the time table for it; the support from 

within the political right and much of the business groups 
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and profession.al societies; and the collapse of the 

economic model. None of these features were independent 

of the other and did influence, in one way or another, 

the direction that Chilean politics took from 1981 onwards. 

As commander-in-chief of the army at the time of 

, the coup, Pinochet was destined to be the ;erimus inter pares 

of the service chiefs after Allende. Though the Chilean 

nc;tvy has historically been the "senior service" and the 

key factor in Chile's success in the two major wars she won 

in the nineteenth eentury, the army is the largest force 

and its garrisons lie within the national frontier. Further, 

the 1980 Constitution, unlike the 1833 and the 1925 

eonstitutions, made direct references to service hierarchy. 

The Transitory Provisions state in Article 18(K) that 

''the order of precedence of the members of the governing 

junta" is first, the army commander; second, the navy; 

third, the air force; and last, the police.3 

Pinochet's dominance derived from other sources 

as well--although the services each have their own 

intelligence branohe~, the national organ, the DINA from 1973-

78 and then the CNI, was under his firm control. It was 

responsible for at least three assassination attempts 

abroad, two of which were successful, on key opponents of 

3 Political Constitution of the Republic of Chile: 
1980(Embassy of Chile,n.a.,n.d.) 
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the government--General Carlos Prats, the last 

"Constitutional" conunander-in-chief of the army under 

Allende, .in Buenos Aires (September 1975); Orlando 

Letelier, Allende's last Defence Minister, in Washington 

D.c. (September 1976)7 and the unsuccessful one on Bernardo 

Leighton, a leadi?g Christian Democrat, in Rome (October 

1975). Within Chile, changes in the military hierarchy 

during the 1970s removed possible rivals and the 

designation by the junta of Pinochet as its President in 

June 1974, followed in December by his assumption of the 

title of President of the Republic, consolidated his position. 

Pinochet's own energy and the selling of his image 

as the selfless soldier who had saved the nation from anarchy, 

and would not abandon his responsibility to see that the 

threat of anarchy would not ·teappear, also strengthened 

. his position relative to other service commanders. However, 

the growing personalism, the almost me:ssianic mission to 

extirpate Marxism from Chile and the methods by which that 

mission was being carried out, did not go unchallenged 

within the junta. 

General Gustavo Leigh, head of the Air Force at 

the time of the coup, grew increasingly critical of 

Pinochet over several issues and had to be dismissed in 
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July 1978.4 His successor, Fernando Matthei, also 

spoke out in similar terms but kept short of an open 

confrontation. Admiral Jose Toribio Merino, the Navy's 

representative on the junta, was also not always able to 

see things Pinochet's way. In December 1977 when Pinochet 

announced his intentions for a consulta without consulting 

his colleagues, M,~rino allied with Leigh in sending a 

strong public letter of disagreement in protest against 

Pinochet•s growing dominance in the junta and the country. 

The 1980 Constitution and in particular the 

transitory provisions it.contained, also caused friction 

between Pinochet and the junta members. Transitory Article 

14 made Pinochet President until 1989-the first eight-year 

term after implementation of the Constitution. Pinochet 

was also given a number of "special" powers during the 

first term of office •. 5 As President, Pincohet would not 

participate in the junta directly, but would name a general 

officer from the army to join 'his navy, air force and police 

counterparts in this entity. The junta would continue to 

4 Harold Blakemore, "Back to the Barracks : The 
Chilean Case", Third World Ouarterly(London), 
vol.7, no.1, January 1985, pp.44-62. According 
to Angell, Leigh resigned, following which eight 
generals and two other officers were dismissed. 
10 more officers x:esigned in protest, leaving only 
two of the original complement of 21 generals in 
the Air Force. See Alan Angell "Chile After Five 
Years of Military Rule 11

, Current History(Philadelphia, 
~a.), vol.76, no.444, p.5a. 

5 Political Constitution ••• ,n.3. 
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exercise all l~gislative and other functions not specified 

as the exclusive prerogatives of the President under the 

new Constitution.6 

Unlike all future presidents who would not be 

allowed to be veelected1 Transitory Article 26 allowed 

Pinochet the possibility to get . Yeelected. · At the end 

of the first term, the commanders of the three armed 

services and the police would nominate one person to serve 

as President from 1989 to 19971 subjec·t to ratification 

by the voters in a national plebiscite. This nomination 

was to be made at least ninety days prior to completion 

of the 1981-89 presidential term and communicated to the 

President. 7 

Thus 1 the transitory provisions did not conceal 

the fact that Pinochet was the man in-charge. Rather, 

it made its point in an almost crude manner. The resentment 

within the armed forces over the tittH!table of transition 

~ democracy and the personalization of power in Pinochet's 

hands could not have been insignifical'llt. There is no 

reason to believe that the other service chiefs were 

beyond personal ambitions or did not resent the fact 

that they owed their position to Pinochet. The Leigh 

affair, however, helped to discourage any open opposition 

to Pinochet. Moreover, Pinochet had1 over the years, 

6 Article 19 of the Transitocy Provisions, ibi:q.• 

7 Article 27 of the Transitory Provisions, ibid. 
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succeeded in moulding the officer corps into a loyal 

group of followers completely beholden to Pinochet for 

'their careers. All cOlonels promoted to the rank of 

generals were required to provide the army commander 

with a signed letter of resignation, ·uhich Pinochet 

could use at any moment to end a general's career. 

Loyalty was assured in other ways also. Under 

military rule, officers enjoyed privileges they had never 

dreamed of. In addition to increases in pay and fringe · 

benefits, officers could look forward to attractive rewards 

~uch as ambassadorships or membership on boards of public 

and semi-public organisations. The £5trabineros also gained 

status and benefits when they were transferred out of the 

Ministry of Interior and "elevated'' to co-equal status with 

other members of the armed forces. 

The military regime also re-established traditional 

norms of obedience to authority and hierarchy of rank, 
-

practices that had eroded in the final months of Allende's 

rule. This meant that a sharp separation between the 

military as institution and the military as government was 

established. Officers in government service reported to 

their superiors in government, not in the military. 
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By serving both as president and commander
in-chief of the ar.my with direct responsibility 
over the institution, and by strictly observing 
the separation of the military as government 
from the military as !nstitution, Pinochet 
avoided the inherent tensions that develop in 
military regimes between off:Lcers occupying 
government posi tiona and tho::Je serving in 
the institution itself.(8) 

Argentina's prosecution of military commanders 

following restoration of democracy served tq engender 

a kind of defensive solidarity among many officers within 

the armed forces. The prospect of restoration of a 

democratically elected civilian government not only 

threatened prospects for career advancement and existing 

benefits but also raised the spectre of criminal 

prosecution for a" large number of Chile's military personnel. 

The Chilean military regime's success was also 

based on the strong support from key civilian sectors. 

The traditional political right--the National Party and 

the Radical Democrats for example,provided the main civilian 

support to the coup and later staffed government ministries 

and policy-making positions under the military government. 

Besides, right-wing groups such as the Patria y "'"' .. -'--' 

Libertad arid many others welcomed the coup and actively 

8 Arturo Valenzuela, "Chile: Origins, Consolidation, 
and Breakdown of a Democratic Regime", in Larry 
Diamond and others, ed., Democracy in Developing 
Countries: Latin America(Boulaer, Colorado, 1989), 
vol.4, p.193. 
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supported attacks on the UP and against organised 

labour, the working-class and community organisations. 

Thus, the right not only suppported the government but 

worked actively to secure the long~term political 

object.ives of depoliticizing Chilean 1:society and 

preventing a return to the demagogy and politics of the 

past. 

Over the years, the right witnessed s~ 

fragmentation and an array of "nationalists", qremialistas, . 

"liberals", "conservatives" and the old National Party 

attempted to re-define their position with respect to. 

the government, military rule, legitimacy of the 

Constitution and the type of post-Pinochet government 

which would be most desirable. This uaroup of 8", a 

loose alliance of diverse elements on the right who 

supported the military government was dissolved in 1984. 

The Chilean right, and in particular, the business 

groups were profoundly affected by the economic policies 

of the military government which transformed the economy 

from a State-supported, import-substituting industrializa

tion model to an export-oriented economy with low tariff 

barriers and few gove~ent subsidies. Although many 

businessmen went bankrupt because of t;hese policies, the 

majority remained a strong pillar of t;he government. 
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The new breed of ~ynamic business leaders who came up 

with the opening of the economy to tht! world market 

saw military rule a far preferable alternative 

to the uncertainties of democratic pol:Ltics ~ 

The Debacle of the "Economic Miracle" 

The economic policies of the military government 

was perhaps the most spectacular aspect of the changes 

that occurred since 1973". Faced in September 1973 with 

a bankrupt economy reeling from an inflation rate of 700 

per cent, the new ~gime, after an initial lag, produced 

in the late 1970s an expansion of the economy o~ an extent 

that one could talk of· the Chilean 11 economic miracle". 

This prosperity went just as quickly; by 1982, industry 

arid agriculture were destroyed by foreign competition, 

high interest rates and the paralysis of economic activitYI 

a thi~d of the population was either unemployed or earning 

a minimal amount in government "make-work" progranunes; the 

gross domestic product fell by 14 per cent; and.the foreign 

debt soared to $ 17 billion, making Chile one of the most 

heavily indebted countries in the world on a per capita 

bas-is. 

The Chilean economic model evolved under Pinochet 

was based on 5 key vari~bles1 {1) market liberalization, 

in order to make the price system the key mechanism' for 
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the allocation of resources in the economic system1 

(2) elimination of the economic and social functions of 

the State; (3) unfettered opening of the economy to the world 

market; (4) formalization of a private capital market; and 

(5) absolute intervention in the labour market and police 

control of trade union activity. The e1::onomic model was 

the foundation for a capitalist system that was to be based 

on the unfettered free-play of private enterprise in the 

framework of a private economy with competiti-ve markets, 

absolute mobility of finance capital, automatic and 

n~utral adjustment mechanisms for the economic crisis 

and a type of state that would guarantee the imposition 

of such a model. 9 

There are two ways to examine the junta's economic 

policiess in terms of its components, i.e., the stabiliza

tion programme arid the structural transformation programme1 

or a chronological study according to the phases of various 

policy changes impiemented.10 Our attempt here is to 

highlight the basic features of the regime's economic 

policies in a chronological order upto the collapse of the 

model in 1981-82. 

9 Alex E. Fernandez Jilberto, "Military Bureaucracy, 
Political Opposition, and Democratic Transition", 
Latin American Perspectives(Newbury Park,California), 
Anibal YA'ftez trans.,Issue. 67, vol.18, no.1, Winter 
1991, p. 37. 

10 Karen L. Rermner, "State Change in Chile, 1973-1988", 
Studies in Comparative International Development 
(New Brunswi-ek,N.J.), vol.241 no.3; Fall 198~1 pp.S-
29, examines the economic policies of the regime 
through its various phases. Our examination is 
based on the same. 
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In the period immediately after the coup, the 

junta concentrated 9n "gradual stabilization, the 

restoration of market mechanisms and the regulariaation 

of property relationships 11 •
11 Thus, tax reform reductions 

in government employment, removal of price controls, lower

ing of import tariffs and other restrictions on foreign 

trade and investment, restoration of illegally seized 

businesses and lands to their former owners etc., marked 

the first phase which lasted until April 1975.12 

The "gradualist" policies of the preceding period 

were then replaced by one of "shock tJ:eatment" due to a 

sharp drop in copper prices, the principal export, and 

the OPEC -f imposed 500 per cent increafle in imported oil 

prices. The measures adopted were: sharp cuts in fiscal 

expenditures, new taxes, a tight monetary policy, increased 

rates for public enterprises, further reduction of tariffs 

and other import barriers, promotion of international 

competition and denationalization (except in the copper 

industry). 

The overall philosophy behind these measures was 

what the government's statement of principles of March 1974 

11 See Alejandro Foxley, Latin American Experiments 
in Neo-Conservative Economics(Berkeley, 1983) 
for an overview of such policies. 

12 Sebastien Edwardes and Alejandro Cac.Edwardes,: 
Monetarism and Liberalization: The Chilean 
Experiment(Cambridge, Mass., 1987). 
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called the "principle of subsidiarity"--the.doctrine 

that the state should intervene only in areas in which 

the private sector cannot act--as well as the belief that 

opening Chile to the outside world would produce efficiency 

in resource allocation and enable it to become prosperous 

on the basis of the principle of comparative advantage. 

The predictable and immediate impact of the shock 

treatment was a deep recession. Industrial production and 

the gross national product dropped sharply, unemployment 

rose to 16 per cent, real wages fell by 40 per cent and 

there was a wave of bankruptcies. High unemployment and 

related inequalities in the distribution of both personal 

and family income were to remain predominant features of 

the ecoiJ.omy through the 1970s and 1980s •13 

The shock treatment and its attendent programme of 

structural reform helped to stabilize prices, promote non

traditional exports and legitimize the government's 

policies. Chile was able to attract the international 

bank loans upon which the "economic miracle" of the late 

1970s was based. The success of the second phase, despite 

the soci.al cost involved, created favourable conditions 

by 1978 for a consolidation of changes in the.state during 

the third phase, that of the 'Chilean "economic miracle 11
, 

that lasted until 1983. 

13 Ibid. 
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Table 1 

~asic Economic Statistics, 1973-1982 

----------~---~-------~---~-----------~-------------------~--Year Inflation Unemployment GDP(annual Net External 
(percentage) in Greater percentage debt (US $ 

Santiago rate) · billions 
----------------------J~~~!!!~!2!l _______ .,.: ___________ -_____ ---

1973 508.1 4.7 - 3.6 4,000 

1974 376.0 9.7 5.0 4,700 

1975 340.0 16.2 -11.3 5, 200 

1976 174.0 16.8 4.1 .5, 100 
1977 63.5 13.2 8.6 5,400 
1978 30.3 14.0 7.3 6,911 
1979 38.9 13.6 8.3 8,463 
1980 31.2 11.8 7.8 9,413 
1981 9.5 11.0 5.7 12,553 
1982 20.7 21.9 -14.1 13,892 

--------~------------------------------------------------~~ 
Note: The Net External Debt figures of 1973 to 1977 

are rounded-of£. 

Source: CORFO, Chile Economic Profiles, and 
Memoria Annual del Banco Central de 
Chile. 

The Chicago boys then introduced a series of 

"modernisations"~ The government privatized large sectors 

of the national health service, stripped the semi-official 

profess:f.onal associations of their power to set fees and 

regulate conduct and set the ground rules for establishing. 

a system of private universities and professional schools 

to supplement, and in some cases, replace, Chile's public 

education system. The government began to transfer eontro1 
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over primary education to appointive local advisory councils .. 
and mayors. The most significant reform was a total 

reorganization of Chile's antiquated and complex social 

security system, replacing most of the public insurance 

programmes with contributory ~tirement programmes run by 

banks and financial institutions. It must be noted that 

the military's retirement programme was kept within the 

state. 

A new Labour Plan was also pushed forward in 

response to growing labour unrest, pressure from the US 

and the threat of an international boycott. The 1979 code 

established a new legal framework for labour organisations 

and collective bargaining. Trade unions were given the 

right to represent their members, though on highly dis

advantageoua terms. The legislation limited collective 

bargaining to the plant level, gave employers the free use 

of scabs, provided for employer lock-outs, impeded 

agricultural unionization and strictly regulated strikes 

on terms favourable to employers. 

The collapse of the Chilean model began with an 

exchangE! rate policy known as tablita. In June 1979, as 

part of an effort to decrease inflation and to control the 

money supply, the government tied the Chilean peso to the 

dollar and announced that there would be no further changes 
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in the official rate of 39 pesos to the dollar.. In the 

next two years the dollar appreciated against European 

currencies and Chile's inflation exceeded the us rate-by 

about 18 per cent. The peso became substantially overvalued. 

foreign goods became very cheap and Chilean exports corres-

pondingly expensive, producing a _spectacular decline in 

domestic sales and employment and an economic contradiction. 

Imports of consumer goods rose steadily and Chilean indsutry 

and agriculture were unable to compete with foreign goods, 

which were subject to a very-low uniform tariff of 10 per 

cent. The resulting trade defecit was financed by 

international banks and the tablita made foreign borrowings 

particularly attractive.14 The debt incurred was not 

considered a problem since it corresponded to private 

rather than public borrowing. 

In the havoc wreaked by the fixed exchange rate 

and the lack of tariff protection, the largely unregulated 

financial structure collapsed. In 1981, the government was 

forced to rescue several banks and financial institutions 

in violation of its principles of non-intervention. The 

government, however, continued to rely upon a process of 

"automatic readjustment" even as the exchange rate depzreciated 

more than 30 per cent in early 1982 relative to early 1979. 

14 The government had also eliminated control on 
foreign borrowing in 1979. 
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Massive speculations against the peso pushed real interest 

rates above 40 per cent. As labour costs also rose, Chile 

found itself in adverse international conditions--there 

was a 50 per cent drop in copper prices, import costs for 

oil increased with the 1979 OPEC price increase and there 

was also a sha~p rise in international interest rates. 

Devaluation finally came in June 1982 but it was a 

case of "too little too late". By January 1983, the gross 

national product had fallen by 14 per cent and unemployment 

had reached 21 ,P!!r cent. The government was forced to take 

over most the productive resources of the country including 

banks. The private debt was also nationalized and right-

wing critics described these actions as the "Chicago road 

to socialism". By Ma~dh 193, leading politicians, including 

those from the right, formed a multipartidaria and called 

for a return to democracy and a change in economic policy.15 

15 The economic policies of the regime have been dealt 
·with extensively. See, Cristian Moran, "Economic 
Stabilization and Structural Transformation: Lessons 
from the Chilean Experience, 1973-1987 11 , World 
Develo~nt (Elmsford,N.Y.), vol.17, no.4, April 1989, 
pp.491- 021 Tim Congdon, "Move to the Free-market 
economy: Chile 1975-85", Development Policy Review 
('Lonao\f\ ), vol.3, no.2, 1985, pp.146-Sll sebastian 
Edwardes, 11 Stabilization with Liberalization: An 
Evaluation of Chile's experiment with Free-market 
Policies, 1973-83", Economic Developnent and Cultural 
Change (Chicago, Illinois), vol. 33, ·no.2, January 1985, 
pp.223-541 Ricardo Ffrench-Davis, "The Monetarist 
Experiment in Chile: A Critical Survey", World 
Development,vol.11, no.11, November 1983, pp.905-261 
Carlos Fortin, "The Failure of Monetarism: Chile 
1973-85 11 , Development Policy Review, vol.3, ~o.2, 
1985 pp. 137-46 and "The g"ail\lre Qf RepQijsslve 
Monetar1sm:Chile,1973-1983 ,Third worlduar~erly, 
vol.6, no.2, April 1984, pp.310-26. 
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The most damaging aspect of the economic policies 

implemented by the regime was its differential impact on 

different social sectors. The inequalities of income 

increased throughout and the poorer sections suffered 

with rising unemployment, decline in real wages, inflation, 

wage and salary controls, restrictions on union organization 

and fiscal austerities. 

Table 2 

Income Distribution, Household Monthly Consumption 
(1981 dollars) 

Households 1969 1978 

20% ~~or. $164 $113 

20% LOWE~r Middle 255 203 
Class 

2~~ Middle Class 337 297 

2 0% Uppe!r Middle 443 456 
Class 

2~~ Wealthy 862 1,112 

Source: National Statistical Institute(INE), 
Household Budget Surveys, as analysed 
in Rene Cortazar, "Chile: Distributive 
Results 1973-1982", presented to the 
University of California, Davis, 
November 1982. 

In the industrial sector, large conglomerates and 

financial groups organized on the basis of family and 

personal connections (called piranhas), bought up bankrupt 

and denationalized industries' at highly favourable terms. 
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This increasing concentration of industrial capital in 

a few hands was neither a temporary shi.ft nor was confined 

·to the industrial sector1 a similar tremd towards concen-

tration of land in a few hands could be observed in·· 

the rural sector. 

The government made feeble efforts to ameliorate 

the economic conditions of the lower income groups.16 

However, what it aimed at was to reduce the social welfare 

component of public spending by redirecting benefits towards 

only the poorest groups. It expanded i::he supplementary food 

- programme, 17 family allowance scales for blue- and white

collar workers and altered the social :security system to 

equalize benefits. 18 

Thus, in the period 1981-83, Pinodhet's Chile found 

i'tself entangled in a web of problems that were of its own 

doing. Its political designs in the form of a new Consti-

tution served to generate opposition from~its supporters, 

the right-wing civilians and the armed forces. The collapse 

of the economic model further eroded the regime's base of 

16 For example, it introduced subsidies for firms 
hiring additional labour, promoted a labobr training 
programme and in September 1975, initiated the 
Minimum Employment Programme (PEM). 

17 The supplementary food programme provided milk and 
protein blends to children, pregnant/nursing mothers. 

18 Chile 1 s social welfare system has historically 
favoured middle-rather than lower-income groups. The 
regime's policies cut int~ middle-class interests 
and earned their hostility. 
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support. A regime based on repression of all dissent and 

trying to legitimize its rule was confronted by difficulties 

it had not bargained for. The military wa~ used to elimi

nating physical opposition but ran short of answers in 

solving political and economic problems of this kind. To 

a neutral observer, the regime seemed to have outlived i'ts 

utillty, that is, if eradication of communism and restoring 

"peace" and "stability" was the logic of military inter

vention and rule. 

The result of this crisis was the beginning of mass 

protests from May 1983. However, the protestors and other 

opponents of the regime were divided over the issues · 

which had driven them to oppose Pinochet. There was no 

doubt that most Chileans wanted a change, onalternative to 

military rule and a re-establishment of democracy before 

1989, a clear indication of their rejection of the new 

political order. A survey conducted in Santiago in mid-

1983 reflected this viewa 21.6 per cent felt that the best 

government .formula for solving national problems was the 

current government; 15.0 per cent wanted a government without 

Pinochet but with military participation participation or 

directed by a lead~ng politician of the rightt 24.2 per 

cent desired a new government formed by the opposition 

but without Communistst and 22.7 ·per cent wanted a government 
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formed by the opposition without exclusions. 75 per cent 

·favoured .. re-establishment of full democracy" before 

1989 in clear opposition to the provisions of the 1980 

Constitution.19 

The stage was ·thus set for a struggle against 

the'military regime for a retum to democracy. 

19 HoJ(Santiago), 19-25 October 1983. 

--------
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PINOCHET OR DEMOCRACY? 1983-1986 

In the preceding chapters, we have outlined 

Chilean polity as it evolved since the early years of its 

independence. An attempt was made to analyze the background 

of Chilean democracy in terms of its historical development. 

An equal emphasis was placed on explaining the tradition 

of democracy and the apolitical nature of the Chilean 
#~· 

military. That the military took a back seat in national 

politics because civilian authority came to be established 

with the 1833 Constitution and that early presidents helped 

consolidate this dominance of the head of the executive 

were also highlighted. The military played its professional 

role to perfection in t,he two major -w·ars in 1837-38 and 

1879-83 and functioned as a pressure group in politics. 

Political elites did not resort to establishing any alliance 

with the armed forces to capture power. The Prussianization 

of the armed forces from the 1890s helped develop a distinct 

ideology that was both professional and nationalistic. 

The same generation of officers intervened in politics when 

the parliamentary republic failed in its objective of solving 

the basic national problems including the "social question". 

The 1925 Constitution defined the rules of national 

politics until the 1973 coup which ~ignalled an end of 

democracy. From the early decades of the twentieth eentury, 
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the popular sectors, inclusive of workers, peasants, 

shanty-town dwellers, youth, women and various categories 

of labour, both employed and unemployed came to play an 

increasingly important role in national politics with the 

advent of Radical, Socialist and Communist Parties. 1 The 

earliest concrete attempts at reform tegan with the Popular 

Front government in 1938 and threate~ed the privileges of 

the traditional ruling classes. Very soon the ideol~gical 

split between the political right, centre and left reflected 

in the "three-thirds" split of the electorate and coalition 

politics became the dominating feature of Chilean democracy. 

The Cuban Revolution had a profound impact on Chilean life 

and the left gained in stature and strength during the 1960s. 

The emergence of the PDC as a new centre party with a 

programme of "~volution in Liberty" was an alternative path 

towards positive social change and met with some degree of 

success. The social mobilization tactics of both the PDC 

and the left created condi tiona of extreme polarization in 

Chilean society when the Marxist-dominated UP coalition 

came to power in 1970. The failure of political parties to 

play the game of coalition politics led to political and 

economic chaos and the subsequent military intervention 

to alstore normalcy. 

1 For a concept of the "popular sectors", see Philip 
Oxhovn, "The Popular Sector Response to an 
Authoritarian Regime: Shanty-t:own Organizations 
Since the Military Coup", ~n American Perspectives 
(Newbury Park, Calif.), Issue 67, vol.18, no.1, 
Winter 1991, pp.66-91. 
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The arrival ·of the Chilean military to the centre

stage of national politics was in part .a reaction to the 

election of a Marxist as president. However, besides the 

anti-communist ideology of the military and the right, 

the failure of the PDC and the UP to adopt a more flexible 

stance, and a lack of cohesion in the economic and social 

policies of Allende contributed to the breakdown of· 

democracy. For the next 16 years, the Chilean military 

was to remove the vestiges of democratic rule in the country 

and pave the way for an "authoritarian democracy". 

Initially, the coup had the support of the right 

as well as the PDC. The anti-Marxist policy of the military 

also found favour with the right, most of the PDC, the 

gremialistas and most non-partisan professional associates. 

Even the Catholic Church called on the people to cooperate 

with the new regime in restoring order, even though the 

Permanent Committee of the Episcopal Conference lamented 

the violence and the bloodshed of the coup. 2 

The opposition to military rule began even as the 

dust settled on the new political reality of uniformed men 

occupying government offices. This chapter begins with a 

2 B. Smith, "Old Allies, New Enemies: The Catholic 
Church as Opposition to Military Rule in Chile, 
1973-79u, in J. Samuel Valenzuela and Arturo 
Valenzuela, eds., Military Rule in.Chile(Baltimore, 
Md., 1986), pp.273-9. 
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overview of the e~ly opposition to Pinochet's rule. The 

period considered is 1973-81 when there was an absence 

of large-seale resistance to military rule owing to the 

coercive nature of the State. It was only in the years 

1983-86 that the opposition to milita~~ rule evolved a 

somewhat mo.s~ character and engaged in overt eonfrontations 

with the rulers •. The second seetion deals with the protest 

_-movement of 1983-86 in a chronological order and brings out 

the various dimensic;ns of Chilean polj_ty as it was perceived 

by the various actors. An analysis of important political 

developments in relation to the military regime, the right 

and the opposition is also attempted. rhe role of 

the popular sectors in the struggle for democracy is provided 

with an objective of assessing their likely influence in 

the future course of national politics. 3 

Early Opposition to Military Rule 

A great deal of midale ~lass support for the cqup 

eYoded over the first few months of iuilitary rule. The 

very scope and intensity of physical repression no doubt 

influenced this "shift" but it must hqve also dawned en. 

many Chileans that the military was there to stay. In 

3 The importance of the popqlar sectors . ean be 
attributed to their being perhaps the largest 
single social sector in Chile. See Oxhoyn, 
n.1, p.79. 
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January 1974 the PDC wrote to the junta that 

a lasting order cannot be created on the 
basis of repression. We feel that these 
are not the best ways to reestablish 
harmony and unity among the Ch;l.lean people, 
and as with any injustice it can only give 
rise to unnecessary suffering and to 
divisisn, resentment and hatred.(4) 

The pro-coup Christian Democrats had expected a 

gradual restoration of a modified democratic system which 

would allow Eduardo Frei to. be reelected as president. As 

'the main politic~l opponents of UP, with strong links to 

not only the middle class but also the .labour movement, 

peasant organisations, professional and business associations, 

etc., the Christian Democrats had the potential to threaten 

the military regime.on a legal basis. They also had their 

newspapers, radio station and a variety of newsletters 

and communications to party-linked social organisations. 5 

The slightest of criticism led to reprisal against 

the PDC member who had dared defy the military's authority. 

Beynardo Leighton found that he was forbidden to enter Chile 

4 Cited in ~an Angell, "Chile One Year After the coup", 
Current History.(Philadelphia~ Pa,.·),;. vol.681 no,.401, 
January 1975, p.14. 

5 Brian Loveman, "Military Dictatorship and Political 
Opposition in Chile, 1973-1986", Journal of Inter
American .Studies and World Affairs{Beverly Hills,~C.A}, 
vol.28, no.4, ·Winter 1986-87, pp.l-:~ 38. 
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because he called for the unity of all democratic forces 

against the junta during bi.s visit to· Rome. Patricio 

Aylwin, then a Senator and Chairman of the PDC was told 

not 11to write again in terms other than thbse fitting an 

administrative authority of a party in recess addressing 

6 the government of a nation". 

It was not only the PDC among the pro-ceup elements 

that turned against the military regime in its early months 

in power. The economic policies of the regime had already 

begun to hurt most sectors of Chilean society. The 

professional associatiqns (gremios) and the white-collar 

unions began to plead for a relaxation in the "cure" that 

the junta had found for reviving the economy. The Independent 

Truckers• Association, which had led the October 1972 strike 

against Allende; published an open letter complaining that 

the junta • s regulations and controls were almost as 

detrimental to its interests as those of the previous 

8 government. 

The labour unions were sub_jected to immediate · 

repression by the regime and the central Unica de Trabajadores --------
(CUT) was dissolved. However, though labour's response to 

6 Angell,. n.4, ·p.14. 

7 See Chapter 2, p.11. 

8 In El Mercurio(Santiago), 24 February 1974. 
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the military regime's policies were halting, it showed 

a determination to resist to the best of its ability. 

By January 1974, the central Nacional ~ Trabajadores 

(CNT) joined together workers from Christian Democratic 

and gremialista movements, including those of public 

employees, maritime workers, bank employ·ees, health workers, 

metal workers and othe~s, and attempted to obtain government 

recognition of its status as a legi timalte voice. The 

junta gave these groups a public forum by recognizing 

them as spokesmen for organised labour in order to coopt 

the non-Marxist labour and gain support for its programmes. 

Since the CNT· exCluded all leftist elements it failed to 

gather any immediate mass support. Inevitable conflicts 

arose between the gremialistas who were pro-military and 

the Christian Democrats who saw themselves as responsible 

labour opposition. This undermined the chances of any 

long-term alliance capable of defending the interests of 

the labour force. Eventually, even the gremialistas and 

the conservativ~~among the white-collar and public employee 

organisations found themselves at loggerheads with 

government policies. 

The MIR took upon the task of armed resistance 

against military rule. There were bank raids and even 

r:umours of a deal with the air force over a cessation of 

hostilities and a release of prisoners. The death of 
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Mi~el Enriquez, a prominent MIR leader, in a gun-battle 

in Santiago in October 1974 proved a sE~tb.ack to guerrilla 

~cti vi ties. 9 

By 1978, a moderate faction had developed within 

the armed forces leading to some restraints on repressive 

acts by the government. There also seemed to be a little 

more tolerance of critical statements made by political 

and labour leaders. Eduardo Frei, the former president, 

called for a swift return to democracy and a revised 

political role for the military. A dissident group of 

Christian Democratic labour leaders isuued a declaration 

asking for a restoration of civil liberties and for the 

right of collective bargaining. About 300 students signed 

a letter to Pinochet demanding that the universities be 

rid of military control and denouncing the dictatorial 

regime. The Roman Catholic Church continued its condemnation 

of human rights violations by the military. 

The dissatisfaction against military rule led to a 

debate within the junta over the advantages and dangers of 

continuing the repression of political dissent as opposed 

to a response to internal and external critic ism by allowing 

9 Angell, n.4, p.42 •. 
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open debate and broader political participation. In 

particular, the air force conunander-in-chief, Gustall'O 

Leigh Guzman, argued for a more open system. 

The PDC drafted an important political document to 

speed up the political demosratization of Chile against the 

11 authoritarian democracy" which the junta had in mind. The 

Party called for the immediate formation of a Movement of 

National Democratic Restoration and appealed to all 

political parties to work together for a swift return to 

Constitutional rule. 10 The P.DC proposal called for a 

3-stage return to democracy.11 

Exiled UP leaders had already published a similar 

proposal in Europe. It seemed that both the PDC and the 

UP were seeking. a rapproachmen t and speaking in terms of 

"letting history judge who was responsible", a reference 

to the left's accusations about the PDC role in the coup. 12 

General Leigh was forced to resign on 24 July 1978. 

Around the same time occurred the earliest rumblings among 

certain civilian sectors. There were important strikes in 

10 Latin America, vol.ll, no.41, 21 October 1977, p~';25·~ 

11 The first stage would reestablish fundamental human 
rightst the second would call for a constituent 
aasembly elected by universal suffrage 1 and the 
third stage would be a full return to parliamentary 
democracy with an elected president, ibid, p.324. 

12 Salvatore Bizzarro, "Rigidity and Restraint in Chile .. , 
current History, vol.74, no.434, February 197e, p.6a. 
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the copper mines <;>f Chuquicamata and in the steel mills . 
of Huachipato. Students began to demand some degree of 

_participation in the running of the universities. Small 
, 

businessmen, like the truckers who were led by Leon 

Villar!n, issued proclamations declaring that they were 
13 

· no better off under military rule than under Marxist rule. 

In course of time, it was the Roman Catholic Church 

which had come to provide a fragile umbrella of protection 

for a variety of human rights research, social service 

and opposition to the regime. The des:Lre of the military 

. to acquire the support of the Church as a source of 

legitimacy, and the willingness. of the Church leadership 

to collaborate in the "work of reconstruction" provided 

them with a degree of in.sulation from the assaul-ts launched 

against other organisations and individuals. 

The National Committee to Aid Refugees (<X>NAR) was 

established soon after the coup, creating a nucleus around 

which an active opposition to the government's repression 

was able to organise. From October 1973 onwards, the 

Committee of Cooperation for Peace (COPACHI) 
began to serve sa a social work organisation to the victims . 14 
of State terrorism. Shortly thereafter, Cardinal Raul Silva 

13 See interview with Leon Villar!n in Hoy(Santiago), 
13 September 1978, p.21. 

14 Cardinal Raul Silva Henriquez dissolved COPACHI 
in December 1975 owing to its proved links to < 
underground and clandestine activities. 
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Heuriquez established the Vicariate of solidarity, the 

single most important wnbrella organi:sation which provided 

social services to the poor and opposed the human rights 

abuses of the government. Right through the period of 

military rule, the Vicariate was the foundation of moral and 

legal resistance to the military. 15 

After the government issued a new Labour Code in 

June 1978, there were signs of a strengthening of labour 

union coordination at the national level leading to power

ful demonstrations of working class discontent. The first 

labour group to form was the Group of Ten, who were mostly 

moderate Christian Democrats who had remained in their 

posts after the coup and enjoyed the support of the Church. 

This was followed by the formation of Coordinadora Nacional, 

a more explicitly left-wing group of union leaders working 

closely with Church groups and trying to act jointly with 

the Group of Ten. There was an impressive display of unity 

when four groups, including the Group of Ten and Coordinadora ... 
Nacional, got together to demand union freedom, econanic 

15 The Church's opposition was never a substitute for an 
overlpolitical opposition which could of£er an alter
native to military rule. It also suffered from 
internal division with some bishops continuing to 
support the military. For details of the role of the 
Chilean Catholic Church in opposition to military rule, 
See, Smith, n.21 Stephen R. Bowers, "Pinochet's 
Plebiscite and the Catholics: The Dual Role ot the 
Chilean Church", World Affairs(Washington D.c.), 
vol.151, no.2, Fall 1988, pp.S1-58. 
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d . 16 improvements and a return to emocracy. 

As we have seen in Chapter li the educational 

system came under military control and the universities 

17 were subjected to purges. In subsequent years of military 

rule, university enrollment fell and there was a dramatic 

a1 teration of overall university envir,::>nment. Political 

. organisations (unions of both students and teachers became 

dangerous and difficult. There were ~nstances of individual 

faculty members and students voicing opposition to the 

government's policies bu~by and large, Chilean universities 

did not generate any significant resistance to the regime 

until the 1980s. 

There were however an expanding number of "independent " 

research institutes, as well as loosely connected groups of 

scholars and technicians, who emerged as a source of 

intellectual revitalization and eventually, ·Vocal sources of 

16 The two other groups were the Frente Unitariode 
Tr&bajadores· and the Union Ngc!onal 9§ Traba1adores 
(CNT). It was ironic that the junta's union turned 
against its policies. See the report by Ana Maria 
Foxley in Hoy, 13 September 1978, p.9. 

17 See D. Levy, "Chilean Universities Under the Junta: 
Regime and Policy", Latin American Research Review 
{Alb~-'4ev'\M~, New Mexieo) ,voL21 ,n.o, 3, lqS,, pp.q5-ll8. 
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opposition to the regime. The Academia de Humanismo 
18 ·cristiano served as an umbrella for many of these groups. 

The military's insistence on "decentralizati.on" and 

"privatization" spawned a number of relatively autonomous 

research centres, often bY\n~h'S together members aJ1d supporters 

of the same political party. These groups produced 

clandestine films, solid investigations of Chile's history 

and the impact of 19 the military regine. However, like 

the Catholic Church, none of these groups had the mass base 

·Or influence necessary to challenge Pinochet•s hegemony. 

The labour movement refused to be cowed down by the 

regime's policies and was one of the most active among the 

opposition to Pinochet. Strikes in copper mines, among 

railway and port workers, in factories and service industries, 

confirmed the survival of a heterogenous opposition to the 

government's policies. Government employees, teachers, 

shopkeepers and truckers, often led by former anti-left 

individuals, joined the opposition to government policies, 

even as sane of them sought "a responsible military ~fficer" 

18 For example,· Facultad Latino~vlcano de Ciencias 
Sociales (FLACSO), centr~ de Estudies de Planificaci6n 
tcsPLAN), Grupo 9! Estudios-Agro-Regionals (GEA), 
Programa Interdiscipliptrio de Investigaciones en 
Educacion (PIIE) and others.- -

19 A film maker was the subject of Gabriel Garcia 
Marquez's book, Calndestine in Chile(London1 1988). 

·' 
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. 20 
to head a transition government. However, the external 

support for labour's demands acted as a constraint on 

government policy. Threatened by an international boycott, 

the military institutionalized a new industrial relations 

system with the 1978 Labour Code. 21 Further restrictions 

were placed on labour union activity ~d relationships 
' 

between labour and political p~ies in the 1980 

Constitution. 22 

These measures were resisted, to a degree, by the 

v~rious labour and professional associations. Militant 

and public opposition by the Coordinadora Nacional Sindical 

(CNS) led to the arrest of the organisatj~on • s president 

and Secretary-generai. 23 In June 1980, the CNS presented 

20 · Brian Loveman, "Chile", in Albert Blwn, ed., 
International Handbook of Industrial Relations 
(Westport, CT., 1981), pp.84-97. 

21 G. Falabella, Labour in Chile Under the Junta, 1973-79, 
Working Paper No.4(London, 1981), gives a good outline 
of the main provisions of the new industrial relations 
under the military. 

22 See Chapter III; Fundamental Rights and Obligations, 
in Political Constitution of the Republic of Chile 
(Embassy of Chile, n.a., n.d.) 

23 The CNS was a loosely structured alternative to the 
CNT and included members previously affiliated to 
CUT. It was formed in June 1975. 
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a number of economic and political dem~mds on the governme~t, 

·thus engaging in an illegal act under the terms of the 

Constitution and labour laws. Some ChJ:-istian Democrats 

who opposed both the policies of the government and the 

resurgence of the lelft in the CNS, formed the Union 

Democr~tica ~ Trabajadores (UDT) in April 1981. The UDT 
' 

challenged the government • s 11 labour plan" and called for 

renewed political party activity and a legitimate political 

role for labour, even as it rejected unity with the CNs· 

and other leftist organisations. 

In some ways, the fragmented labour movement 

temporarily replaced the outlawed political parties as the 

major visible political opposition to the military regime. 

The CNS presented a national petition to Pinochet1 signed 

by over 400 labour leaders1 which brought threats of 

prosecution 9nder Article 8 of the Constitution. 24 Prominent 

ex-politicians signed declarations of suppo~t only to be 

sent into exile. Union activity continued and so did 

retaliation by the military. 25 

24 

25 

Atticle 8 prohibited the propag<!tion of "totalitarian 
ideas 11 or concepts of "class conflict•. See 
Political Constitution, n.6. 

In early 1982, the president of the AqrulCcid'n 
Nacional 9! EmPleados (ANEF) a~ the v ce
president of the UDT, Tucapel Jimenez, were 
assassinated. 
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The parties of the left survived the repression 

by the military and were able to maintain some linkages 

to workers, students, peasants and community organisations. 

The Communist Party went underground and established a 

directorate in exile. By 1976, the entire internal 

leadership was captured but a clandestine apparatus, 

with moral and financial support from leaders based in 

Moscow, had already been created. Some sections of both 

the Communist and Socialist parties came to favour armed 

confrontation while others did not give up ideas of 

Constitutional politics.26 In 1977, the party's Central 

Committee adopted a "programme for the reconstruction of 

Chilean society" which combined nationalistic economic 

measures with calls to ~reate new democratic institutions. 

However, by 1980, important Communist leaders publicly 

acknowledged the need for all types of struggle and 

moved closer to the MIR. The definite change in tactics 

aggravated the difficulty of forging a broad-based opposition 

coalition against the military government since there were 

also serious doubts over the Communist leaders' control 

over terrorist groups such as the Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic 

Front (MRPF). The revival of armed struggle also served to 

vindicate Pinochet's allegation of Soviet imperialism and 

Marxist terrorism. 27 On the other hand., the partyis ability 

26 c. FurGi, The Chilean Corrmunist Party and the Road 
to Socialism(London; 1984). 

27 There were obvious external links of the Communist 
Party, from the short-wave broadcasts into Chil~ 
from the Soviet Union to the residence of party workers 
in Moscow. 
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to maintain a clandestine organization, to recruit new cadres 

and to take dramatic initiatives,_restored its credibility 

to its historical claim as vanguard of revolutionary 

struggle in Chile •. 

The Socialists were not as united as the Communists 

and especially after 1973, they split into a number of 

persoN.aist and ideologically hostile factions. The two 

major factions were headed by elodomiro Almeyda and 

Ricardo Lagos respectively; the former accepted all methods 

of struggle while the latter favoured a moderate line. 

In the 1980s, some Socialists and other small groups 

including the Christian Left (LC) and the Radical Party 

sought to forge a n~w ideological consensus called the 

Convergencia, espousing a middle path. A Bloque Socialista 
a t 

was also formed but the Socialists declined in strength 

during the Pinochet years although they did come into their 

own from 1983 onwards. 

We have already examined the opposition to military 

rule within the services themselves over issues varying 

from the nature and scope of repression to the timetable 

for transition to democracy. The division among the 

political right has also been the subject~ of a brief survey 

in relation to its support and opposition to Pinochet. 

The 1980s saw increasing political activity in the face 
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of major changes undergoing in Chile both in the political 

and economic spheres. Beginning in May 1983, a wake of 

open opposition to the military regime surfaced and this 

is perhaps the right stage to review the movement against 

military rule. A brief outline of the role of the popular 

sectors in Chilean polity with some reference to the period 

of our discussion is.first attempted. 

The popular sectors became a force to reckon with 

during the Frei and Allende administrations and in the 

turbulent years of 1970-73, displayed a tendency to go 

beyond the control of traditional political parties. The 

reformist policies of Frei and Allende led to a high degree 

of mobilization among the popular.sectors as well as 

.increasing levels of polit~cal consciousness. Their emergence 

on the national scene,· however, threatened the stability 

of Chilean democracy and created panic and fear among the 

upper and middle-classes. 

In the post-1973 period, it was. the popular sectors 

which bore the brunt of the policies of the Pinochet regime. 

In the face of extreme repression, there emerged a visible 

base-level organizational activity in Chilean shanty-towns 

(E9blaciones), and most prominently in ~antiago. The status 

of Santiago lies in that it is not merely the state capital 

but a primate city, where about 40 per cent of Chile's 

population resides. This also explains why most expressions 

of political,social and economic discontent centred ;n Santiago~ 
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The emergence of organizational activity during 

Pinochet•s rule was representative of an attempt to 

restructure the social fabric of a society virtually 

destroyed by the progressive dismantling of the ~tate•s 

social wel.fare apparatus. Besides, the locus of political 

activity had shifted to the grassroots level in the face of 

State repression at the national level. The cessation of 

political party activity under authoritarian rule may have 

led the urban poor to re-create a public space for the 

expression of the interests of the lower classes. 

After 1973i thousands of organisations emerged in 

the. shanty-towns of Santiago, grouping tog~ther approximately 

200,000 people in 1986.28 The issues concerning such 

organisations centred on human rights, the process of forging 

a u~ified popular movement1 as a new social actor,and the 

capacity of the people in the shanty-towns to deal with· the 

mounting socio-economic problems which they confronted. 

Thus, there came to be several types of organisations, 

associations for subsistence, such as soup kitchet\Sand urban 

family gardens; demand-oriented associa.tions addressing 

housing issues and utility bills; local coordinating bodies 

grouping all community organizations at the local and district 

28 Guillermo Campero, Entre la sobrevivencia y la 
a~ci6n politica: Las organizaciones de pobladores 
en Santiago(Santiago, 1987). 
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level1 and organizations for national social and political 

representation, such as the United Slumdwellers Committee 

(CUP). 29 Other popular sector organizations included 

women's and youth groups and organizations to protect 

human rights. 

The imposition of military-authoritarian rule 

severed the links of the political parties with popular 

sector organizations. When the protes1~s began in May 

· 1983, Chilean parties sought to win over these organizations 

to expand their base of support. This relationship was 

ideally conceived in tenns of the party's ability to 

control and moderate the aspirations of popular sector 

organizations. However, profound changes had occurred in 

the nature of popular sector organizations. Years of 

organizing experience in the ab.sence of traidional political 

party activity generated the expectation that organizat~onal 

autonomy would be respected by political parties. Above all, 

the popular sectors found that political parties continuously 

referred to the necessity of helping those most in need 

but lacked concrete_proposals for addressing their problems. 

Such tensions between the popular sector organisations and 

popular parties had many concrete manifestations. Numerous 

29 See James Petras,"The New Class Basis of Chilean 
Politics", New Left Review(London), no.172, November/ 
December 1988, pp.67-81. 
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organizations were undermined by direct party intervention 

in their internal activities as or example~ the April 

1986 Congreso Unitario de Pobladores • -
The popular sector organizations engaged in a variety 

of actions in the period 1983-86' utility payment strikes and 

illegal electircity hook-ups; land seizures for housing; 31 

raids on supermarkets and warehouses; raids on passing 

trucks and trains;demonstrations and street actions,. 

including erection of barricades and prolonged fighting; 

destruction of government-related offices and symbols in 

shanty-town neighbourhoods; and self-help actions. 

There is no doubt that the popular sector organizations 

played a key role in shaping the struggle against the 

Pinochet regime. 

Popular sector organizations became focal 
points in the Chilean political process 
under the military regime due to their 
capacity to mobilize people, their associa
tion with the more violent aspects of social 
mobilization ••• and their claim to be 
legitimate representatives of perhaps the 
largest single social sec-ttor in Chile. (32) 

30 See Philip OXhorn, "The Popular Sector Response to 
an Authoritarian Regime: Shanty-town Organizations 
Since the Military Coup", Latin American Perspectives 
(Newbury Park, California), Issue 67, vol.18, no.1, 
Winter 1991, pp.S0-2. 

31 30 takeovers between 1980 and 1985 involving 
51,447 participants. Petras, n.29, p.76. 

32 Oxhorn, n.3o, p.79. 
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As we will ·see through the course of this chapter, 

the primary target of Pinochet before any day(s) of 

national protest were the shanty-towns of Santiago. The 

raids were usually aimed at the arrest of militants and 

leftist guerrillas and seizure of arms. Indeed, the 

existence of local party militants, especially Communists, 

in some shanty-towns.explains ,~e higher level of political 

activism, as was the case with La Victoria. Party militants 

with a history of organization and an ability to maintain 

democratic ties with the local cornmun:!.ty, coupled with a 

tradition of political activism in some communities in the 

pre-1973 period also go in explaining 1:he higher political 
33 activism in certain shanty-towns. 

It has been necessary to discuss th"e role of the 

popular sectors in the struggle for democracy since there 

is a tendency to overlook the crucial role they played in 

protests, demonstrations and other visible forms of show 

of discontent. They were relevant not merely in terms of 

their numerical strength but also because they displayed 

more vigour in their endeavour to restore democracy. The 

largely unemployed and semi-employed members of Santiago's 

shanty-towns :·had nothing to lose and everything to ga·in 

with the fall of Pinochet•s dictatorship. 

33 See Cathy Schneider, "Mobilization at the Grassroot}sl 
Shanty-towns and Resi~tance in Authoritarian Chile",· 
Latin American Perspectives, Issue 67, vol.18, no.1, 
Winter 1991, pp.92-112. 
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Assault On Pinochet: 

The first truly mass demonstrat:Lon against the 

Pinochet regime since 1973 was not really intended. The 

National Workers Command1 a loose grouping of labour unions 

headed by the leader of the General Copper Workers • 

Federation, Rodolfo Sewuel, had called for a protest against. 

the economic measures of the government and author! tarian 

rule in general. The response to this call was unexpected. 

On 11 May 1983, the silence of Santiago was shattered by 

the· banging of pots and. pans- (Cacerolaza) and honking of 

automobile horns not only in the lower class neighbourhoods 

but the middle and upper middle class localities as well. 

The protest was to signal an end to the fear of government 

repression, opening the way for more demonstrations of 

increasing. inten~ity1 and for a regrouping and rejuvenation 

of the fragmented and ineffective ~pposition forces. 

The regime's response was expected-.two people were 

killed and 200 arrested. 34 In subsequent protests the same 

month~ the police clashed with demonstrators to restore 

order leaving two dead, 150 injured and a further 1600 · 

arrested. 35 The Government Social Communication Agency 

restricted the news broadcasting activities of three radio 

34 New York Times, 13 May,1983. 

35 ~~ 23 May, 1983. 
c c h ic."cao ;m .) , 
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stations for their support of the illegal "strike called 

by the copper workers. These radio stations had broadcast 

interviews, news, commentaries and other items intended to 
36 serve p6litical goals". 

on May 17, leaders of the labour unions which had · 

taken part in the 11 May "day of national protest• met 

the Interior Minist:er, Enri~u,e Montero, to discuss their 

grievances. Nothing came out of these talks •. Instead, 

labour leaders found themselves facing court action for 

violating State security laws. The protestors responded by 

making the Command a permanent organisation for carrying out 

. agitation against the regime. 37 
The Command called for 

another national. protest on 14 June. However, there were 

unions which argued that there was not adequate organisation 

for work stoppage and favoured a boycott of schools and 

a traffic slowdown. A confrontational attitude had.by then 

led to a situation where there seemed to be no way back. 

About 200 students made .an attempt to occupy the library 

at the University of Chile, Santiago and in the imminent 

clash with the police lasting more than two hours, 15 were 

left injured. 38 

36 Summary of World Broadcasts (Rencl\n~ ) , 17 May 1983. 

37 The National Workers Command consisted of the General 
Copper Workers • Federation, the National Union . 
Coordinating Board, the Democrai:ic Union of Workers, 
the General Private Workers• Confederation and the 
Unitary Workers• Front. 

38 ~~ n.Js. 
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Thousands of Chileans took to the streets on the 

peaceful 14 June "day of protest" to express their 

unhappiness with the regime. The protestors included 

labour leaders, conservative and leftist politicians, 

students, business lead•rs and farmers. Seg~el had 

declared: 

We are pacifist in attitude and 
active in behaviour. If they hit 
us with clubs, we will endure. 
We will speak with them only of 
a serious return to democracy.(39} 

Thus, a return to democratic rule became the basis for the 

movement which over the next three years was to go from 

strength to strength. 

The protest however turned violent when in some 

working class communities, residents lit bonfires in the 

streets, threw rocks and looted stores. In other places, 

students b~rne.d~ make-shift barricades and fought pitched 

battles with the police. There is evidence that much of 

th~ violence may have been instigated by government security 

forces anxious to discredit the overwhelmingly peaceful 

protests. In the worst ever scenes of violence in 10 years 

of military rule, three people died and 200 arrested in 

Santiago. 40 

39 Time, 27 June 1983. 

40 :tbid. 
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Meanwhile, the confrontation between labour unions 

and the government hardened with the arrest of Se~uel and 

other leaders for violating "national security". The 

General Copper Workers' Federation announced that it would 

strike at some mines in the ~orth on 16 June and in others 

on 17 June. 41 They also demanded the immediate release 

of all its leaders. 

The Interior Minister, Montero ruled out any politic!-

zation of the strikes because the Constitution did not permit 

it. He then moved swiftly against the striking copper 

workers and displayed the awesome power of the regime. The 

editors of all the country's publications and the directors 

of all television and radio stations were summoned and 

warned against printing any news about protests, strikes, 

· political parties or labour unions. At the s arne time, 

striking workers and union leaders were fired, their union 

headquarters closed and meetings or assemblies in the 

mining communities prohibiteQ. 

Within a matter of days, the regime effectively broke 

the national strike. Thousands of workers showed up to 

apply for the copper miners' jobs and labour leaders found 

themselves pleading to Montevo for a re-instatement of 

fired workers. Montero agreed to examine the situation 

of each miner on an individual bases, contributing to further 

insecurity in mining communities. He, and later Pinochet, 

struck a conciliatory note by hinting at a willingness on 

the part of the government to try to solve the serious 

41 New York Tfmes, 1Er June 1983.. ' • 
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indebtness problems of striking m \ Y1 ers. , 

On 17 June, Pinochet, seemingly under pressure·, 

said in a nationally televised speech that he would not 

step down ahead of schedule but would make a number of 

concessions to the protestors. 

We shall advance decisively along the 
Constitutional path that the Chilean 
people---approved in the ---referendum 
of 1980 ••• I have ordered that the 
system for authorizing the return of 
exiles bereviewed immediately ••• (and) 
to rescind the requirement of previous 
authorization for the publication and 
distribution of books.(42) 

Pinochet also proposed to publish debates of what 

has been secret meetings of the Governrrent's legislative 

Gommission over new laws. He however warned that he would 

"decisively confront the agents of subversive violence" 

and that "political activity" would be excluded in regard 
43 to trade unions. The same month, 128 political exiles 

returned to Chile, including the PDC leader, Andres Zaldivar 

Larrain and the widow of the slain former Foreign Minister, 

Orlando Letelier. · 

• '~ 

Military action against the copper miners continued 

with the armed forces taking control of some mines to clamp 

down on anti-government political acti ~·i ty by unions. Union 

42 Summary of 'i.Vorld Broadcasts, 20 June, 1983. 

43 Ibid. 
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rights were suspended and meetings banned at the State

owned El Salvador and Chuqui cemata mines. In the face 

of this onslaught, the already dismissed copper workers 

planned another general strike towards the end of the 

month. Coalition of Chilean unions, students and some 

professional associations went on strike on 23 June but 

found that most Chileans had ignored the call. Their demand 

for Pinochet • s removal was soon softened to that of more 

democracy. The collapse of the largely ineffectual 

general strike seemed to signal an end of the protest 

movement and Pinochet made it known that he would not 

allow any more protests against the government. 

The Chilean political parties found themselves 

catapulted into national politics almost by accident. 

Their role in the May and June protests was negligible 

since the fear of immediate arrest or exile without trial 

and the lack of any legal standing could hardly have 

boosted their morale. The failure of the regime to prevent 

mass protests may have convinced them to play a more active 

role and with the majority of union leaders arrested, the 

poli~ieal parties moved into the vaecum. A massive 

organizational effort was not required for maintaining the 

momentum of the previous protests since setting a date for 

the July national protest and publicizing it could not be 

a difficult task. 

44 New York Times, 28 June 1983. 
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The government made the task of the political 

parties easier. The Magistrate of Santiago arrested three 

Christian Democratic'leaders, Gabriel Valde~, Jorge Lavan

dero and Jose de Gregorio for printing thousands of leaflets 

calling for the July protest. Press censorship and wide

spread popular confusion had previously hampered news of the 

demonstration. With the arrests of the three leaders and 

the broad international cry it ~ngenaered, the word S.pread 

that another protest was in the offing. Largely through 

word of mouth and pamphlets, Chileans learned that the 

protest was scheduled for 12 July. A government communique 

of the same day announced imposition of a curfew from 8 p.m. 

to midnight in vi~w of the distribution of pamphlets 11 aimed 

at disrupting public order" and the consequent likelihood 

of "acts of violence".45 It was the first early evening. 

curfew to be ordered by the Pinochet government since 1973. 

As dusk fell over Santiago, tens of thousands of 

people began beating Pots and pans from the upper class 

neighbourhoods of Vitacura, to middle class La Reina and 

working class L~ Valledor. The absence of motor traffic 

dramatized the event and the police responded harshly, 

firing shots into the homes of protest1:>rs. In the densely 

populated slum of La Victoria, gangs of unemployed youth 

45 Summary of World Broadcasts, 14 July 1983. 
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defied the curfew, b4~icading the streets with burning 

tyres and chanting "clown with the dictatorship". Army 

patrols were called out for the first time in many years 

and clashes with protestors left two dead, 9 injured and 

more than 500 arrested. 46 Interestingly, the protests 

were not as massive as the previous ones but they occurred 

in defiance of the curfe,.,, which was not the case earlier. 

A Chilean appeals court ordered the release of the 

jailed Christian Democratic leaders ruling that their call 

for peaceful protest against the government did not 

threaten national security. The Supreme Court followed 

this up by upholding the dismissal of charges against the 

political activists. The ruling was hailed by opposition 

leaders who decided that it implicitly affinned the legality 

·of peaceful demonstrations •. Gabriel Valdes soon announced 

the creation of a five-party opposition. Democratic Alliance 

(AD) that called on the resignation of Pinochet. 

The series of social protests led Pinochet to 

reshuffle his cabinet and include a number of civilians 

including Sergio onfre Ja.tpa as Interior Minister. Jarpa 

was one of the founders and head of the conservative National 

Party and represented important sections of the business 

community. He proposed that the government deal firmly 

with the protests but establish a dialogue with the non-

communist opposition to reach agreement; on a series of 
·' 

46 !!m!, 25 July 1983. 
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measures that would open up the political process. The 

idea was that a dialogue would help to diffuse the social 

tension by channeling the energies of opposition political 

groups into a preoccupation with the open political 

environment. 

The Democratic Alliance consisted of the Christian 

Democrats, the Carlos Altamirano, Ricardo Lagos and Carlos 

Brion e 8 wing of the Socialists, the Radicals, the Social 

Democrats and the Republicans. In the months of September 

and October, Jarpa held three separate dialogues with 

Alliance leaders under the auspices of the Arch bishop 

of Santiago, Francisco Fresno. Jarpa sought to obtain 

support for a joint commission to examine party laws. 

The Alliance.made three demands in the negotiationsa the 

dissolution o~ the National centre for Information (CNI); 

the resignation of Pinochet; and the convocation of a 

provisional government, and a constitutent assembly to 

write a new Constitution and schedule prompt elections. 

The Alliance overestimated its strength and under

estimated the government's power. Jarpa had not been 

empowered to give ground and he himself realized that he 

had little political clout. The Ministe.r of Interior 

had lost its control over the police, which was under the 

Ministry of Defense, and over interior government, which 

was under Pinochet. More significantly, Pinochet refused 
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to honour his commitment to go along with a genuine 

opening-up of the political process. Compounding Jarpa's 
; 

problems was Pinochet's unwillingness to give htm and his 

colleagues greater voice in economic policy, the sine quo 

non to satisfy business supporters of the regime. Jarpa 

soon began to encourage the formation of a new right party. 

partly as a reaction "to the newly formed Independent 

Democratic Union, which was set up by elements close to 

the Chicago boys. 

The "dialogue" was a victory for Pinochet. It gave 

him some breathing time and took the edge off the protest 

movement. Many Chileans welcomed Jarpa's style of finding 

a solution through negotiations. More importantly, the talks 

succeeded in dividing the opposition - between these who did 

and those who did not wish to negotiate - without yielding 

to any liberalization. The disconcerted among the opposition . 
felt that the Alliance leaders were be:ing used by the 

gavernment; they criticized Valdes and his colleagues for not 

pressing for the resignation of Pinodhet. The authorities 

further undermined the position of the Alliance by enacting 

in secret a far-reaching anti-protest law that held the 

leaders of a protest criminally responsible for violence. 

The Magistrate of Santiago announced that any opposition 
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demonstrations would require payment in advance to the 

authorities of a certain amount of money for every square 

metre of public property occupied by the prdtestors.47 

The failure of .AD's peaceful mobilization and dialogue 

and the intransigence of the regirre benefited the Comrilunist 

Party which formed an alternative movement, the Popular 

Democratic Movement (MDP), in October. The MDP also 
• 

enjoyed the support of the Clodomiro Almeyda section of 

the Socialist Party and received strong support from other 

organisations, including the popular sectors, Church-

affiliated groups and solidarity groups who had lost faith 

in the AD. 

The MDP pursued a two-pronged strategyt on the one 

hand, it advocated insurrection and polit:ical violence by 

encouraging and leading armed terrorist groups such as the 

MRPF1 on the other, it preached unity of all anti-Pinochet 

forces, a proposition attractive to those who felt that 

an opposition unified only in its opposition to Pinochet 

could be effective by virtue of its sheer magnitude. 48 

This strategy seriously challenged the AD's claim to 

47 

48 

Arturo Valenzuela,. "Chile •s Political Instability", 
Current History(Philadelphia,Pa.), vol.83, no.4901 
February 1.984, p. 72. 

Edgardo Boeninger, "The Chilean Ro;:td to Democracy", 
Foreign Affairs (New 'Yoy\<. ) , vol.64, no.4, Spring 1986, 
pp.812-32. 
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hegemony of the political opposition. The call for 

insurrection brought the support of the radicalized popular 

sectors while the 11 unity11 slogan was et"fective :l,n other 

instances. 

By the end of October, the AD called for an 

indefinite end to talks with the government. At the same 

ti.rce, it entered into talks with the MDP and other 

opposition groups in an effort to coordinate strategy for 

future national protests. 

Meanwhile, the protest movement continued in Chilean 

cities. The Agusut protests were even more violent - 26 

civilians .died and,more than a 1,000 were wounded by 

gunfire. 49 This time the protests were spread over two days 

(11-12 August) ·and there were no signs of either the 

demonstrators or the regime backing out of a direct confron

tation. The appointment of Jarpa and his call to the 

people "ot "to create an atmosphere of chaos and violence" 

went unheeded.
50 

The government also announced that it 

would lift the state of emergency that had been in effect 

since 1977, on 29 August, but did not abolish the "emergency 

powers 11 of Pinochet. Terrorist acts by extreme-left groups 

continued and the Santiago Governor Carol Uruza and a 

bodyguard were gunned down in an ambush. The suspected 

49 ~~ 22 August, 1983. 

50 Summary of World Broadcasts4 13 August 1983. 
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killers were shot a week later. However, the state of 

emergency was replaced by a •state of disturbance". 

Following the September protests, the "state of disturbance" 

was extended for six months. Continuing internal distur

bances, that included monthly protests and demonstrations, 

bomb blasts that frequently darkened central Chile, ambushes 

and assassina~ions, continued without signs of declining in 

intensity, an .. d led to the rei.Iitposition of the state of 

emergency in March 1984. Military commanders once again 

had the power to order curfews, prohibi1~ public gatherings 

and ban publications. Pinochet continued to maintain that 

the opposition leaders were "agents of violence" and that a 

Moscow-led plan of political destabilization would be met 

with the necessary. foyc.e. 

The picture that emerged over a year and more of 

the rise of opposition against the military regime was more 

of confusion than anything else. Most sections of Chilean 

society participated in the anti-government campaign in one .. 
way or another - from workers to students and professionals. 

But there is no doubt that neither the AD nor the MDP could 

effe'ctively channelize the forces available to them in the 

right direction. The lack of agreement among the opposition 

on strategy always left Pinochet in a better position to 

defuse any crisis. Physical repression was a necessary 
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fallout of the ·movement but it could be justified 

only because "normal" protests tended to turn militant 

with the slightest of provocation. The increasing 

violence associated with the protest movement diminished, 

rather than increasi~ its overall effectiveness. Laz;ge 

sectors of the lower middle and middle classes, which 

constitute a large percentage of Chile 1 s population, 

feared unrest and violence more than their opposition of 

the government. Similarly, terrorist actions,helped 

to strengthen rather than undermine government authority. 

There was never any question of a popular uprising 

capable of defeating the highly professional armed forces 

or forcing the disintegration of the military. Opposition 

·leaders consequently oriented their efforts at convincing 

the military that the regime was no longer viable. Disorder 

and mass protests undermined Pinochet's credibility and the 

government's slogan that "Chile Advances in Peace and Order". 

It was hoped that massive protests would eventually convince 

military officers that their own credibility and that 

of the government was at stake unless they removed Pinochet 

and initiated a transition process. 

It is argued that militant protests only reinforced 

the military's determination not to violate its own legality~ 1 

51 Arturo Valenzuela, "Prospects for the Pinochet, Regime 
in Chile", CUrrent History, vol.84, no.499, February 
1985, p.ao. 
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The military was sworn to uphold its Constitution and 

its government. Military officers feared that a violation 

of that legality would only lead to political unrest or a 

hostile government that would undermine its institutional 

integrity. The intensely anti-Communist military officers 

were also worried by the rise of the left which would not 

only threaten their basic privileges but also thetr own 

personal security and that of their families. 

There is also no doubt that in the period 1983-84 

and even later, Pinochet was able to maintain his control 

over the armed forces. There were divisions within but were~ot 

strang. enough to threaten his authority. The ~Y force 

commander Fernando Malthei made public his wish for an 

accleration of democracy. 52 This may have influenced the 

junta to prevent a eonstitutional proposal by Pinochet to 

installa designated Congress in 1989 for fear that such a 

Congress would be completely controlled by Pinochet and 

would render them redundant. The opposition hoped to divide 

Pinochet from the armed forces but the army and the police 

remained loyal and the navy and the air force lacked the 

power to impose its will over the army. In the ultimate 

analysis, the differences between Pinochet and the other 

junta members were not profound enough to make them want to 

test their strength in a policy of open confrontation. 

52 Interview in El Mercurio (Santiago), 23 Septernbe~ 1984. 
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It is necessary now to take a look at the opposition 

and its strategiesfor ~aining a return to democracy. The 

political parties that reappeared on the scene were 

essentially the ones that existed prior to the coup, but 

a decade of military-authoritarian rule had decisively 

a1 tered relations between them and the issues that divided 

them. There remained an ideological climate of mutual 

'distrust impeding efforts at a unified opposition even though 

there were some encouraging signs of reconciliation and 

wide-spread acknowl.edgernent of past mistakes. 

Parties whose leaders were at each other•s throats 

during the Allende ,years, such as the PDC and the Socialists, 

became close colleagues in the AD. The split between the 

Socialists and the Communists was however complete, mostly 

as a consequence of changes in years of foreign exile and 

domestic repression. The Communist Party had since 1980 

flirted with "armed struggle" and allied itself with the 

MIR. 

The divisions within the Chilean opposition were 

based on three issuesa whether to employ selective violence 

against representatives of the regime or to keep · 

exclusively to non~violent resistancer whether to include 

or exclude the Communists in the movement; and whether to 

negotiate for concessions from the gove~nment or attempt 

to force"it from office. 
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The Christian Democrats were probably the stm ngest 

and least divided of the major opposition forces and 

produced well-documented and rational policies for a future 

' 53 
democratic Chile. Their influence in Pinochet's Chile 

came as a result of.their magazine Hoy and their radio 

station, both of which, offered the most reliable·source 

of news to, Chileans. They claimed that the Party represented 

the natural "centre" of Chilean politics, capable of 

becoming the decisive force by swin~~~ its weight to the 

left or the right. And this was exactly the dilemma of the 

PDC. A closer cooperation with the right would distance 

the party from the MDP1 Whereas closer ties with the MDP 

would make cooperation with the right impossible. The 

historical support of the middle class was also dependent 

on the shift to the right or left. In the period 1983-84, 

the party committed to mobilization of the population 

alongwith the MDP under its centre-left president, Gabriel 

Valdes. The moderates feared that the thetorical excess 

· and inflammatory ideologizing of these gatherings fore

shadowed a poloarization of the sort that occurred in the 

Allende years. 

53 See the Party's publication, Un Planteamiento paro el 
futuro: Proyecto Alternativo(~ditorial Aconagna, 1984) 
and Mark A. Uhlig, "Pinochet•s Tyranny11

, New York 
Review of Books, 27 June, 1985, p.39. 
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The Socialist Party, as we have seen, came to be 

divided into two main factions. The first faction was 

a moderate, Social-democratic wing led.by Altamirano 

and Lagos and rejected "armed struggle" against Pinocret, 

believing that such a strategy would heighten military 

and middle clas~ fears of social chaos and also harden the 

government against the possibility of handing back power 

to civilians. These Socialists were prepared to accept 

the Communists in the AD, a major point of conflict with 

the Christian Democrats. 

The second faction of the Socialists, led by Almeyda, 

was "revolutionary" and unstructured. It allied with the 

Communists on the basis of a mutual distrust of democratic 

institutions. The Alemyda Socialists'differences with 

the Communist Party were over the issue of formal ties with 

the Soviet Union. They themselves forged closer links 

with Fidel Castro and CUba although Alm~yda continued to 

reside in East Berlin. 

The Communist Party made a major shift with its 

acceptance of violent tactics. It reflected in part the 

views of a new generation in the party_who believed that 

anything less than the threat to life and limb would 

not induce the military to leave pcMer. The Conmunist 

·leaders however emphasized that they desired a formal 

recognition by the moderates, although they maintained" 

their distance from the MDP. Their acceptance of armed 
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struggle reduced its credibility as a potential partner of 

the AD. 

A progressive disillusionment of several sections 

·in the right owing to Pinochet's unwillingness to 

cooperate with Jarpa ~as a natural outcome in the wake 

of the concurrent economic crisis.. The unresolved 

allegiance to the military gave way to some apprehensions 

about its future political role. The prolonged retention 

of Political powers by the armed forces came to be seen as 

a liability and it w~s almost certain that once the 

opposition forces moderated some of their policies, the 

right would cooperate in opposing Pinochet. The bulk 

of the Chilean right did not favour the military regime 

any more but it neither crossed over to the opposition. 

It however defined its attitude as independent of the 

regime through the National Party and the National Unity 

Party. The trend within the right reflected that of the 

other opposition forces - a democratic-wing and an 

authoritarian, extreme-wing. 

Pinoehet Strikes . Bat:k 

On 5 November, 1984, the Chilean c.3.binet resigned 

after the week's political unrest had left 14 dead. 54 

This gave Pinochet a free hand to reorganize the military 

54 New York Times, 6 November 1983. 
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government and the following day, a state of siege was 

imposed for the first time since 1977. In a speech to 

the nation Pinochet said: 

I have declared a state of siege throughout 
the country to take effect today ••• in order 
to put an end to the criminal escalation of 
terrorist and subversive activities and to 
prevent the type of disruption of public · 
order that has been affecting the tranquility 
of the people.(55) 

/ 
The Y\A'IY conunander, Jose Merino argued that the state of 

siege did not mean that tne ~unta had hardened its position. 

The head of the CNI, General Fernando Paredes said that the 

objectives of the state of siege was to restore peace. 

The move was directed against uvandals and Soviet Communist 

henchmen who operate •in the country~. 56 

The reimposition of a state of siege was a severe 

blow to the experiment with abertura, the political 

liberalization which Pinochet had toyed with. Six magazines 

were closed and forced out of business. 57 This was done to 

"prevent the propagation of rumours". The siege allowed 

the government to tap legally telephones, open mail and 

hold prisoners indefinitely without charges. The headquarters 

55 Summary of World Broadcasts, 8 November 1983. 

56 ibid, 9 November 1983. 

57 The magazines were - Cauce, Analisio, Apsi, Fortin 
Mapocho, La Bicicleta and Pluma y Pincel. Hoy!was 
subjected to "blanket censorship". 
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of the Socialist bloc (an alliance of the Christian Left 

and the Socialists of the AD) and the MDP were raided. 

At least 20 members, believed to be the organizers of 

the ongoing protest movement, were arrested and sent into 

internal exile. Chile became an occupied country once 

again. Working elass neighbourhoods, mostly the slum 

districts of Santiago like La Victoria, were surrounded 

by troops in suc~essive raids. Thousands were herded 

-into the soccer stadium for questioning and 237 were 

58 arrested. . 

The resignation of the cabinet was an intriguing 

aspect of the whole e~rcise because almost the same cabinet 

members (including ~arpa) resumed their posts the following 

day. Perhaps the cabinet resigned only to allow Pinochet 

to impose a state of siege. It was also believed that ~arpa 

was staying on only as long as Pinochet could appoint a 

successor. Another theory is that ~arpa continued to hope 

to persuade Pinochet to moderate his course and preserve 

the gains of abertura. 

The imposition of the state of siege took even the 

right by surprise. Government officials close to Pinochet 

privately confessed that the move was an admission of 

failure on the part of a government that had promised 

prpgress with order. Both the National Party and the 

58 Newsweek(New York, N.Y.), 26 November 1984. 
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National Unity criticized the state of siege. They feared 

that the drastic measure would set back further any 

propsect for a broad agreement on a return to democracy. 

The Catholic Church also denounced the imposition 

of the state of siege. Archbishop FreSY\.o drafted a six 

page pastoral letter in which he warned the government 

against blaming the Church for the country's political 

problems. The letter also included a call for a 24-hour 

period of fasting and prayer on 23 November,. fCitlY days· 

before the political parties plan for two days of protest. 

The letter said: 

I want to be prudent, but I will not be 
a coward ••• all of us must pray in silence 
and also talk about what we can do to 
build peace in Chile, based on truth, 
love and jqatice. (59) 

With the press and the opposition muzzled, the Church 

remained one of the few open channels of redress. 

The government again carried out ·raids into S~tiago's 

shanty-towns to render ineffective the protests of 27 and .. 
28 November. Government troops patrolled the streets and 

such hard-line tactics seemed to have undercut the 

opposition's call for national strike. However, there was 

no end to violence. Scores of bombs exploded all over the 

59 Time, 26 November 1984. 
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country, dozens of stores were looted and there were 

incidents of police clashing with demonstrators. Pedro 

Correa of the National Party warned: 

Since there are no political organisations 
capable of channeling the hopes and needs 
of the public these demands will be 
exploited by the irresponsible groups and 
movem~ts lacking sufficient organization 
to resist -extremes. (60) 

The government's response was to extend the state of 

siege for a further 90 days. 

The tough stance adopted by Pinochet was ev~dent 

in the cabinet reshuffle effected in February 1985. Jarpa 

and Finance Minister Luis Escobar Cerda found themselves 

excluded and the government extended the state of siege until 

6 May. Pinochet defended his actions with familiar state-

menta of "internal convulsion" and plots by the Soviet 

Union and Cuba to subvert his government. Repression by the 

regime continued unabated. In March, the bodies of three 

men, two of whom were members of the Communist Party and 

the third of the Vicariate of Solidarity, were found with 

their throats cut. General cesar Mene~oza, head of the 

police put the blame on 11 international communism••. A 

special prosecutor was appointed to investigate a 

new wawe of kidnappings and murders. In August, the 

60 Newsweek, 12 November 1984. 
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prosecutor released his report indici{ting 14 Carabi)'\eros, 

including three colonels. The suspects were barred from 

leaving the country but only a military court could try 

the guilty since the Carabin·eros had been inducted into 

· the military by Pinochet. Mendoza and two other subordinate 

61 
Carabinero ~rals were forced to resign. 

The cracks within the military began to show 

in the face of months of protests and dernonstrations,loss 

of support from previous supporters in the upper an~ middle 

classes and charges of corruption and fraud. There was a 

growing perception in the armed forces that by refusing 

to step down before 1989, Pinochet th:c·eatened to take 

everybody down with him. Pinochet's meetings with the 

other junta members turned into "verit;able battlefields". 

Matthei as well as Jose Mevino made their displeasures 

felt quite openly. 

Raids into Santiago's neighbourhoods continued 

through May and June but the issue of a re-imposition of 

a state of seige met with dissent from other junta members. 

The government defended its raids by saying that the 

purpose was to "find common delin~nts and subversives" 

and claimed to have seized weapons and explosives. 

61 . Newsweek, 12 August 1985; Facts on File(Ntw'1oYk ) 
17 May 1985. 
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Continuing terrorist acts by the MRPF helped to 

substantiate the government's actions. However, Pinochet•s 

labelling of political opponents as Marxist was not really 

true. A poll released by the Santiago-based Latin American 

Faculty of Social Sciences disclosed that only 13 per cent 

of Chileans considered themselves Marxist and 73 per cent 

agreed that II radical ChangeS II Were required in the 

62 government. 

In July, the government lifted the state of siege. 

The reasons were not internal but were related to vote 

~n favour of a $ 55 million World Bank loan. The US 

immediately dropped its opposition to the loan. The 

Interior Minister Ricardo Garcia Rodriguez maintained 

that the state of siege was lifted because of a marked 

decline in terrorism (which was not true) and that it 

would be replaced by a state of emergency. The magazines 

banned in November were allowed to reopen but the government 

retained the right to control political news, impose 

curfews and make arrests for upto five days without any 

changes. 

Three significant changes had occurred at the 

national level during 1985: the new orientation of the 

Socialists in a clearly democratic direction; the 

propensity of the P.DC to form alliances and act as a 

62 Cited in Time, 2 June 1985. 
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political bridge 1 arid the emergence of an independent 

right-wtn9 which was often critical of the government. 

Each of the three blocs responded positively to a call 

for national reconciliation made by ArChbishop Fresno 

who was in the uniq\le position of enjoying a good rapport 

with the left# and as a consarvati ve was trusted by the 

right. By August 1985# the opposition had pushed forward 

the National Accord for a Transition to Full Democracy. 

The National Accord was the most important develop.. 

ment in the struggle for democracy until then. For the 

first time# the left, centre and right were unified in a 

formal commitment that was neither a political alliance 

nor a government progranme bUt a pact on the rules of 

governing. 

The Accord proposed minimum indispensible 

Constitutional reforms - changing the procedure for 

Constitutional amendments and altering the system of 

presidential succession1 giving guarantees in the socio

economic field7 specific# immediate measures to restore 

political liberties and permit a process of transition' 

and matters of concern for the armed forces like support 

for combating terrorism# condemnation of anti-democratic 

coupa# etc:. 63 . 

63 See Boeninger, n.4~. 
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The ACcord had a favourable impact on public· 

opinion and on the armed forces. Malthei in particular 

was impressed by what the opposition ~ad to offer. 

However, the Accord did suffer from several weaknesses. 

The signatories did not agree on a strategy concerning 

deadlines and methods - the right felt that Pinochet 

complete his term in office (1989) 1 the AD parties 

wanted the return to democracy to be effected as soon as 

possible •. The right also favoured nego·l:iation to social 

mobilization which they felt led to violence and reaction 

by the ~ad forces and increasing influence of the left. 

The AD parties insisted that only mass mobilization could 

lead to success. 

Pinochet categorically rejected the Accord and in 

a move to counter the opposition tried to exacerbate the 

existing contradictiona between the parties to the Accord. 

He accused the signatories of being vague on matters such 

aa guaranteeing property rights, outlaWing anti-democratic 

forces and dealing w1 th human rights a·b.uses. He · adroitly 

managed to shift focus on issues which the Accord signatories 

disagreed, tbus creating considerable friction among thea. 

The government also denounced the joint participation of 

of the Christian Democrats and the Communists in social 

protests to indicate an ambiguity and unreliability of the 

PDC, an issue to which the right was extremely sensitive. 
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By the end of 1985• the National Accord seemed 

to have served the purpose of weakening Pinoehet but 

its own survival was doomed. The government lost 

credibiility but the opposition forces seemed to have 

gained nothing iD terms of possessing sufficient 

cohesion to enforce a political change in the near future. 

The opposition forces under the AD and the MDP -

organized in the first few months of-1986 to continue 

the pressure on Pinoehet to resign and concede a 

transition to democracy. The idea was that differences 

apart. military rule had to end. The AD was able to gather 

some support and confidence from the right while the MDP 

retained its hold over the left. The tempo of the protest 

movement was kept up with international criticislll aiXl 

the adoption of a us-backed resolution in the United 

Nations.64 This was a major departure from the past where 

the us had abstained or voted against resolutions 

condemning Chile• The resolution indi.cated that the US 

was no longer willing to back Pinochet in his endeavpur 

·to prevent a transition to democracy. 

July 1986 marked a. turning point in the political 

situation. The proliferating civic, community, party and 

trade-union groups converged towards an unified opposition 

challenging the legitimacy and authority of the Pinochet 

64 Facts on File. 21 March 1986. 
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regime and openly ~stioning its legal basis1 the 1980 

COnstitution. Over 200 social· organizations had joined 

~ form the Assemblea de la Civilidad (AC) in April 1986. --
It represented the highest level of social and. political 

unity achieved by the opposition since 1973. On 26 April, 

the AC had presented Pinochet with the so-called •Demand 

of Chile• which synthesized the repressed needa of a wide 

spectrum of social forces interested in the removal of 

Pinochet. . The Demand was an offensive against Pinoahet 

of a level that only the unity of the opposition fo.rc:es 

and the increased popular mobilization could have made 

possible. The regime was given 30 days to respond to its 

demands, failing which a national strike was to be called 

on 2 and 3 July. Through the month of May, Chileana 

responded to symbolic daily one-minute work stoppages1 

boycotts of products sponsoring programmes on the State

controlled television network1 and refusal to pay property. 

taxes and other payments to tbe government. The government 

responded in the usual manner. The police and axmy troops 

conducted raids in Santiago • s Shanty-towns to arrest 

suspected terrorists. 

The government's failure to respond to •Demand of 

Chile• left the AC headed by Juan Luis Gonz,lez, no choice 

but to carry out its July general strike. The two days 

were marred by violence especially in the shanty-towns.,( 
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Barricades were built and rocks thrown at passing vehicles. 

The police· acted swiftly and efficiently. At least seven 

,people were slain 1n the 48-hours of the strike, including 

a 13-year old girl. There were also a number of bomb 

blasts around Santiago on the nights of 1 and 2 July. rn 

the three largest cities, Santiago, Valpara!so and Concepcion, 

95 per cent of the cargo trucks stayed off the road for the • 
two days. Public transport was scarce aiXI offices were 

vacant.65 

Gonzalez described the protests as1 a •gigantic• 

success. However, this sucC:ess proved to be a worrisome 

development for many sections of the AC. The increasing 

militancy and autonomous actions of the social movement 

seemed to have gone beyond the control of the political 

parties. The centre-right parties were frightened by the 

"barricadis.m o• and ."militarisation of ~litics•. The 

tactical political success of a unified opposition raised 

grave strategic socio-economic questioQJS. The centre

right opposition including the PDC was hesitant to 

participate in a movement whic:b it eould not control. 

The extreme popular mobilization had not served positively 

in the past and moderate leaders were frightened by the 

prospect of a hardening of the military's stance. The AD 

65 Facts on File, 11 July 1986. 
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quickly set about to redefine its position and moved 

towards a policy of accommodation with Pinochet. 

The AD's decision to back ·out from the 4 and 5 

September protests took the sting out of the protest 

movement. A few days }().tar, Pinochet aurvi ved an 

assassination attempt by the MRPP and reimposed a state 

of siege. 66 The discovery of an arms cache in the end 

of August had already raised the possibility of a leftist 

takeover. It is also believed that the· AD's decision to 

-withdraw .f.mm the movement was prompted by the us. 67 

Pinochet regained the initiativ.e after the AD's 

withdrawal and the imposition of a state of aeige. '!'his 

two-pronged strategy of repressing the social movements and 

the left opposition while once again offering dialogue with 

Centre-right groups ensured that Chile would undergo only a 

Constitutional transition to democracy. There has been a 

lot of criticism regarding this development but as we have 

seen in our survey of Chilean history, a Constitutional 

transition alone could have ensured a transition as well 

as the survival of democracy. 'l'he "struggle for democracy .. 

became purely institutional with the AD choosing to negotiate 

for a space within the strict parameters defined by the 

66 Ibid, 12 September 1986. 

67 James Petras and Per.ando Ignacio Leiva, "Chile a the 
Authoritarian Transition to Electoral Politics .. , 
Latin American Perspectives, Issue 58, vol.15, no.3, 
summer 1988, p.97. ·' 
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Constitution. This "political realism" of the AD 

contributed to a strengthening of Constitutional rule 

in Chile and despite its limitations, especially as . 

regards the dominant role of Pinochet and the armed 

forces, the realization of the continuing "three-thirds• 

split of Chilean society, was an important 

aspect of the three years of struggle against the regime. 

As we have seen, one of the essential components 

of the strategy of the centre-right opposition was not 

questioning the political nature of the State. It was 

this issue which separated the AD from the MDP. The 

former concentrated on a radical critique of the political 

regime and its actions and searched for a negotiated 

solution to the crisis and the replacement of military

authoritarian rule. The strategy of social mobilization 

was used to ~ke Pinochet give way to a transition before 

1989 but his intransigence· to do so as well as the 

fragmentatiOY\ of the opposition severely : . . .limited the 

prospects of any severe disruption of ~e system. Even the 

. concept of democracy varied - some talked about the 

overall democratization of society, aiming essentially 

toward the legitimacy of social and economic egalitarianism' 

others linked the transition tO the establishment of a 

democratic political system. 

--------
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CONCLUSION 

A dominant tradition of Chilean political process 

since 19';8 has been the "three-thirds" divide of society among 

the forces of the left, centre and right. This near equal 

division of political power has rendered the impossibility of 

majoritarian governments. Over the years, Chilean national 

executive have been elected by coalition or forced to build one 

with the centre party/parties providing the required flexibi-

lity to sustain the system. 

Between 19';0s and 1960s, the Radical Party admirably 

fulfilled the role of the centre party, The emert,ence of the 

Christian Democratic Party since then, has upset the delicate 

balance on which Chile an democracy vros placed. 'I'he Christian 

Democrats conceived of themselves as a new and vital ideo

logical force and were unwilling to act ru:1 a fulcrum between 

the left and the rieht. They propagated a dist·inct middle road 

between Marxist transfo.nnation and preservation of the status 

quo. The party sought to expand the strene;th of the centre at 

the expense of both the left and the right. The strategy 

adopted was one adopted by the left, of popular mobilization, 

but the emphasis was on reform as opposed to revolution. 

The PDC • and the Popular Unity (UP) after them, how

ever, failed in their efforts to upset the tradition of the 

"three-thirdsR politics. Every Chilean administration has 

necessarily required. the support of two of the three blocs for 

its.political survival. The Frei and JUlende administrations 
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admittedly, confirmed this reality. The subsequent regime was 

not based on "force" alone, but on the SUI>port of the right and 

the centre, i.e., two of tlB three blocs in Chilean politics. 

The regime's survival for more than a decade can partly be 
-

explained by the. polarisation of Chilean s ociet¥ during the 

years of progressive reformism. The military used this to its 

advantage and attempted to eliminate the left and consolidate 

its rule by winning over the centre. In the long-run, however, 

the political and economic policies of the military progressive

ly eroded its middle claas support and we alcened the political 

balance engineered by the military to its own detriment. The 

emergence of popular protests reflected an evolving new 

equation--of the centre moving from the right to the left. 

The tradition of the "three-thirds" bedevilled as much 

the military as it did the previous governments. It was the 

perceptions and proclivities of the left, centre and right that 

deter~ined the direction of national politics in the years 

198]-86. Both the left and thecentre desired a return to 

democracy as well as changes in the economic policies of the 

regime. However, both were internally divided in terms ·of 

defining their relationship with each other as well as with the 

military and the right, The left w~ distrustful of the PDC 

due to its role in the Allende ya ars and the coup. The centre 

was fearful of a dominating left which they felt had created a 

condition of near-anarchy in 1970-7) leading to a situation wher~ 
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military intervention became inevitable. The centre had the 

choioe of finding its allies from sections of the right which 

were critical of the political institutions created by the 

military regu1e. The continued support of the right for 

p inochet and military rule was partly due to the absence of any 

other alternative at that juncture. The memories of the years 

of· high-pitched reformism deterred most of the right to move 

away from Pinochet. The continuing violent acts by the extreme• 

i.eft groups atrengthened their belief that a return to 

democracy could be detrimental to their interests. 

The ·first two opposition coalit.ior.s, the Democratic 

Alliance (AD) and the Popular Democratic Movement (MDP) 

represented the centre and the left respectively and engaged in 

j~int action during the monthly days of protest • The AD~ 

however, kept its options open, as was evident from its 

acceptance of opting for a dialogue with Jarpa, with the 

exclusion of the MDP from the process. This reflected, to . .an 

extent, the JJJ' s willingness to bargain with the military 
, 

regime in preference to resolving differences with the left. 

The induction of Ja.rpa achieved what Pinochet intended--expose 

the divisions with~n the opposition and buy time for himself. 

However, what Pinochet had not bargained for was the loss of 

significant support from the right once the abertura was 

suspended. 
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Pinochet's failure tm continue the ,.,game" of negotia-

tion and comprQnise pushed the ric;ht to acco;:1odute with the W, 

and the AD to work towards forging a unified platform with the 

MDP and force the ree;ilne to back down from its commi tt'lent to 

the timetable for transit~on prescribed for in the Constitution. 

The creation of the .-As--...s ... em ... b---.le........,a 92, ~ ..;;.C.::;i..;.v.;;.i=.l.;;.i.;;d.;:;a;.;;;d ( AC) was as much 

& consequence of m1 increaaing cooperation between the left 

and the centre as of Pinochet' s intransle;ence. It would seem 

that such an analysis overemphasizes the schisms betwaen the 

left and the centre. But the fact remains that the middle 

cl~s support or at the least, tolerance of the military regime, 

wal3 in preference to a "revolutionary" covernment. 

M.y attempt at analyzing the basis of Chile an democracy 

since the 1930s and the platform and policies of successive 

governemnts, suggests .that the SJtccess or failure of v~ious 

administrations depended. to .a large_ extent on their ability to 

preaerye the·· status _quo and bring about significant economic 

developnent to the benefit of the social sectors dependent on 

two of the three blocs. The Pinochet government channeled its 

resources for the benefit of the social sectors associated with 

the centre and the right. Ho\tever, economic failures in the 

1980s progressively eroded its support base. A sb.lilar trend 

was available in the political sphere where the authoritarian 

democracy prescribed in the Constitution dis appointed the 

middle classes as also some sections of the right. 
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It was the fear of the popular sect oro and the left 

that once again drove the AD ·to withdraw its support from the 

AC and accept the upinochet Plan" for a return to democracy. 

The assm3sination attempt on Pinochet in 1986 and the dis

covery of an anns cache renewed fears of a leftist takeover. 

There can be no denying the negative i1~1pact of the violent 

tactics used by by the extreme-left in the cause of ··attainment 

of unity bet·ween the left and centre oppositions. Two 

Questions need careful examination by future researchers: 

1) c.ould 'the extreme-left afford such an option at that 

critical juncture? ; and therefore, ii) could it have been 

engineered by Pinochet hirnself to sabotat;e or subvert the 

aeonising abertura process? 

Be that or it may, the years of ,strue;V.e for democracy 

may be summed up in terms of the varying perceptions of Chile's 

"three -thirds". Ylhile the opposition made .significant advances 

in terms of overall streneth., it failed to force Pinochet to 

make any cor: crete concessions. Tha divisions vri thin the armed 

blocs were aa distinct in 1986 as in 198'3. 

The left continued to oppose Pinochet and military rule 

in varying ways. The formation of a credible alliance with the 

centre, however., remained a dream. The Socialists and the 

Communists were unable to reconcile to act toeether and them

selves were plagued by dissent over basic policies. The 

extreme-left stuck apparently to its plans for ~1 armed in

surrection to destabilize ~1d overthrow tiw regime. The 
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relatively united centre pre~erred to strike a deal with the 

right and the moderate left rather than risk the consequences 

Of a ~ull-s cale maflS movement against the regime o The right 

c<:une to be divided itsel~. as was eveident from the formation 

of the new National ~arty and the National Unity Party in 

opposition to the Independent Democratic Union, which consisted 

of· hard-line pinochetistaa. The armed forces were unable to 

remain united in the ~ace of pressure ~or t::ha:nges o The support 

lent to the National Accord by the air foree cor,;mander, 

Fernando Matthei, exemplified the divisions witldn the military. 

Pinochet WaJ3 able to survive these tumultous years 

'becauae the dissent and disaf~ection towards his regime were for 

different rea,Sons and emenating from varied quarters. In the 

proaess, the opposition forces failed to agree and unite to a 

common strategy or proffer an alternative to military rule: 

The carrot-and-stick policy helped Pinochet gain time and put 

the pressure on his opponents. The opposition on its part made 

limited advances in the three-year period. There was no doubt 

that a significant parventa&e of Chileans wanted a return to 

democracy but it was clear that in view of a perceived threat 

from the left, an extra-constitutional stratee;y was ~ound un

suitable to attain the desired goals, concading the repressive 

and Constitutional powers available to the State to pre vent the 

same.·. 

By 1987, the majority of the opposition resigned or 
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agreed to accepting the plebiscite as a fact of political life~ 

Opposition leaders called on Chileans to register in the 

electoral rolls and an unprecedented 92.1 per cent of voting 

·age aG.ults hacl done so when registr~tion closed. A series of 

new la~ adopted in 1988 permitted some legal political acti

vity. The owosition buried its past differences to form the 

Democratic concertaci6n and organise a "No" campaign to defeat 

Pinochet. The CommuniBt Party and sectors af the socialist 

left strongly objected to this"participation in the legality 

of the regime". It was only very shortly before the elections 

that the Communists lent their support to the campaign. In a 

high voter turn-out of 97 per cent, 54.71 voted for "No" to 

Pinochet and a high 4';.1 for .. Yes" in the 5 October.l988 

plebiscite. The verdict was accpeted by the armed forces and 

the right giving Pinochet no choice but to hold elections in 

. December 1989 and allow a transitional government to come to 

power for four years. 

The strategy ot the goncertaci~n yielded some success, 

although there were severe limitations to its range of action. 

The opposition waa able to make no dent in the timetable and 

basic mechanisms of transition. Some modifications were made 

in the Constitution, but they were fashic,ned by both the 

oppoe ition and the military before they vrere voted in July 

1989 and the approved at'lendments contained only some of the 

changes desired by -the concertaci6n. 

The concertaci~n remained intact until the presidential. 

and Congressional elections and :ruuned Patricio Aylwin .AZocar, 
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the president of the PDC, as its preidential candidate. The 

coalition also contained the two Socileist parties, the PS 

Arrate and the PS Almeyda and the Partido por !,!!, Demooracia 

(PPD), initially formed to create an "instrumentaJ." party to 

contest the plebiscite. A centre-right :party, the Partido · 

Aocion ~Centro (PAC), two Radical parties, the Christian 

Left (LC), the Humanist Party completed the coalition. 

The contesting parties of t:te right were the National 

Renovation (the former National Party and the National Unity 

Party) and the Independent Democratic Union. The two formed 

an electoral pact, Democracy and Pro grass, to fight the 

elections and named Hernan Buehl, the high-profile Finance 

Minister who was responsible for the· post-1985 economic 

recovelll, as their candidate. A successful businessman, 

Francisco Javier Erra(Zuriz, presented liimself as the third,· 

non-party candidate • 

; 

The concertaci6n predictably won the pres identia.l 

election with 55~18 per cant of the vote .tP Buohi's 29.J9 per 

cent, with Erra!zuriz finishing last with 15 .5; per cent of the 

vote. A peculiar electoral system allowed the right to win 

half the legislative seats with a mere one-third of the 

popular vote, at the expense of the concertaci5n and PAIS, an 

electoral alliance of the more radical of the left parties, 

including the Comml,Ulist Party •. The opposition gained 72 of the 

120 seats in the Chamber of Deputies and 22 of the ~8 contested 

seats in the· Senate. 
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The electoral results gave both the co11;certaci6n and 

the parties of the right something to cheer about. However, 

what the results failed to reveal w8l3 the continuing "three

thirds" divide of the electorate. It is poosible that it the 

left were to breal: awa::e~ from the coalition,. it may become the 

the second political force after the Christian Democrats. The 

Communist Party elected neither Deputies nor Senators but this 

can be attributed to_ the electoral system which secured an over

representation of the right, as well as to the lack of reci

procal support from former allies, the Socialists. The 

Communists' estimate is that they received 15.8 per cent of the 

vote where they stood , but as it s yo od only in its are es of 

traditional stren{Cth, then it can be assumed that its national 

vote was much lower than the 16.2 per cent it received in the 

last Congressional elections of 1975. 

Evan as democracy returned to Chile, doubts were raised 

over its future. The legacy of Pinochet' s rule and the 

constitutionaJ. transition have imposed several limits on the 

redemocratization process. The 1980 Constitution limits 

Aylwin's powers vis-a.o.vis the armed forces. Pinochet will 

remain the commander of- the army and a voting member of the 

National Security Council until 1997. Several military 

officers continue to serve as permanant members of the Council: 

There are al.s o 9 Pinochet-nominated Senators a.J.ongwith 16 from 

the right to block passage of "unpleasan-t" reforms. The 

Constitution also forbids the president to appoint, remoNe or 
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retire the commanders of the armed services J shields the 

military budget from legislative cutbacks; and reserves 10 

per cent or Chile's annual income from 'tle sale of ca»pper for 
. 

the military. Constitutional amendments are nearly impossi-

ble and require the support of three-fourth of the Senators and 

Deputies. 

In its initial ph&Be, the Aylwin administration has 

taken. positive steps to tackle the major problems confronting 

the country. The National.· Renovation has at times cooperated 
, 

with the concertacion to enable significant changes to be 

initiated in both the political and economic spheres. The 

Canmission on Truth and Reconciliation hw:~ published its report1 

the so-called Rettig Report, which holds the military 

guilty of human excesses in the period 1973-89. Efforts have 

been made to alleviate the lot of Chile • s poor, "social 
~ 

, justice" being a tOp priority on the government• s agenda~ 
-

However, a wave of violence in the first half' of 1991 seems to 

have given the initiative back to Pinochet. It remains to be 

seen lf the sacrifices of thousands Of Chileans vlho died at 

the h'a.nda of the mUitary yields any positive develpnents in 

the 1 ong-run. 

_____ .. 
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